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Bom in 1895, Pan Yuliang 潘玉良（1895-1977) was a woman artist whose 
creative life has been sketched from China to France. Studying art in Paris and 
Rome (1921-1928), after her return to China, Pan developed her artistic career in 
Shanghai and Nanjing. In 1937, Pan again travelled to Paris to broaden her artistic 
horizons. One would never have expected that she would never again set foot on 
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when Pan was reintroduced to Mainland China and Taiwan in the 1970s-80s, this 
view of Pan became somewhat clouded and less positive. Pan became a symbol of 
the poor, isolated, and unsuccessful expatriate artist whose life was haunted 
forever by her suspicious prostitute past. This thesis seeks to deconstruct the 
discursive process through which Pan's victimized image was produced. 
Another objective of this research is that of historicizing Pan Yuliang, 
with the aim of filling the gap left by previous researches that were uncritical of 
Pan's biography. In this research, the author will 'degenderize' the mainstream 
ahistorical, unwomanly/feminine binary used in the criticism of Pan's works. 
Through excavating and critically examining the historical materials, this research 
aims to 'regenderize' Pan and her works according to the discourse of women 
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V 
Introduction 
Tan Yuliang loves to paint women. 
Being a woman, Pan Yuliang also loves to paint herself. 
Zhang Xiaohong^ 
Born in 1895, Pan Yuliang 潘玉良（1895-1977) was one of the first 
women to gain admission into an art school that was not tailored solely for 
women. On admission to the Shanghai Art School {Shanghai Meizhuan 上海美 
術專科學校 ) , r a t h e r than being trained with domestic skills such as 
embroidery, which prevailed in women's art colleges at the time, a new 
paradigm of fine arts, advocated by Cai Yuanpei 蔡元培(1868-1940), began to 
change the pragmatic character of art schools. After art training in Paris and 
Rome, Pan returned to China in 1928 to exclusive attention from the art press. 
She then gradually built a successful artistic life, becoming a professor in 
China's flagship art schools, cofounding art societies, and entering official 
exhibitions. In 1937, to continue the exploration of modem art. Pan travelled to 
Paris, where she remained for the rest of her life. During these 40 years, Pan 
explored the realm of the nude and the synthesis of Chinese and Western media, 
1 Zhang Xiaohong 張小虫工，'Taohong liulu zi gu ying - Hua ntiren de ntiren Pan Yuliang 杉核工和|1 
綠自顧影--畫女人的女人潘玉良，[Red Peaches, Green Willows and Looking into Herself in 
the Mirror - Woman Painter Pan Yuliang Who Paints Women]. Lianhe wenxue 聯合文學 
[Unitas] 10, no. 8. (June 1994): 169. 
1 
producing more than 4,000 pieces^, most of which were paintings of the female 
nude form. 
As described by Zhang Xiaohong 張小虫工，Pan Yuliang's painting 
intrinsically invites a gendered view. Regardless the gender of the writers and 
critics, most papers on Pan Yuliang have drawn attention to her female identity. 
This phenomenon was catalyzed by the production of a novel and movie which 
highlighted Pan Yuliang's dark history of being sold into a brothel and forced to 
work as a prostitute. Unsurprisingly, the repetition of these discursions 
eventually created the effect of placing Pan Yuliang into the special category of 
(victimized) woman painter. Such categorization suggests a universal and a 
historical, feminine quality to all women painters. One of the typical treatments 
is the adoption of a ‘reflectionist’ position, linking both the bold and soft 
qualities in Pan Yuliang's painting to her androgynous personality. 
To renew the understanding of Pan, of primary importance are the 
methodology and the theorization of the painter, painting, artistic culture, 
gender, and their integration. In this thesis, I reject the essentializing of 
'femininity'; rather, I will illustrate Pan's constant choice, embracing, rejecting, 
and changing of the existing gendered art culture. Another important step to 
take is that of historicizing Pan Yuliang - to redo documentary research and to 
query historical context, which was omitted in previous researches that were 
uncritical of Pan's biography. 
2 Deng Chaoyuan 部朝源，‘Huiyi huahun guilailu 回憶「畫魂」歸來路’ [Commemorate the 
Return of The Soul of Painter]. Jianghuai wenshi 江淮文史[Jianghuai Cultural History], no. 6. 
(2006): 134-135. 
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Thus, in Chapter 1 'Who's Pan Yuliang? Whose Pan Yuliang?' I will 
first present the existing account of Pan Yuliang's life and art as a general 
introduction to the subject of this research. In conjunction with this, I will 
discuss how the legend of Pan Yuliang as a victimized woman expatriate painter 
was constructed and how it displaced a historical approach to Pan. 
In Chapter 2, 'Reconsidering Pan Yuliang', I will review the academic 
literature on Pan Yuliang and demonstrate the different approaches adopted by 
the scholars from Mainland China and Taiwan, as well as their shortcomings. 
Then, in order to reconsider Pan Yuliang in the coming chapters, I will theorize 
the relationship between the following concepts一gender, woman, and the 
woman painter. 
In Chapter 3 'Expanding Biography into History’，I will reread the 
biography of Pan Yuliang. Through historicizing its subtle details, I will attempt 
to demystify the image of a victimized Pan and demonstrate her connection with 
the late Qing-early Republic feminism. 
The term 'differencing' from this thesis is a neologism devised by the 
feminist art historian Griselda Pollock. Borrowing from the French Linguist 
Jacques Derrida's 'differance', she suggested that there is no such thing as 
essential femininity or the essential woman painter but a temporal 
fixation/arrangement of them.^ According to Griselda Pollock, 'differencing', a 
strategy to read and produce art history against a patriarchal discursive strategy 
that canonizes a hegemonic account of art history" ,^ was used to 'not read for 
3 Pollock, Griselda, Differencing the Canon: Feminist Desire and the Writing of Art's Histories. 
(London: Routledge, 1999), pp. 29-33. 
4 Ibid., 26. 
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signs of a known femininity', 'but for signs of femininity's structurally 
conditioned and dissonant struggle with phallocentrism.' ^ Here, Griselda 
Pollock's 'differencing' bears two meanings. First, the discourse 'femininity', 
which encapsulates 'the feminine style' (visual representations that legitimized 
or attributed as feminine) and the role of female artist, was not essential but 
constructed and differed across time and space. Second, art (history) is 
structurally hetero-phallocentric which the 'great tradition of art' was attributed 
to and archived by 'grand masters' (male, heterosexual and ethnic majority). 
Women artists thus, in Pollock's model, on one hand, have to learn from the 
‘tradition，to begin their careers. On the other hand, they are constantly looking 
for presentational spaces to obtain equal professional standing among men 
artists and representational spaces to express their identity (not to mention the 
tolerance of some misogynist contents in art), whether they are separatist or 
assimilationist. Differencing thus also refers to women artists' claiming of a 
culture of their own which is different to and unrepresented in the art historical 
canon. 
'Modem Art', whether conservative or radical, nationalized, or 
individualized, was indeed the hegemonic discourse of art surrounding Pan 
Yuliang and the artistic pursuits of her fellow artists, forming the anchor points 
subjected to Pan's 'differencing'. In Chapter 4 The VoliXicaX Xiesheng 寫生 and 
its Gender Polities', I will uncover Pan's political aspect~her xiesheng 
landscape and her connection to the pseudo-national China Art Association 
(Zhongguo meishuhui 中國美ff會)，an affiliated association of the New Life 
5 Ibid., 33. 
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Movement {Xin Shenghuo Yundong 亲斤生〉、舌運重力).In doing so, I will highlight 
the alternative modernity exemplified by the case of China Art Association (in 
contrast to the 'Shanghai Modem') and attempt to uncover women artists' 
agency within this male-led 'Nanjing Modem' model. In this chapter, I will 
study the newly found material from the Central Daily News {Zhongyang Ribao 
中 曰 and the China Art Association Quarterly (Zhongguo Meishuhui 
Jikan中國美術會季刊). 
In Chapter 5 'Differencing Modernism and Women's Culture', I will 
analyze the masculine logic of modernism and its potential in marginalizing 
women artists. I will examine, through newly found material, the women's 
culture found in Pan Yuliang's artistic circle. 
Two major types of material will be used in this thesis. The biographical 
materials that include the first-hand sources of Pan's photographs and paintings 
can be found in the three catalogues published by the Anhui museum and the 
National Museum of History in Taipei. Some of these are photographed in a 
solo exhibition of Pan Yuliang, shown in 2007, in Beijing. The background 
materials, including newspapers, journals, and books published during the late 
Qing-early Republican era, will be used to dissect the historical background of 
Pan Yuliang. 
Due to the Anhui Museum's refusal to loan out Pan's collection of 
books and personal records, my primary research materials have been limited to 
some degree; I must therefore use this biographical account with historical 
5 




Who's Pan YuUang? Whose Pan Yuliang? 
Who's Pan Yulians? 
Throughout almost 40 years since her reintroduction to the Chinese art 
world, Pan Yuliang has attracted a huge amount of interest if we consider the 
list of articles written about her. Ranging from art periodicals, art collection 
magazines, literature periodicals, television, and movie magazines to general 
and tabloid publications, for everyone, we are able to see that Pan Yuliang was 
more than a simple academic conundrum. Will the popular thinking on Pan 
Yuliang eventually arrest the academic studies of this artist? Returning to the 
key question of this chapter, 'Who's Pan Yuliang?', many writers have 
observed that her life story was more intriguing than her art, as seen in the 
comments of this author: 
'How high is the standard of Pan Yuliang's painting? This 
problem becomes more and more ambiguous under the Pan Yuliang 
wave in the auction market. The legendary life of Pan is well 
known. However, as people used to draw attention to her history of 







What did people come to think of Pan Yuliang as a person? The first thing they 
considered was that she was a woman painter, with 'woman', i.e. her gender, 
taking primary position in their initial assessment of her and her art. In 2006, an 
exhibition called 'The Soul of Painting, painting exhibition of Pan Yuliang, 
{Huahun Pan Yuliang huazhan 畫魂：潘玉良畫展）was held in the National 
Museum of History in Taiwan, an institute that aims to offer a bridge between 
the knowledge of the academy and that of the general the public. The museum 
grouped Pan's painting into four subject areas, 'Extolling the Graceful Body' 
(Manmiao niiti de 容曼妙女體的歌公頁)，'Affection and Love' (Qingai yu 
rensheng A ^ ) , 'Dialogue with Nature' (Yu ziran de 與自然白勺 
對話）and 'Legendary Life' (Chuanqi rensheng 傳奇人生S o m e of these 
groupings were deceptive. Fig. 1.1 is extracted from the exhibition which was 
hardly able to use 'Graceful Body’ or ‘light and gentle' (manmiao 曼女少)to 
describe the work. Was 'Affection and Love' an accurate description of the 
painting shown in Fig 1.2 which appears instead to present 'Platonic Love'? Of 
course, using the popular notion of femininity as passionate and delicate these 
simplified subjects were organized to guide the general viewing public. 
6 Wang Qiaoling 王巧玲，‘Shei penghongle Pan Yuliang 誰捧紅了潘玉良’ [Who Made Pan 
Yuliang a Star]. Xinshijizhoukan 新世紀周刊Centuiy Weekly], no. 23. (2007): 132. 
7 See the categorization from Pan Yuliang、；番玉良，Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. ed. Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德.(Taipei: Yishujia chubanshe: [Artist Publishing], 2007). 
8 
Certainly, the tension above could not escape a practicing artist like Liu 
Haisu 劉海粟（1896-1994). He commented that Pan's painting was void of the 
'softness and gentleness of women painters' {wu nil huajia xianrou de quexian 
無女畫家纖柔的缺陷).8 In fact, many have opposed the view that Pan was a 
womanly woman. Yu Feng 有 (1916-2007) , niece of the famous writer Yu 
Dafu 郁達夫(1896-1945) and a well-known writer and painter herself, was once 
a student of Pan Yuliang. She recollected, 
'Different from her biography, Pan Yuliang had the 
personalities of man. She was tough and unlikely to tear. She was 
not a gentle lady. Instead, she was a bold woman with a Yangzhou 




Both versions, gentle versus bold, apparently contradicted each other. However, 
they were common ways to appreciate women artists in which - 'showing the 
delicate side of art that man cannot do,工�and 'overcoming feminine 
8 Deng Chaoyuan 部朝源，'Himgui Zhonghua gaojiezhi Caimo ying zhi zhen huatan: Wei jinian 
Pan Yuliang danzhen yibai zhounian er zuo魂歸中華高節志彩墨映紙震畫壇：為紀念潘玉 
良誕辰 100 周年而作，[For the 100th Anniversary of Pan Yuliang]. in Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉 
良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-Lin]. (Taipei: Guoli lishi bowuguan: [National Museum of History], 
1995), p. 130. 
9 ‘Wo suo zhidao de Pan (Zhang) Yuliang 我所知道的潘（張）玉良’ [The Pan (Zhang) 
Yuliang Whom I Know].Xm guancha 新觀察[New Observation], no. 9. (May 1983): 32-33. 
10 Wang Yuli 王玉立，Tan Yuliang - wanqiang jianchi de wei yishu xianshen Tansuo Zhongxi 
yishu ronghe daolu潘玉良-頑強堅持地為藝術獻身探索中西藝術融合道路’ [Pan Yuliang -
With Iron-willed Devotion, Exploring the Way to Synthesize Sino-Western Art], Yishujia 藝術 
家[Artist Magazine] 44, no. 1. (October 1995): 216. 
9 
hindrance，11 were appreciated with equal orthodoxy. Nevertheless, regardless of 
their differences, it is the women painters' gender that is most often to the fore. 
The question, 'Who's Pan Yuliang?' could be changed to 'Who's Afraid 
of Pan Yuliang?' to mimic Edward Albee's play 'Who's Afraid of Virginia 
Woolf?' Xie Lifa 謝里法(1938-) recorded a fearful experience when he first 
met Pan Yuliang (the lady in the following cited text) in 1964: 
'At a bench of the embassy, some people stood up to offer 
their seat to a lady who had just entered the concert hall. The lady 
was about sixty and wearing a black cloak. People around all turned 
and looked at her. Uncommonly dressed, her dense and black hair 
was short, resembling the haircuts in the movies of the early 
Republic. Then, a scarlet ornament was added to her hair and 
beneath her hair, a fat and round face was covered with makeup to 
distinguish rouge and whiteness. The lipstick applied was too 
gorgeous, which doubled her thick lips. When she laughed, her thick 
and powdered cheeks trembled, sounding an awful low tone, which 





n Deng Chaoyuan 部卓月源，'Hungui Zhonghua gaojiezhi Caimo ying zhi zhen huatan: Wei 







Beauty and feminine temperament seem important to the integrity of the image 
of a woman painter. Jane Zheng's inspiring studies of woman artists' 
appearance in the print media of Republican Shanghai revealed that 'the main 
attraction of female artists was the personal attributes of the ladies themselves — 
their appearance, attire, cultivated disposition, and social status，” Lin Ai 林藝 
(1930-), a fellow artist of Pan, wrote in 1993 that Tan's ugliness was 
extraordinary' and that she appeared 'like an ape'/‘^ At the end of her article，a 
grotesque photo of Pan Yuliang was shown, which undoubtedly would shock 
the public. Two months later, Su Xuelin 蘇雪林（1897-1999), a friend of Pan 
since the 1920s, wrote in the same periodical to refute Lin's assertion and to 
argue that Pan was indeed not that bad-looking” 
The dispute over Pan's appearance was a direct result of the gossip of 
Pan's alleged history of prostitution. It was as if Pan's suffering, either from 
Xie Lifa 謝里法，'Qinglou huahun: Pan Yuliang de yishu shengya 青樓畫魂:潘玉良的藝術 
生涯，[Brothel and the Soul of Painting: The Art Career of Pan Yuliang]. Xiongshi meishu 雄獅 
美術[Uon art], no. 157. (March 1983): 30. 
13 Zheng, Jane, 'Shanghai Fine Arts College: Art Education and Modem Women Artists in the 
1920s and 1930s'. Modern Chinese Literature and Culture 19, no. 1. (Spring 2007): 213. 
14 Lin Ai 林藹，'Chongman chuanqi de kiiming huajia: Wo wei Pan Yuliang buping 充滿傳奇 
的苦命畫家•我為潘玉良不平，[A Painter Whose Life Was Full of Bitterness and Legend: I 
Protest For the Injustice Done to Pan Yuliang]. Zhongwai zazhi 中夕卜雜誌[The kaleidoscope] 
54, no. 3. (September 1993): 74. 
丨5 Su Xuelin 蘇雪林，‘Zai tan homing huajia Pan Yuliang 再談薄命畫家潘玉良’ [Revisiting 
the Ill-fated Painter, Pan Yuliang], Zhongwai zazhi 中夕卜雜誌[The kaleidoscope] 54, no. 5. 
(November 1993): 59. 
11 
having been a prostitute or from being rumoured to have been one, was the key 
to her obsessive choice of the nude as her lifelong subject. Observing the 
unusual masculine form of her painting, it was as if a distorting life would 
engender distorted art. 
As well as thinking of Pan Yuliang as a woman painter, people also 
characterized her as a patriotic painter. As political unrest and deteriorating 
health prevented her return to China, Pan developed a style synthesis of Chinese 
and Western painting in her adopted home to express her nostalgia/^ To the 
eyes of the Chinese people, her achievements and awards were dedicated to the 
entire Chinese race/? 
The comments above summarize how Chinese people thought of Pan 
Yuliang as a painter since her reintroduction in the 1970s. In the next section I 
will briefly introduce the existing account of Pan Yuliang's biography and 
explicate the stylistic changes of her painting. 
Life and Art of Pan Yuliang: Existing Account 
Born on June 1895 in Yangzhou 揚州 and originally named Chen 
Xiuqing 陳秀〉、青，her family, according to Deng Chaoyuan 鄧朝源，former 
curator of Anhui Museum, ran a small millinery business specializing in the 
production and sale of felt hats. Before her first birthday, Pan's father died and 
the business went into bankruptcy. As a result. Pan had to leam embroidery and 
ornament making from her mother to support the family of three, including Pan, 
16 Wang Yuli 王玉立，'Pan Yuliang - wanqiang jianchi de wei yishu xianshen Tansuo Zhongxi 
yishu ronghe daolu潘玉良-頑強堅持地為藝術獻身探索中西藝術融合道路’,217. 
17 Ibid., 218. 
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her mother, and her elder sister. When Pan was eight, the delicate balance of 
Pan's life collapsed as her mother and sister died within monthsof each other. 
Illiterate and property less, Pan was sold by her uncle to a brothel, where she 
remained until 1912, when she met Pan Zanhua 潘贊化（1885-1959). A newly 
appointed official in Anhui province of the nascent Republic of China, he 
ransomed Pan and married her^^. Some writers have speculated that Pan's 
decorative style, using rich colour and pattern and found in her late painting 
style was influenced by of her embroidery or was a memorial to her early life.工9 
Pan Yuliang, having called herself Zhang Yuliang 張玉良 instead of 
Chen Xiuqing, adopted her husband's family name.��At odds with the usual 
practice of putting the husband's family name in front of the wife's family name, 
the act of replacing her family name with her husband's was unusual. It is 
possible that Pan Zhanhua, like many male feminists of his time, empathised 
with his wife for the oppression and illiteracy she had suffered and envisioned a 
new China in which women were literate and enlightened. Thus, he taught her 
writing and Chinese culture in his private time. In their new home in Shanghai 
Pan Yuliang gradually became a learned woman, almost able to assimilate on an 
equal standing with her more traditionally educated schoolmates from the 
18 Deng Chaoyuan 部朝源，'Hungui Zhonghua gaojiezhi Caimo ying zhi zhen huatan: Wei 
jinian Pan Yuliang danzhen yibai zhounian er zuo魂歸中華高節志彩墨映紙震畫壇：為紀 
念潘玉良誕辰100周年而作’，125. 
19 Lin Zhongru 林仲如，'Pan Yuliang de xiao suihua 潘玉良的小碎花，[Pan Yu-Liang's Floral 
Pattern]. Yishu xinshang 藝術欣賞[Art Appreciation] 2, no. 5. (May 2006): 80. 
Dong Song 董松，Tan Yuliang nianpu qianbian (1895-1937)潘玉良年譜前編(1895 年-1937 
年)，[The First Half of Pan Yuliang's Chronicle (1895-1937)]. Shuhua shijie 書畫世界[World 
of Chinese Painting and Calligraphy], no. 2. (2010): 25. 
Wang Yuli 王玉立，‘Pan Yuliang - wanqiang jianchi de wei yishu xianshen Tansuo Zhongxi 
yishu ronghe daolu潘玉良-頑強堅持地為藝術獻身探索中西藝術融合道路’,208. 
13 
learned class, e.g. Su Xuelin. Having graduated from her secondary education, 
Pan devoted herself to the private painting class offered by Hong Yee 洪野 
(1889-1932) and decided to further her art education by enrolling in the 
Shanghai Art School in 1920?^ At the time of her admission, the Art School 
was at the forefront of modem art, where commodification, public function of 
art and the modem identity of the artist were negotiated.^ "^ The Shanghai Art 
School, headed by the young and liberal minded Liu Haisu, probably inspired 
Pan Yuliang to envision herself to be a painter. 
In July 1921, Pan left the Shanghai Art School and won a subsidy for 
overseas studies from the provincial authority, allowing her to enroll in the 
newly founded Institut Franco-Chinois de Lyon in France. Pan went to two 
national art schools in France where, according to Michael Sullivan, she led an 
easier life compared to her Chinese compatriots in France. Pan was first 
admitted to the Ecole nationale des beaux-arts de Lyon and studied after D'egas 
(not the impressionist, Edgar Degas). Unable to resist the lure of Paris, the 
r 
French capital of art, Pan once again transferred to the Ecole nationale 
superieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris in 1922. Studying with the irreconcilable 
22 Su Xuelin 蘇雪林,‘Zai tan homing huajia Pan Yuliang 再談薄命畫家潘玉良，,49. 
23 Deng Chaoyuan 都卓月源，'Hungui Zhonghua gaojiezhi Caimo ying zhi zhen huatan: Wei 
jinian Pan Yuliang danzhen yibai zhounian er zuo魂歸中華高節志彩墨映紙震畫壇：為紀 
念潘玉良誕辰100周年而作，，125-126. 
24 Zheng Jie 鄭潔，‘The Shanghai Art College, 1913-1937'. (M. Phil. Thesis, Hong Kong: 
University of Hong Kong, 2006), pp. 18-76. Chapter 1 'The Shanghai Art College in the 
Shanghai Market'.. 
Sullivan, Michael, Art and Artists of Twentieth-Century China. (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1996), p. 39. 
26 Pan Yuanshi 潘元石，‘Wu suo zhidao de Pan Yuliang 我所知道的潘玉良’ [The Pan Yuliang 
Whom I Know]. Xiongshi meishu 雄獅美術{Lion art], no. 45. (November 1974): 42. 
27 Dong Song 董松,‘Pan Yuliang nianpu qianbian (1895-1937)潘玉良年譜前編(1895 年-1937 
年),，26. 
14 
realist painter Xu Beihong 徐悲鴻（1 8 9 5 -1 9 5 3 ) , 2 8 Pan mastered the realist 
technique of French academic painting (fig. 1.3) from two known teachers -
Lucien Simon and the more notable Pascal Dagnan-Bouveret (1852-1929), 
student of the academic masters, Alexandre Cabanel (1823-1889) and Jean-
Leon Gerome (1824-1904). Dagnan's realist technique (or perhaps it was that 
of his master, Cabanel and that of Gerome) were so appealing to Pan that in her 
later years she paid tribute to Cabanel and Gerome by copying or alluding to 
r 
their work. The years in the Ecole des beaux-arts began Pan's lifelong interest 
in nude studies, including techniques such as studio posing, sketching, and 
anatomy. In contrast to Xu Beihong's history/mythology painting (fig. 1.4), in 
her early years. Pan perceived the nude as a self-contained subject with a 
remarkably closer distance (fig. 1.5, 1.6). Before Pan travelled to Rome to study 
at the Real Accademia di Belle Arti di Roma in 1925,^ ^ she may also have 
painted in various private Academies around the Montpamasse area where she 
could came across modernist painting, especially impressionist works.^^ 
Pan returned to Shanghai around May 1928, which her first appearance 
was in an anniversary of Labour Day. In December, Pan organized her debut 
exhibition, in Xizang road 西藏路，Shanghai, which anticipated her all-round 
28 Xu Beihong studied after Dagnan-Bouveret since 1923 when Pan was also studying under the 
same master. Xu was a well-known admirer of Dagnan-Bouveret. See Sullivan, Art and Artists 
of Twentieth-Century China, 69. 
29 Weisberg, Gabriel P. "Dagnan-Bouveret, P.-A.-J." Grove Art Online. 
30 Dong Song 董松，Tan Yuliang nianpu qianbian (1895-1937)潘玉良年譜前編(1895 年-1937 
年)’,26. 
31 Many foreign artists, due to their poverty, might gathered around the cheap and crowded 
Academy to practice sketching, where models were provided. See Sullivan, Art and Artists of 
Twentieth-Century China, 38-^1. ‘The Lure of France'.. 
32 'Liu Ou wenyijie 留區欠文藝界’ [Literary and Artistic Circle Studied in Europe]. Shen Bao 申 
報.(Shanghai, May 2, 1928), p. 13. 
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success in art and her career during the 1930s. The exhibition attracted a crowd 
of people to glimpse at the works of the woman artist who left for Europe for 8 
years, especially her astonishing realist technique.�� One year later, Pan's works 
were exhibited in the 1st National Art Exhibition (Diyijie Quanguo Meishu 
Zhanlanhui 第一屆全國美f®展覽會）organized by the Ministry of Education, 
where she received extensive positive feedback.34 This success further secured 
Pan's career as a Professor of art in some of the most well-known art schools in 
China, including the Shanghai Art College ^^  and the Central University 
{Zhongyang Daxue 中央大學)36 in Nanjing. Unexpectedly, Pan did not commit 
folly to realism or nude painting. Instead, she was fascinated by the varied 
proto-modemist development in China, most notably impressionism. As Yu 
Feng recollected, ‘Her [Pan Yuliang's] paintings bore similarities to the works 
of Renoir. They belonged to the school of plein-air impressionism'.^^ During the 
1st National Art Exhibition, The Ladies' Journal {Funii zazhi 婦女雜誌）invited 
Pan to share her success story. In her sharing, Pan confessed that she loved 
pastels as well as vivid colours (fig. 1.7).^ ^ Pan also joined several modemist-
Jin Qijing 金啟靜,'Canguan Pan Yuliang nushi huazhan hou zhi ganxiang 参觀潘玉良女士 
畫展後之感想’ [Impressions After Visiting the Exhibition of Pan Yuliang]. Shen Bao 申報. 
(Shanghai, December 6, 1928), p. 12. 
34 Funii Zazhi Jiaoyubu Quanguo Meishu Zhanlanhui teji 婦女雜誌教育部全國美術展覽會特 
輯[The Ladies' Journal Special Issue on 1st National Art Exhibition of Ministry of Education]. 
(Shanghai: Shangwu yinshuguan: [Commercial Press], 1929). 
35 Former Shanghai Art School, this school changed its name many times, see the appendix of 
Zheng Jie 鄭潔，‘The Shanghai Art College, 1913-1937'.. 
36 ‘Wo suozhidaode Pan (Zhang) Yuliang 我所知道的潘（張）玉良’，32-33. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Pan Yuliang 潘玉良，'Wo xi fenbihua de jingyantan 我習粉筆畫的經驗談’ [My Learning 
Experience of Pastel], in Funii Zazhi Jiaoyubu Quanguo Meishu Zhanlanhui teji 婦女雜誌教肓 
部全國美術展覽會特輯[The Ladies' Journal Special Issue on 1st National Art Exhibition of 
Ministry of Education]. (Shanghai: Shangwu yinshuguan: [Commercial Press], 1929), 51. 
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friendly art societies, such as the Society of Muse {Mo she 摩社)39 and its well-
known successor, the Storm Society {Juelan she 決瀾社广.Perhaps Pan shared 
the same idea of art most with her teacher-colleagues in the Shanghai Art 
College, which the Society of Muse and the Yi Yuan Atelier {Yiyuan Huihua 
Yanjiusuo 藝苑t會畫研究戶斤）(another art society to which Pan belonged) 
centered around the faculties of the Shanghai Art College" 
From 1931-1935, Pan taught as a lecturer in the Fine Arts Department of 
the Central University in Nanjing."^^ Organizing Xiesheng (painting from life 寫 
生，here specific to landscape painting) trips, Pan spent most of her time 
travelling, teaching and painting landscapes/^ Fig. 1.8 shows Pan's adaption of 
impressionist technique in Chinese landscape, in which the shadow of the boat 
reflected Pan's effort in resembling the effect of the works of Monet (fig. 1.9). 
During her Nanjing period, continued contact with the nation's political centre, 
as well as patriotic and nationalist movements gradually channeled Pan's 
interest towards national culture and the social function of art, ensuring that her 
already loosening ties with the modernists were further weakened under the left-
39 Guan Zhichang 關志昌，'Pan Yuliang (1899-1977)潘玉良（1899-1977)，. Zhuanjiwewcue 傳 
記文學[Biographical Literature] 65, no. 391. (December 1994): 141. 
40 Zhu Boxiong 朱伯雄，and Chen Ruilin 陳瑞林，Zhongguo xihua wushi nian, 1898-1949 中國 
西畫五十年,1898-1949 [50 Years of Western Painting in China], (Beijing: Renmin meishu 
chubanshe: [People's Fine Arts Publishing House], 1989), p. 302. 
41 The founders of Mo She and Yi Yuan included Liu Haisu, Wang Jiyuan, and Zhu Qizhan. 
They were also the core faculty members of the Shanghai Art College and the former teachers 
of Pan Yuliang. For Mo She, see 'Mo She 摩社’ [The Society of Muse]. Shanghai Shi zhi 上海 
rfjy^ [Chronicles of Shanghai], For Yi Yuan, see 'Yi Yuan Huihua Yanjiusuo zhi chuangli 藝苑 
繞畫研究所之創立，[The Founding of Yi Yuan Atelier]. Shen Bao 申報.(Shanghai, October 
27, 1928), p. 11; 'Yi Yuan Huihua Yanjiusuo 藝苑乡會畫研究所，[Yi Yuan Atelier]. Shanghai 
Shi zhi 丄海志 [Chron ic les of Shanghai], 
42 Dong Song 董松，Tan Yuliang nianpu qianbian (1895-1937)潘玉良年譜前編(1895 年-1937 
年)’,26-27. 
43 I b i d . 
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wing art movement and the dissolution of the Storm Society, a symbolic victory 
of ‘art for life’ over 'art for art's sake，.44 Hungering after knowledge of Chinese 
culture, Pan copied and studied some of the Song and Yuan paintings and 
sought advice from Zhang Daqian 張大千（1899-1983).45 In June 1937, in her 
huge solo exhibition involving over 170 pieces"^ ,^ Pan exhibited her nude 
sketches using Chinese brush (fig. I.IO/?, anticipating her mature style. Besides 
renewing national culture, Pan expressed her concern for China by participating 
in social and propaganda art. Being a founding committee member of the 
pseudo-national China Art Association, an association sanctioned by the New 
Life Movement48, Pan called upon her realist technique in the association's 
exhibition (fig. 1.11) and in the 2nd National Art Exhibition"^ .^ 
On 3 August 1937, Pan left China for the International Exposition 
dedicated to Art and Technology in Modem Life in Paris.，。The expo might 
have simply been an excuse or a trigger for an extensive and well-planned trip 
Sullivan, Art and Artists of Twentieth-Century China, 62-64. 'The Storm Society，. 
45 Liu Haisu 劉海粟，'Nti huajia Pan Yuliang 女畫家潘玉良，[Woman Painter Pan Yuliang]. 
Yishujia 藝;f/家[Artist Magazine] 28, no. 1. (December 1988): 144. 
46 Chang Renxia 常任俠，‘Guan Pan Yuliang jiaoshou xihuazhan 觀潘玉良教授西畫展， 
[Visiting the Western Painting Exhibition of Professor Pan Yuliang], Zhongyang Ribao 中央日 
報[Central Daily News], (Nanjing, June 17, 1937), p. 12. 
47 Tan Yuliang huazhan xunli 潘玉良畫展巡禮，[Touring The Exhibition of Pan Yuliang], 
Zhongyang Ribao 中央日報[Central Daily News]. (Nanjing, June 12, 1937), p. 7. 
Sullivan, Art and Artists of Twentieth-Century China, 62. ‘Art Enters the Political Arena'. 
49 One of Pan's paintings shown was 'Leftover Subject 遺民，• Guessing from the title, it was 
very likely to express the social concerns of the painter. 'Jiaoyubu di er ci Quanguo Meishu 
Zhanlanhui zhanpin mulu (di liu bu xihua mulu)教肓部第二次全國美術展覽會展品目錄）( 
第六部西畫目錄）’ [Catalogue of 2nd National Art Exhibition of Ministry of Education 
(Section 6: Western Painting)], in Zhongguo meishu de xiandaihua: meishu qikan yu meizhan 
huodong de fewci (1911-1937)中國美術的現代化:美術期刊與美展活動的分析[The 
Modernization of Chinese Art: An Analysis of Art Periodical and Art Exhibition]. (Beijing: 
Sanlian shudian: [Joint Publishing], 2008). 
'Pan Yuliang chuguo kaocha meishu bing canguan Bali bolanhui 潘玉良出國考察美術並参 
觀巴黎博覽會’ [Pan Yuliang Leaving China to Investigate Art and to Visit the Exposition in 
Paris], Zhongyang Ribao [Central Daily News], (Nanjing, July 27, 1937), p. 7. 
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to Europe, although there is no evidence indicating this intention when she 
started planning for the trip.^ ^ Earlier in the year. Pan was appointed by the 
Shanghai Art College as the head of their painting research institute. Pan's 
reunion with the Shanghai Art College and the college's faculty members, such 
as Ni Yide 悅貽德（1902-1970) and Pang Xunqin 龐薰 _ (1906-1986) from the 
former Storm Society^^ reflected Pan's reconsideration of modernism. Including 
a long stay in France, considered to be the capital of art, and a visit to Italy, 
Greece, and Holland, the centre of classical art, this 2-year, colourful expedition 
was aimed at enriching her artistic horizons, as for her, the decade since her 
return to China in 1928 was an era of stagnation.54 One would never have 
expected Pan to remain in France; yet, due to the war in Europe and China and 
the increasing influence of propaganda art, especially after socialist realism was 
adopted, in 1948, Pan determined not to return to the country of her birth.^^ 
Although the prosperity of art in post-war Paris was gradually declining, 
this land of artistic freedom indeed permitted Pan's exploration of her early 
themes, such as impressionist-x/e^s/zewg (Fig. 1.12). Remembering that she was a 
51 The earliest source mentioning Pan's trip, see 'Xihuajia Pan Yuliang ding shi ri qi juxing 
gezhan huihou fii Fa canjia bolanhui西畫家潘玉良定十日起舉行個展會後赴法參加博覽會’ 
[Western Painter Pan Yuliang to Hold a Solo Exhibition on the 10th of this Month and to 
Participate in the Exposition in France Afterwards]. Zhongyang Ribao 中央日報[Central Daily 
News]. (Nanjing, June 8’ 1937), p. 7. 
'Shanghai Meizhuanxiao pin Pan Yuliang wei yanjiusuo zhuren 上海美專校聘潘玉良為研 
究所主任,[Shanghai Art College Appointed Pan Yuliang as the Head of Painting Research 
Institute]. Zhongyang Ribao 中央報 [Cen t r a l Daily News], (Nanjing, Januaiy 31, 1936), p. 8. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Tan Yuliang chuguo kaocha meishu bing canguan Bali bolanhui 潘玉良出國考察美術並参 
觀巴黎博覽會’,7. 
'Wenhuajie xiaoxinwen 文化界小新聞’ [Gossip from the Cultural Circle]. Shen Bao 申報. 
(Shanghai, March 21, 1948), p. 4. 
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devoted colourist ^^, Pan found her role models from the vivid post-
impressionists (fig. 1,13, l.lS.ref) and Fauvists (fig. 1.14, 1.14.ref). Soon after 
her arrival in Paris, by painting Chinese models / herself alongside Chinese 
objects and costume, by painting Chinese flowers, by signing her work with 
Chinese characters, and by ethicizing oil painting. Pan began to be aware of her 
cultural identity and was eager to express it (See Figures 1.15 to 1.17). With 
Michel Tapie's 1952 book, 'Art of another kind' {Un art autre), Parisian art 
evolved into L'art Informel, a style similar to abstract expressionism.^^ The 
movement may have inspired Pan Yuliang, as well as other Chinese expatriates, 
most notably Zao Wuji 趙無極(1921- )• Figure 1.18 and 1.1 show Pan's 
experimental paintings in the 1950s and Fig. 1.19 shows her engraving done at 
about the same time. The coarseness and softness found in the oil painting do 
not just remind us of Renoir (fig. l.lS.ref), but are reminiscent of 'Art Brut', or 
'rough art’ (fig. 1.20). Popularized in the 1950s, Art Brut celebrated 
childishness, innocence, insanity, and primitiveness.^^ 
In her last years, Pan was surrounded by Chinese expatriates gathered 
around the Association of Chinese Artists in France (Association des Artistes 
Chinois en France). A meeting was held in 1959 where Chang Yu 常玉(1901-
1966), Zhang Daqian, the Taiwan ambassador Guo Youshou 郭有守(1900-
1978), and Pan Yuliang gathered in U'^ Rue Emile-Duclaux in Paris.That 
56 Pan Yuliang 潘玉良，'Wo xi fenbihua dejingyantan 我習粉筆畫的經驗談’，51. 
57 Chilvers, Ian. "Art Informel." Grove Art Online. 
"Art Brut." Grove Art Online. 
59 Gong Xuanwu 龔選舞，'Wubai nian lai di yi ren, Jifan Huadou xiaowangslii 五百年來第• 
人，幾番花都笑忘事’ [Being the First in the Last 500 Years, How Many Times He Laughed 
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meeting, held in the middle of her practices of ink and colour painting, foresaw 
Pan's concern to synthesise Chinese and Western painting. As shown in Fig. 
1.21, to create her most mature form of painting, Pan used Chinese brush to 
outline the body drawn from life sketching and borrowed some facial features 
from Chinese figure painting. Adding her signature and seal to the comer of the 
painting. Pan transformed the Western genre of nude studies into a likeness of 
Chinese figure painting, with just the washes replacing the usual blank-leaving 
(liubai 留白）.Critics today attribute to Pan Yuliang the contribution of 
expanding the horizon of Chinese art by synthesizing Sino-Westem aes thet ics ,6� 
especially for her confident ink brush outline whereby a seal from Pan herself 
was engraved, ‘ Yuliang’s iron line，(Yuliang tiexian 玉良鐵線)(fig. 1.22). 
If we observe the history of Pan Yuliang we can find much to consider, 
such as the new identity of the modem woman painter. Unlike the older 'lady's 
chamber' painters {Guige huajia 閨閣畫家），these woman painters were 
teaching in universities, organizing modem public exhibitions and actively 
participating in the social art projects of the nation. As revealed above. Pan was 
more than a mere gendered subject, but also a social and ethnic subject, and 
perhaps more, a combination of the two. Why does the monolithic concept of 
the gendered Pan Yuliang that opened this chapter systematically rule out the 
social and historical aspect of Pan? Were there a biased and often a collectively 
carved biography that displaced history? To explore the myth making process 
and Forgot in Paris], Xin xinwen zhoukan 新新聞周干丨J [The Journalist], no. 264. (March 29, 
1992): 82. 
Wang Yuli 王玉立，‘Pan Yuliang - wanqiang jianchi de wei yishu xianshen Tansuo Zhongxi 
yishu ronghe daolu潘玉良-頑強堅持地為藝術獻身探索中西藝術融合道路’,218. 
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behind today's Pan Yuliang, I now change the opening question from, 'Who's 
Pan Yuliang?' to 'Whose Pan Yuliang'? 
Whose Pan Yuliang? 
Overshadowing other aspects of Pan Yuliang's history and art was the 
hegemonic discourse of tragic heroine that was gradually established by 
intellectuals from Taiwan in the 1970s and Mainland China in the 1980s. To 
begin, I will quote Liang Desuo's 梁得戶斤(1905-1938) review of the art scene 
in Republican China in 1936. In the section about modem painters of the time 
Liang commented that, 
'[Pan Yuliang is a] prominent figure out of the modem 
women painters. Staying in Europe for many years, she attained 
excellence in oils and pastels. Colour in her painting is executed 
glamorously and harmoniously without exaggeration. Her rendition 
of the human body is especially remarkable'. 
「現代女畫家中的傑出者，留歐多年，油繪和粉畫兼長， 
色彩渾和，難而不浮。描寫人體尤有獨到。」61 
Knowing that Pan was the only woman painter mentioned in Liang's review 
recognised the fact that she was a very successful artist in Republican China and 
had earned the accolade of ‘master，. Liang did not highlight Pan Yuliang's 
gender, but her artistic success and the new social subjectivity一modem woman 
painterwhich implied career success. This positive view in the 1930s was, 
61 Liang Desuo 梁得戶斤，'Huihua 續畫’ [Painting], in Jindai Zhongguoyishu fazhan shi 近代中 
國藝術發展史[The Development History of Contempory Art]. (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian: 
[Shanghai Bookstore], 1989), p. 39. 
62 Other painters in Liang's book included Lin Fengmian, Gao Jianfu, and Huang Binhong. 
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however, was supplanted by a more negative view in the 1970s. Xi Song 
(1947- ), a Taiwan painter and the pioneer of the rediscovery of Pan Yuliang 
after her death in 1977, described Pan Yuliang as having 'died in foreign land as 
a guest' {kesi 客死).He wrote, 
'[Recollecting the visit to Pan Yuliang's studio], As if I saw 
a dangerous building that was about to collapse. I found in that 
building an old woman who spent most of her life detained in an 
alien land. Despite the thick layer of makeup on her face, the traces 





At a seminar, entitled, 'What I know about Pan (Zhang) Yuliang’,65 which was 
held in 1983 in Mainland China, Zhang Ding 張仃（1917-2010) recollected his 
memory of a visit to Pan Yuliang's Studio, 
‘Inside her house some area was covered with old 
newspapers. There was hardly a painting to be found. However, one 
painting was hanging on the wall. The painting was on Chinese 
paper and outlined with black lines. In the background a lot of 
63 Xi Song 奚淑，'Kesi Bali de niihuajia - Pan Yuliang 客死巴黎的女畫家—潘玉良，[The 
Woman Painter Who Died in Paris as a Guest - Pan Yuliang]. Xiongshi meishu 雄獅美術[Lion 
art], no. 85. (March 1978): 43. 
64 Ibid. 
65 'Wo suo zhidao de Pan (Zhang) Yuliang 我所知道的潘（張）玉良’. 
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coloured dots could be seen. I think it did not quite work. My 
impression of her painting was not as bright as my impression of 





This negative view was common in the criticisms and the reintroductory essays 
on Pan Yuliang during the 1970s and 1980s. 
The Chinese lost their connection with Pan Yuliang after her departure 
for Paris in 1937. Although some scattered reports on her were seen in the 
1 940s67, the reintroduction, which would utterly change the positive perception 
of Pan Yuliang represented by Liang, had to wait until 1973. In that year, Pan 
was first reintroduced to Taiwan through a New York Chinese. In writing to the 
editor of a Taiwan art magazine, ‘Lion Art', he wrote, 
‘Artists who spent their whole life endeavouring in art [in 
Paris], for male artists we have Chang Yu (We've already seen the 
article about him written by Xi Dejin). For female artists, we have 
Pan Yuliang. If she's still alive, she could be seventy years old'. 
66 Ibid., 34. 
67 Taru nu jiaoshou Pan Yuliang huashi 踏入女教授潘玉良畫室’ [Stepping into the Studio of 
the Woman Professor Pan Yuliang], Shen Bao 申幸艮.(Shanghai, December 18, 1946), p. 9. 
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「在巴黎奮鬥了一輩子的畫家，男有常玉（已見席德進 
文），女有潘玉良，她如健在，當已七十歲」 6 8 
Like Xi Song's article about Pan Yuliang, Xi Dejin's 席德進（1923-1981) 
article on Chang Yu was also written in a regretful tone, describing Chang Yu 
as 'talent being neglected throughout his lifetime' (yisheng chenmo ——生沉 
沒).69 Chang Yu, like Pan Yuliang, was an expatriate Chinese artist in Paris. 
Although he died in 1966, his art was not reintroduced readily until 1971. 
Before the 1970s, Taiwan was much occupied with its political struggle with 
Communist China. Artists were mobilized by the Nationalist Party, forming 
societies such as the 'China Art Union 中國藝術協會，，to create anti-
communist propaganda In 1954, the signing of Sino-American Mutual 
Defence Treaty created the climate of Americanization whereby artists 
mimicked abstract expressionism/^ However, the political climate, and with it, 
the Americanization of art in Taiwan ended in the early 1970s. Taiwan's 
removal from the United Nations marked the beginning of its diplomatic 
isolation as the USA sought to improve relations with an increasingly powerful 
China. Since then, freed from political obligation, the Taiwanese turned their 
68 'Huixiang (duzhe laihan)回響（讀者來函）’ [Echo (Letter from Readers)]. Xiongshi meishu 
雄獅美術[lAon art], no. 33. (November 1973): 4. 
69 Xi Dejin 席德進，'Yisheng chenmo zai Bali de Zhongguo laohuajia Chang Yu 一生沉沒在巴 
黎的中國老畫家常玉’ [Talent Being Neglected Throughout His Lifetime, Old Painter Chang 
Yu from Paris]. Xiongshi meishu 雄獅美術[Lion art], no. 3. (May 1971): 18. 
70 Xu Wenqin 徐文琴，mwan meishu shi 台灣美術史[History of Art in Taiwan]. (Taipei: 
Nantian shuju youxian gongsi: [SMC Publishing], 2007). Chapter 6. 
71 Jiang Xun 蔣勳，'Huigui bentu - qi ling niandai Taiwan meishu dashi 回歸本土 一七零年代 
台灣美術大勢，[Returning to the Local - Trends of Taiwan Art in the 1970s], in 1945 - 1995 
Taiwan xiandai meishu shengtai 一九四五-一九九五台灣現代美術生態[A Retrospection on 
Taiwan Modem Art Environment from 1945-1995], by Li Jim ing 李既口鳥 et al. (Taipei: Taibei 
shili meishuguan: [Taipei Fine Arts Museum], 1995). 
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attention to local culture, triggering the 'Native Art Movement {Xiangtu Yishu 
Yundong鄉土藝術運動)’.72 This allowed artists and writers, such as Xi Dejin, 
who belonged to the native art movement, to rediscover artists who had been 
neglected during the political upheavals of the 1950s and 1960s, resulting in 
them embedding a sense of regret，self-punishment, and nostalgia into their 
articles. 
Although the rediscovery of Pan Yuliang was accomplished in Taiwan 
in the 1970s, we had to wait until the early 1980s to see her rehabilitation in 
Mainland China. Shi Nan 石楠，a librarian at Anqing Library, Anhui province, 
when researching intellectual women in history, came across an anecdote of Pan 
in the early 1980s. Inspired by her story, Shi wrote a novel, 'The Story of Zhang 
Yuliang' {Zhang Yuliang chuan 張玉良傳）which was first published in 1982.73 
It was later revised and expanded to become the famous, 'The Soul of Painting' 
{Hua Hun 畫魂）which was adapted for movies, TV and radio drama. Affected 
by the tradition of socialist realism and propaganda literature, Shi Nan's 
creation was strongly influenced by the ideology and ethos of the day. Writing 
tragically of Pan Yuliang's early prostitute life，Shi Nan may initially have 
suggested a feminist intention. However, such intention was quickly displaced 
by the anti-feudal, anti-imperialist, revolutionary discourse of the Communist 
Party. In a symposium discussing the value of Shi's 'The Story of Zhang 
72 Xu Wenqin 徐文琴，Taiwan meishu shi 台灣美術史.Chapter 6. 
73 Qian Yusui 錢玉歲，'Shi Nan shi zenyang xie Zhang Yuliang Chuan de 石楠是怎樣寫《張 
玉良傳》的’ [How Shi Nan Wrote The Story of Zhang Yuliang], Xin guancha 新觀察[New 
Observation], no. 5. (1983): 24-25. 
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Yuliang’，Liu Yonghuang 劉永璜，an official of the Ministry of Culture in 
Anhui province, commented, 
'Living in a society in which humans will consume each 
other, Zhang Yuliang, being a prostitute and a concubine, not only 
escaped from being swallowed, but became a world renowned artist. 
What kind of courage and determination is needed to overcome such 
bitterness and suffering?".Zhang Yuliang was not a tragic figure 
sacrificed by the old system of society, but a hero who fought 







Under endorsement from male officials, Shi Nan's novel was appropriated to 
represent the party's historiography. At the symposium. Gong Liu 公劉，a 
member of the writers' association of Anhui province, rose to speak, 
"The hardships of Zhang Yuliang symbolized the distressful 
path of Chinese history. The noble character of Zhang Yuliang 
symbolized the innate quality of the Chinese race. The self-
74 'Zhang Yuliang Chuan zuotanhui fayan zhailu《張玉良傳》座談會發言摘錄’ [Records of 
the Symposium of The Story of Zhang Yuliang]. Qing Ming 淸明,no. 2. (1983): 247-248. 
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accomplishment of Zhang Yuliang symbolized the final victory of 




In Shi Nan's novel, the racial aspect of Pan Yuliang was emphasized, forming 
the image of 'patriotic painter'. In the later part of Shi's novel, Pan Yuliang had 
a strong desire to return to China. However, due to the political unrest in the 
1960s, Pan's wish was not fulfilled. To relieve the homesickness, Pan painted 
extensively with Chinese content and Chinese media. Pan's ethnicization of art, 
in Shi Nan's novel, was appropriated as a patriotic act. In short, both 
revolutionary and patriotic discourses are common in the Mainland article about 
Pan Yuliang. 
Shi Nan's novel and its 'man-'datory interpretation combined to 
construct an image that Dorothy Ko would probably characterize as 'victimized 
woman' . Ko pointed out that, beginning in the May Fourth - New Culture 
period and reinforced by the Communist Party of China, reformers and 
revolutionaries in China tended to identify women with backwardness and 
dependency. Facing the challenge from Western imperialism, Chinese 
intellectuals expanded this image of 'victimized woman’ into a symbol of the 
Chinese nation itself, “raped’ and dominated by virile forign powers'.^^ 
75 Ibid., 244-245. 
76 Ko, Dorothy, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century 
China. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994). Introduction. 
77 Ibid., 1-2. 
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Rhetorically used in literature and propaganda, however, the image of 
'victimized woman' eventually became a 'historical reality' in the mind of the 
Chinese intellectual. As a result, women's history became the history of 
'victimized woman'. 
Pan's history of prostitution thus attracted keen speculation. Not until 
1989, about 20 years after Pan's reintroduction, did a single piece of writing 
focused on her artwork instead of her story appear^^ Throughout the 1970s and 
1980s, Pan's tragic biography was written many times in both Mainland China 
and Taiwan. Headings like 'Brothel and the Soul of Painting' (Qinglou Huahun 
青樓畫魂)79 and ‘Reconciled and Regretless' {Gamin 妒w/zw/甘心無悔广 were 
used. 
Returning to the opening of this chapter. The common standpoints of the 
writing strategy outlined above are threefold, 1) writers on Pan Yuliang were 
highly interested to link Pan's preference of female nude painting and her 
prostitute past. 2) Writers imagined the masculine style of Pan's nude figures 
were a result of her rebellious attitude towards men, also triggered by her 
prostitute past. 3) At the end of Shi Nan's fiction, Pan, in her expatriation, 
showed nostalgia and love for the motherland and her husband. Appropriated to 
represent Pan's feminine side, this sentiment accounted for the feminine style of 
78 Like the following article which aimed to discuss three pieces of Pan's artwork. Zhang 
Yuanqian 張元茵 , 'Pan Yulinag de Jiuba Ntilang, Luonii he Shuzhuang de Nuren 潘玉良的「 
酒吧女郎」、「裸女」和「梳妝的女人」’ [Pan Yuliang's 'Lady in a Bar’，‘Nude, and 
'Hairdressing Woman']. Xiandai meishu ^ / i ； ^ ^ [Modem Art], no. 25. (July 1989): 34-36. 
79 Xie Ufa 謝里法，‘Qinglou huahun: Pan Yuliang de yishu shengya 青樓畫魂：潘玉良的藝術 
生涯’. 
80 Huang Chunxiu 黃春秀，'Ganxin wuhui yi huahun: Yitan qi niizi Pan Yuliang 甘心無悔一畫 
魂：藝壇奇女子潘玉良’ [Reconciled and Regretless, Legendaiy Woman Pan Yuliang], Xiongshi 
meishu 雄獅美術[Uon art], no. 198. (August 1987): 57-71. 
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some of the nude paintings by Pan Yuliang. As a result, the tradition of using 
Pan Yuliang's gendered biography as the sole contributor of her art was firmly 
established, overshadowing the socio-historical context. 
Summary of Existing Accounts: Biography, Oedipus complex and Narcissism 
To end this chapter, I quote Griselda Pollock, 
‘If the artist functions as a heroic object of narcissistic 
fantasy, inheriting the adoration accorded to the father, this might 
explain the strong interest in biography, psychobiography and the 
way, in art history for instance, that so much of the work on art 
works functions to produce a life for the artist, a heroic journey 
through struggles and ordeals, a battle with professional fathers for 
the final winning of a place in what is always his — the father's — 
canon，.81 
Here, Griselda Pollock compares the writing mode of the history of modem art 
with Freud's castration complex. If the history of modem art is about adoring a 
genius who seeks an individual style to defeat his or her elders and fellows; 
moreover, if celebrating a male genius artist is another instance of male 
narcissism from the Oedipus-patriarchal cult, in the case of Pan Yuliang the 
same heroic story was in a different disguise, in which her own tragedy was the 
opponent she fought. Besides, the exclusive use of Pan's tragedy for political 
sermonizing by the Chinese reflects perhaps a derivation to the Eurocentric 
model of psycho-biographical art history mentioned by Griselda Pollock, adding 
81 Pollock, Differencing the Canon, 14. 
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to it an anxiety of national survival derived from the May Fourth Movement. As 
Dorothy Ko wrote, 
'My disagreement with the May Fourth formulations is not 
so much that they are not 'true,' but that May Fourth iconoclasm is 
itself a political and ideological construct that tells us more about 
the definition of twentieth-century Chinese modernity than the 
nature of 'traditional society.' Although not without its grain of 
truth, the overwhelming popularity of the image of victimized 
women has obscured the dynamics not only of relationships 
between men and women but also of the functioning of Chinese 
society as a whole. To dispel the ahistorical bias and revise the 
image, historical studies of Chinese women must take greater 
account of specific periods and locales, as well as of the different 
social and class backgrounds of the women in question. Above all, 
women's history must be more deeply anchored in general Chinese 
history.,82 
Dorothy Ko's criticism is also valid in the case of Pan. Using a biographical 
approach. Pan's personal factors were exploited to explicate her artwork. In 
particular, her private story was utilized for political propaganda. What about 
other historical forces, such as the art scene, women's movement, and socio-
political environment. Could we reconsider, with historical support, the actual 
circumstance of a woman painter like Pan Yuliang? 
82 Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China, 3— 
4. 
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In the next chapter, I will review the academic literature on Pan Yuliang 
after 2000. In doing so, I will demonstrate the different approach adopted by the 
scholars from Mainland China and Taiwan and introduce my theorization on 
Pan Yuliang. As the academic world begins to involve itself in the exploration 
of methodology and unearthing of historical material, could it overcome the 
dominance of the biographical approach? Following this review, I will establish 
1) the theoretical ground for reconsidering historical women artists like Pan 
Yuliang, in which I will theorize the subject of the 'woman artist', and 2) the 




Reconsidering Pan Yuliang 
Academic works in Mainland China and Taiwan since 2000 
In 1995, after the 4th United Nations World Conference on Women, was 
held in Beijing and dialogue between the long closed-door nation and the 
concurrent international feminist movement was reopened. Reflected in the 
academy, this brought about a keen interest in 'women's art’ {Nilxing Yishu 女 
性藝術严.Alerted that ‘ women's art' was different throughout history, scholars 
began to trace the causes and stages of changes that roughly corresponded to the 
official historiography of China, the Marxist historiography. I characterise this 
type of history as evolutionary history, as it did not just align generations of 
artists in chronological order and establish inheritance/oppositional relations 
among them, but its mission was to chronicle the progression of women's art at 
different stages in history with respect to the degree of liberation. Resembling 
an explicit influence of dialectical materialism, evolutionary history can be 
traced back to the early reception of Charles Darwin's works in China where the 
The neologism, Mixing yishu is ambiguous, from which many possible meanings can be 
derived, such as, 'art made by women' (Nuxing de yishu 女性的藝術)，'feminine art' 
(Niixingqizhi de yishu 女性氣質的藝術),and 'feminist art, (Nuxingzhuyi yishu 女性主義藝術 
).Surprisingly, the Chinese intellectual invented a comparatively stable solution to such 
ambiguity by constructing a genealogy among these concepts. First, 'art made by women' in the 
classical period reflected the femininity of the artist; thus, 'feminine art'. Second, 'art made by 
women' after feminist influence became 'feminist art' which may involve strategic use of 
femininity; thus appearing to like 'feminine art'. Third, when the feminist agenda of achieving 
gender equality is accomplished, the category 'art made by women' will be dissolved and 
meaningless. Xu Hong 徐虹，'Xianzai he weilai de nuxing yishu - Da Shui Tianzhong 現在和 
未來的女性藝術一答水天中，[Women's Art in the Present and Future - Answering Shui 
Tianzhong], Xibei meishu [Northwest Fine Arts], no. 3. (2001): 2-3. 
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consciousness of time must be viewed ‘as a unilinear, forward-moving flow 
from the past through the present to the fixture’.84 Characterized by evaluating 
the achievement of the woman painter and locating her position within different 
stages of art history, the evolutionary approach was not totally a modem 
invention, but a classical ethical historiography of 'judging a person when the 
lid is laid on his coffin’ (Gaigudan Dinglun 蓋棺定論)，a method now inherited 
as China's official historiography — the Grand Series (Daxi 大系). 
In Liao Wen's 摩雯 'Women's Art — Feminism as Method', written in 
1999, the writer began to arrange the genealogy of women artists. Pan Yuliang 
was placed under the 'modernist' section, under the 'bourgeois women's 
liberation period', in which Laio suggested that Pan was a forerunner to explore 
the feminine sentiment, although she was confined by men's standard of art.85 
Using the 'bourgeois liberation period', Laio borrowed in her book a vulgar 
concept of historical materialism to conceptualize and generalize women 
including Pan, whether they were or were not artists, as being 'utilized' by the 
male bourgeois revolutionaries^^. 
84 Lee, Leo Ou-fan, 'In Search of Modernity: Some Reflections of a New Mode of 
Consciousness in Twentieth-century Chinese History and Literature', in Ideas across Cultures: 
Essays on Chinese Thought in Honor of Benjamin I. Schwartz, ed. Cohen, Paul A., and 
Goldman, Merle. (Cambridge, Mass: Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1990)， 
p. 120. 
85 Liao Wen 廖雯，Nuxing yishu: niixingzhuyi zuowei fangshi 女性藝術:女性主義作為方式 
[Women's Art — Feminism as Method]. (Changchun: Jilin meishu chubanshe: [Jilin Fine Arts 
Publishing House], 1999), pp. 58-59. 
86 According to historical materialism, the development of human society will go through five 
phases: primitive, slave, feudal society, capitalism, and communism. What Liao refers to here is 
the capitalist phase. Biinnin, Nicholas, and Yu, Jiyuan, eds. "Historical Materialism." The 
Blackwell Dictionary of Western Philosophy. (2004). 
Liao Wen 廖雯，Nibcing yishu: niixingzhuyi zuowei fangshi 女'性藝稀f:女性主義作為方式, 
53-55. 
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This notion of evolutionary history was further developed in Tao 
Yongbai's 陶詠白 The Lost History, Histoiy of Women's Painting in China' 
which was a widely quoted book in China. Tao regarded the history of women's 
art in China as a history of women's struggle from the status of ‘non-human, 
through 'human' to 'woman'^^ echoing the concept of class struggle from 
historical materialism. For Tao, the Republican revolution in 1911 divided 
history into the imperial past and the liberating present/future in which the 
former constituted the first part of the book and the latter constituted the second 
89 
part. In her book, women painters of the Republican era were divided into 
three categories, the ‘new lady' (Xin Guixiu 亲斤閨秀)，the ‘new woman in the 
Western painting movement' {Xihuayundong zhong de xinnuxing ffi^MRl't 
的新女性）and the 'women painters who engaged in the revolution' (Zhili yu 
shehuigeming de niihuajia 致力於社會革命的女畫家).9g Putting Pan Yuliang 
in the second category, Tao emphasized her modernist tendency of having 
strong 'consciousness of being a woman, {Nuxing yishi 女f生意識）9i but 
distanced her from the socio-political movement. Published in 2003, Xu Hong 
徐虫工 wrote in her book 'Woman: Thoughts on Art' that Pan Yuliang and her 
88 Tao Yongbai 陶詠白，and Li Shi 李堤，Shiluo de lishi: Zhongguo niixing huihua shi 失落的 
歷史:中國女性繞畫史[The Lost Histoiy, History of Women's Painting in China]. (Changsha: 
Hunan meishu chubanshe: [Hunan Fine Arts Publishing House], 2000), p. 5. 
89 Tao Yongbai 陶詠白 and Li Shi 李堤,Shiluo de lishi: Zhongguo niixing huihua shi 失落的歷 
史:中國女性籍畫史. 
90 Ibid.. Part II, Chapter 2, 3, 4. 
91 Ibid., 192. 
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fellow women artists met the opportunity to liberate women's art from men's 
standard, as 'Western painting' was new to both.^^ 
Liao Wen and Tao Yongbai are influential art critics in Mainland China 
and their books were written in the evolutionary history mode. After them, in-
depth dedicated studies of Pan Yuliang were undertaken in several theses which 
among them more or less shared a similar approach. In 2006, Sun Nina's 孫妮 
娜 Research on Pan Yuliang and her Nude Painting' gave a general evaluation 
and explanation of the achievement of Pan's painting.^^ In 2008，Chen Ting 陳 
女亭’s 'Research on the Painting of Pan Yuliang' tried to assess Pan's 
significance as a pioneer of 'women's art，(Niixingyishu 女个生藝稀J),reflecting 
the interest in periodization that attempted to discover when modem women 
artists broke from the tradition. In 2010, Wang Hongling's 王宏玲 'Study on 
the Transition of Pan Yuliang's Painting Style after Her Second Trip to France' 
expanded the diachronic genealogy into a synchronic one. The writer compared 
Pan with her fellow women painters, suggesting that Pan, being a non-guixiu 
painter who also escaped from her spousal duties, accomplished an 
extraordinary success among her fellows.^^ In short, these theses all focused on 
Pan's biography instead of the wider historical circumstances. 
92 Xu Hong 徐虹，Niixing: meishu zhi si 女性:美術之思[Woman: Thoughts on Art]. (Nanjing: 
Jiangsu renmin chubanshe: [Jiangsu People's Publishing House], 2003), p. 109. 
93 Sun Nina 孫妮娜，‘Pan Yuliang ji qi rentihua yanjiu 潘玉良及其人體畫研究’ [Research on 
Pan Yuliang and her Nude Painting]. (Master's Thesis, Nanjing: Nanjing Normal University, 
2006). 
94 Chen Ting 陳停，'Pan Yuliang huihua yishu yanjiu 潘玉良續畫藝術研究’ [Research on the 
Painting of Pan Yuliang]. (Master's Thesis, Shanghai: Shanghai University, 2008). 
Wang Hongling 王宏玲，'Shilim Pan Yuliang di er ci fU Fa fengge de zhuanbian 試論)、番玉良 
第二次赴法風格的轉變，[Study on the Transition of Pan Yuliang's Painting Style after Her 
Second Trip to France]. (Master's Thesis, Hefei: Anhui University, 2010), pp. 28-32. 
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In the preface of Tao Yongbai's book, a solemn tagline was printed, 'We 
do not unfold history / history unfolds itself / We came out from the history of 
silence / or the history that will never be absent again / Tribute to the 
centuryReminded that Western feminism had been gradually reintroduced 
since 1995, this seems to be China's answer to Linda Nochlin's famous question 
of 'Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?'^^ - to rediscover and to 
write a chronicle about omitted women artists of the past. Although the 
significance and the enthusiasm of rediscovering neglected artists was 
undeniable, combining with the abstraction of historical materialism, the project 
was too grand and liberation theory eventually displaced history and research. 
What would Pan Yuliang be like if we reconsider her in her historical context 
instead of grand theory? 
The major shortcoming of the various Mainland writers is that they were 
uncritical of the term 'women's art' {Niixing Yishu 女十生藝術）which they 
employed. Influenced by the structure of Marxist liberation theory, they 
delimited 1911 as the beginning of women's liberation and, therefore, also the 
beginning of (liberated) 'women's art’^. To separate 'women's art' from 
'men's art,，they must define 'feminine aesthetics'. Third, 'women's experience,' 
or ‘women，s sentiment' is used in predicating 'feminine aesthetics.' In this 
formula, writers from Mainland China eventually used attributes such as 
96 Tao Yongbai 陶詠白 and Li Shi 李堤，Shiluo de lishi: Zhongguo niixing huihua shi 失落的歷 
史:中國女性繞畫史. 
^^  Nochlin, Linda. "Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?" in Women, Art, and 
Power: And Other Essays. (London: Thames and Hudson, 1988), 145-178. 
98 As mentioned earlier, Niixing Yishu is an ambiguous term that its meaning is differed with 
respect to what type of art it refers to. 
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'maternity', ‘love’，and being 'inward-looking' to define the 'feminine 
aesthetics' of Pan Y u l i a n g，T h e result, ironically, contradicts the feminist 
project that aims to cancel the forced essentialization of women as the weaker, 
sentimental sex. To describe this effect, Griselda Pollock used the word 
'ghettoization,' ^^ ^ in which 'women's art' leads itself into a specialized 
'feminine' subcategory, drawing concepts from a chest of 'femininity' 
containing 'domesticity', 'inner quality', and 'maternity' but being confined 
from other aspects that were usually conceived as masculine, such as socio-
political factors. 
Even so, this does not lead to the abolishment of the concept 'femininity' 
after all. The things that are abolished are the binary and essentialism involved 
when using the terms (see later in this chapter). In reality, the works by women 
and men artists during the republican period were more similar than different 
than, has been considered, especially for Pan, who focused on landscape 
xiesheng during her Nanjing period, and from the style of her paintings it is 
difficult to tell her gender. Before focusing on the Taiwan academics, two 
papers are worth mentioning here. First, in 2008, Wang Lili's 王麗麗 'The 
Other's Gaze - the Art of Pan Yuliang' was an original piece, in which Simone 
De Beauvoir's notion of the other was used. Using the relationship between 
insider and outsider, this approach is a very effective means to look for gender 
99 For example, Jia Fangzhou 賈方舟，'Chinese Women Artists of the 20th Centuiy'. in Die 
Haelfte Des Himmels: Chinesische Kunstlerinnen [Half of the Sky: Contemporary Chinese 
Women Artists], ed. Werner, Chris, Qiu, Ping, and Pitzen, Marianne. (Bonn: Publishing House 
Frauen Museum, 1998)，p. 161; Sun Nina 孫妮娜，'Pan Yuliang ji qi rentihua yanjiu 潘玉良及 
其人體畫研究’，23-32; Chen Ting陳停,'Pan Yuliang huihua yishu yanjiu潘玉良縫畫藝術研 
究，，10-23. 
1 � Pollock, Griselda. Vision and Difference: Feminism, Femininity and Histories of Art. 
(Routledge, 2006), p. xxxi. 
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politics.ioi Second, in 2009, Ren Wei's 任偉 ‘The Research of the Value of Pan 
Yuliang's Painting', although only a preliminary effort, attempted to put Pan 
Yuliang o n t h e s t a g e o f t h e global modernist m o v e m e n t . 102 
Using systematic methodology from art history, visual studies and 
gender studies, the Taiwan academics showed a more diverse effort in studying 
Pan Yuliang. In 1993, Zhang Xiaohong wrote a short but insightful article, ‘Pan 
Yuliang, a woman who painted woman'. In this article, the Taiwan feminist 
writer challenged the male-centered art criticism of Pan Yuliang which 
speculated on Pan's legendary life. She also doubted that the achievement of 
'synthesizing Chinese-Western aesthetics' was in fact a Chinese men's concern 
and could mean nothing to a woman painter. Instead, avoiding the male gaze, 
Zhang proposed to renew the understanding of Pan's nude painting paying 
attention to the fact that the 'man-artist/woman-model equation' was 
1 
dissolved. This viewpoint was further developed in Li Guifang's 李桂芳 The 
Self-portrait of Pan Yuliang and the Nostalgia Embodied in the Woman's Body 
in Pan's Painting', in 2006. In this article, Li theorized ‘nude’ in Republican 
China as a field of possibilities, ranging from serving man's pleasure to the self-
exploration of Pan Y u l i a n g . 104 
101 Wang Lili 王麗麗，‘Tazhe de ningshi - Pan Yuliang de yishu shijie 他者的凝視-潘玉良的 
藝術世界，[The Other's Gaze - the Art of Pan Yuliang]. (Master's Thesis, Jinan: Shandong 
Normal University, 2008). 
102 Ren Wei 任偉，‘Pan Yuliang huihua yishu chuangzuo jiazhi yanjiu 潘玉良縫畫藝術創作價 
值研究’ [The Research of the Value of Pan Yuliang's Painting]. (Master's Thesis, Changchun: 
Northeast Normal University, 2009). 
103 Zhang Xiaohong 張小虫工，'Taohong liulu zi gu ying - Hua niiren de nuren Pan Yuliang 移匕紅 
柳綠自顧影--畫女人的女人潘玉良’. 
104 Li Guifang 李桂芳，'Cong Pan Yuliang zihuaxiang tan niixing yu shenti de xiangchou 從潘 
玉良自畫像談女性與身體的鄉愁，[The Self-portrait of Pan Yuliang and the Nostalgia 
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As in Mainland China, there were several theses dedicated to the study of 
Pan Yuliang in Taiwan. In 2003, Fang Chongyu's 方崇瑜 Tainting Research of 
the Chinese Artist, Yu-Liang Pan' employed formal analysis between Pan and 
the European artists in which visual resemblance among their works is 
d e t e c t e d . it succeeded in tracing the influence of European modernists, mostly 
notably Modigliani and Gauguin, and succeeded in establishing Pan's position as 
a successor in the European art tradition, from classical art to modernism. 
However, arbitrary formal association without historical support excluded 
further understanding, leaving the reasons behind the selection of artistic style of 
the Chinese woman artist untouched. 
In 2005, another thesis by Ruan Libi 阮梨碧，‘A Research of the 
Relationship between the Development of Pan Yuliang's Personalities and Her 
Works', attempted the thematic explorations of Pan's nude painting and self-
portraits. It highlighted that Pan's paintings were vehicles of identity politics and 
their stylistic and thematic changes can be explained through the different 
developmental and psychological stages of a person. ^ ^^  However, employing the 
development theories of E.H. Erikson and Confucius, the author did not justify 
their applicability with respect to history and the social structure of Pan 
Yuliang's epoch, which considerably limited the value of this paper. Correlating 
Embodied in the Woman's Body in Pan's Painting]. Lishi yuekan 歷史月刊[Historical 
Monthly], no. 218. (March 2006): 31. 
105 Fang Chongyu 方崇瑜，'Zhongguo huajia Pan Yuliang huihua zhi yanjiu 中國畫家潘玉良籍 
畫之研究，[Painting Research of Chinese Artist Yu-Liang Pan]. (Master's Thesis, Taipei: 
Chinese Culture University, 2003). 
106 Ruan Libi 阮梨碧，'Pan Yuliang de renge fazhan yu yishu chuangzuo guanxi zhi yanjiu 潘玉 
良的人格發展與藝術創作關係之研究’ [A Research of the Relationship Between the 
Development of Pan Yuliang's Personalities and Her Works]. (Master's Thesis, Taipei: Taipei 
Municipal Teachers College, 2005). 
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her painting with her life, it also posed another question to us: is Pan Yuliang� 
painting a mirror of her life? What if Pan was playing hide-and-seek? 
In 2006, Zhang Shuchang 張淑嫦 wrote another thesis, entitled 'A 
Discourse on Lin Fengmian丨s and Pan Yuliang's Paintings of the Female Body 
from the Viewpoint of East-west Cultural Exchange in the early 20th Century'. 
This paper described the practice of 'synthesizing Chinese-Western aesthetics' 
as a nationwide trend. Zhang concluded with the comparison that Lin 
Fengmian丨s style was bold and free (xieyi 寫意）while Pan Yuliang's style was 
delicate and accurate. ^ ^^  Disappointingly, the paper did not further develop its 
findings beyond the artists' biography. It did not answer the broader question of 
which gender causes on the larger social scale might have influenced the 
personal choices of the artist? 
Some minor short articles or sections of theses are worth mentioning here. 
In 2006, Lin Zhongm's 林仲如 ‘Pan Yu-Liang's Floral Pattern' analyzed the 
decorative flower pattern in Pan's painting. This was the first attempt to study 
the micro visual aspect of Pan's p a i n t i n g .舰 In 2009, Zhang Hanyim's 張激云 
thesis, 'Discussions on The Symbolic Signs in the Icon of the 'Muse' between 
Eastern & Western Artists' studied Pan's self-portrait with Heinrich Wolfflin's 
I c o n o g r a p h y . 109 This systematic approach revealed the repeated theme in Pan's 
107 Zhang Shuchang 張淑婦，'Cong ershi shiji qianye de Zhongxi wenhua jiaoliu lim lu Fa 
Zhongguo huajia Lin Fengmian ji Pan Yuliang de ntiti huazuo 從二十世乡己前葉的中西文{b交 
流論旅法中國畫家林風眠及潘玉良的女體畫作，[A Discourse on Lin Fengmian's and Pan 
Yuliang's Paintings of the Female Body from the Viewpoint of East-West Cultural Exchange in 
the early 20th Century]. (Master's Thesis, Taipei: Chinese Culture University, 2006). 
108 Lin Zhongru 林仲如，‘Pan Yuliang de xiao suihua 潘玉良的小碎花’• 
109 Zhang Hanyun 張灘云，'Lun Dongxi fang huajia de Miaosi tuxiang zhi xiangzhengxing 
fiihao - yi Kelinmu, Gaogeng, Pan Yuliang, Chen Jin wei li 論東西方畫家的「繆司」圖像之 
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painting. However, as the author only used the problematic biography to 
interpret his findings, the research could not advance into a more insightfiil 
conclusion, other than maintaining the existing conclusions about Pan Yuliang. 
If we compare the studies of Pan Yuliang in Taiwan and Mainland China, 
we can see those from Taiwan, absent from the interference of an official 
historiography, were able to develop a variety of methodologies to dissect the 
problem of Pan Yuliang's painting. Yet, relying solely on Pan's biography, such 
as in Ruan Libi's psycho-biographical approach (which to some extent took a 
pathological view) meant that only a limited significance could be delivered. 
Knowing that Pan's first hand material was limited, could we reconsider Pan by 
lessening her legendary and victimized story and raising her historical and social 
existence? 
Theorizing the Woman Painter 
I. Gender 
Using gender to refer to concepts outside of its traditional use for 
grammatical categorization was uncommon until sexologist John Money 
distinguished sex as a biological entity and gender as a role in the In 
opposite to essentialism the best example of which, today, is perhaps genetic 
象徵性符號-以克林姆、高更、潘玉良、陳進為例，[Discussions on The Symbolic Signs in 
the Icon of the 'Muse' between Eastern & Western Artists ~ Focusing on Gustav Klimt, Paul 
Gauguin, Pan Yu-Lin and Chen Chin]. (Master's Thesis, Taipei: Chinese Culture University, 
2009). 
iiOfiaig, David, 'The Inexorable Rise of Gender and the Decline of Sex: Social Change in 
Academic Titles, 1945-2001'. Archives of Sexual Behavior 33, no. 2. (April 2004): 87-96; 
Udry, J. Richard, 'The Nature of Gender'. Demography 3\, no. 4. (November 1994): 561-573. 
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determinism^ feminist theory defines gender as a cultural construct instead of 
an ‘essence’ of a sexed person. In the Women's Studies Encyclopedia, gender is 
defined as, 
‘GENDER/SEX. Gender is a cultural construct: the distinction in 
roles，behaviors, and metal and emotional characteristic between 
females and males developed by a society. Gender is sometimes used 
as a synonym for sex, but feminists draw a clear distinction. Sex is a 
term that encompasses the morphological and physiological 
differences on the basis of which humans (and other life forms) are 
categorized as male or female. It should be used only in relation to 
characteristics and behaviors that arise directly from biological 
differences between men and women'. [Italicized by the author of 
this thesis] 
As seen above, sex refers to the physiological differences that could be 
categorized as 'body，and gender refers to the social construction that could be 
categorized as 'cultural identity'. However, questions remain over what is out 
there, and why, in the construction of gender that links 'body，and 'cultural 
identity', we always (or at least, mostly) end up with individuals that are bom 
‘male, or ‘female, behaving in a ‘masculine’ and 'feminine' manner according 
to their biological sex. 
lu A reductionist science which suggests the characteristics of genes determined a person's 
behaviour. For the debate on other biological determinisms, see Lowe, Marian, 'Sociobiology'. 
Women 's Studies Encyclopedia. (1999): 1327-1330. 
112 “Gender/Sex.，，Women's Studies Encyclopedia. (1999): 1327-1330. 
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As Lacan terms it, ‘the unconscious is structured like a l a n g u a g e , ^ . He 
develops Claude Levi-Strauss's idea that culture is a symbolic system with its 
rituals and rules that are operated as a process of symbolic exchange into his 
crucial concept of 'Symbolic Order,.“斗 The symbolic order, operated as a 
linguistic system, is a summation of signs, such as social rules, law, norms, and 
conventions and more importantly, it precedes a person's birth: as Lacan puts it, 
‘In other words, the man who is bom into existence deals first with language; 
this is a given. He is even caught in it before his b i r t h ' F o r a person to 
function adequately in society s/he must incorporate into the symbolic order^ ^^ 
and through this one's subjectivity, including her/his sexuality and gender is 
constructed/signified. In other words, before the effect of the symbolic order, as 
an infant, one conceives un-signified senses and reality. You may imagine the 
world of Adam and Eve which presented to them was a world of unnamed 
reality. For Lacan, the signification of the symbolic order is not all 
encompassing, it leaves some part of the unnamed, or in fact the unnamable, 
which Lacan refers to as 'the real,, repressed and ignored and this should not be 
confused with the signifiable of the symbolic order, which constitutes the limit 
of the literal-meaning ‘ r e a l i t y , .^口 According to Judith Butler's reading of Lacan, 
the symbolic order in patriarchal culture is exclusively determined on investing 
Lacan, Jacques, The Seminar, Book XX: Encore, On Feminine Sexuality, The Limits of Love 
and Knowledge. (New York: Norton, 1998), p. 48. 
114 Homer, Sean, Jacques Lacan. (London: Routledge, 2005), pp. 34-36. 
Chapsal, Madeleine, and Lacan, Jacques, ‘Les Clefs de la Psychanalyse' [Keys to 
Psychoanalysis]. L 'Express. (May 31, 1957). For translation, see Chapsal, Madeleine, and 
Lacan, Jacques, 'Interview with Jacques Lacan, 1957'. trans. Jurgen Braungardt. 
http://www.braungardtxom/Psychoanalysis/Lacan-Interview.htm. (last accessed May 15，2011). 
ii6Tong, Rosemarie. Feminist Thought: A More Comprehensive Introduction. (Boulder, Colo: 
Westview Press, 2009), p. 153. 
117 Homer, Jacques Lacan, 81-94. 'The Real'. 
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in specific body parts to symbolize sexual difference, namely having or not 
having a penis, which she terms, the 'morphological i m a g i n a r y I t reveals 
that, if we are living in a society of symbolic order/signification/language that 
operates in an arbitrary state, gender is 'done' and therefore can be undone. 
If gender is the result of the symbolic signification of the social rules, 
laws, norms and conventions previously cited, could we simply call upon the 
stereotypical gender prescription or manual of a particular culture to diagnose a 
historical subject such as Pan Yuliang, as did some previous researches, which 
employed qualities such as ‘maternity,, 'love', and being ‘inward-looking‘？ As 
historians we can immediately refute part of the statement above, as gender, like 
many other ideologies, had been modified over time. Here, what I would like to 
answer is not the diachronic variety of gender but a synchronic and intrapersonal 
one and I should draw from the work of the post-structuralist, Michel Foucault, 
who highly emphasizes historicity. Interested in the relationship between power 
and knowledge, Foucault contemplated the knowledge that diagnoses our socio-
scientific world, such as the idea that the Medical Science-Biology-Psychiatry 
triad, although appearing to bear certain ‘truth’ about the world, was nothing 
more than the 'symbolic order, that produces arbitrary signification to the world. 
In shaping how we meditate and give meaning to things, Foucault calls these 
'power-knowledge ‘, which emphasizes that repression and creation are at work 
in tandem. To accentuate the linguistic nature of ‘power-knowledge‘ Foucault 
118 Butler, Judith, Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of ‘sex，. (New York: Routledge, 
1993). 'The Lesbian Phallus and the Morphological Imaginary'.. 
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uses the term 'discourse', 'the general domain of all s t a t e m e n t s ' t o refer to 
the speech, whilst he uses ‘subject’ to refer to the effect/end of discourse where, 
again, gender identity is part of one's subjectivity. In forming one's subjectivity, 
multiple, conflicting discourses can work together. Ideas such as a) ‘a good 
woman artist is to show the delicate side of art that man cannot do’ and b) ‘a 
good woman artist should overcome feminine hindrance' are conflicting but both 
can be internalized in the practice of a woman painter. In other words, a person 
can bear plural, derivative, and conflicting gender identities and the self-
contradicted identities can be negotiated, postponed, repressed, and summoned 
within one's subjectivity. The image of a simple and monolithic identity in 
which one always, ‘matches words with deeds' is merely a fiction. 
Although gender can be plural, like the purest, white sheet of paper, 
defaced with multiple stickers, does this mean our gendered destiny is pre-
determined by external construction, with no room to manoeuvre and no 
opportunity to change? Foucault might argue at least, to some extent, that 
ion 
'nothing has any meaning outside of discourse, , an argument that is related to 
his concept of subject-position, which I will discuss later. Deconstructionists, 
such as Julia Kristeva and Judith Butler, reject this idea of stable and eternal 
construction of a subject's gender. Developing Lacan's notion of symbolic order 
and the real, Julia Kristeva remaps the space of the self by reformulating 
Lacan's ‘the real’ into the unsignified realm of inborn and infantile drive, 
‘energy,，consciousness, and unconsciousness into her notion of semiotic 
"9 Foucault, Michel, The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. A.M. Sheridan Smith. (London: 
Routledge, 1972), p. 80. 
120 Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge. 
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121 chora. In her formulation of the speaking process, the semiotic chora, 
representing the bottom-up, spontaneous self of possibilities as opposed to the 
fabricated self of the symbolic, is incorporated with the symbolic, which the 
latter contributes 'meaning, sign, and the signified object'^^^ and the former 
contributes tone, sensation and gesture which, ‘in this rhythmic space, which 
has no thesis and no position', could fix or undermine the meaning of the 
symbolic. What Kristeva means here is that gender (as a signification) is a 
contract relationship between the symbolic (represents norm, imposition) and 
the semiotic (represents drive) which its stability can be overthrown and its 
signification can be displaced. Here, the focus has been shifted from ‘gender as 
construction' to ‘doing gender'. Judith Butler sees gender as 'performativity' 
and she states, 'There is no gender identity behind the expressions of gender; 
that identity is performatively constituted by the very "expressions" that are said 
to be its r e s u l t s , . 124 Butler suggests a person does not just do what s/he is told, 
but is aware of that s/he is told and s/he can enact her/his agency through the 
'subversive bodily act, or 'parodic act, such as cross-dressing (otherwise known 
as 'drag'). Although many writers doubt Bulter's theory of subversive bodily 
10A 
act as a political futility against oppressive power , her theorization of self as a 
121 Kristeva, Julia. Revolution in Poetic Language. (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1984), p. 25. 
122 Kristeva, Julia, Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art. (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1980), p. 134. 
Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language, 26. 
124 Butler, Judith, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity. (New York: 
Routledge, 1999)，p. 33. 
125 Ibid., 101-180. Chapter 3, 'Subversive Bodily Acts'.. 
126 Such as Salih, Sara, Judith Butler. (London: Routledge, 2002)，p. 50; Nussbaum, Martha C, 
'The Professor of Parody'. The New Republic. (February 22, 1999): 41. 
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more volatile agent that makes masquerading possible is proven to be useful to 
understand the disguising relationship between the artist and her/his art. 
II. Woman 
Counter-intuitively, gender, in a pure theorization, seems to be a free-
floating element that never exists inside any oppression or asymmetry. 
However, in a world of real politics where resources are limited and randomly 
distributed, added that desire and will among people are also different, power 
comes into play and our world is inevitably arranged hierarchically As Griselda 
Pollock wrote, 
“[Sexual] Difference is not essential but understood as a 
social structure which positions male and female people 
asymmetrically in relation to language, to social and economic 
power and to meaning. Feminist analysis undermines one bias of 
patriarchal power by refuting the myths of universal or general 
meaning... To perceive women's specificity is to analyze historically 
1 
a particular configuration of difference." 
Woman is not a gender but a 'position' and 'configuration', although she is 
enacting a gender. In Foucault's term, woman is a subject position which is 
subjected to the arrangement of (patriarchal) power~the (phallocentric) 
discourse. According to Foucault, the discourse ‘is a form of power that makes 
individuals subjects. There are two meanings of the word ‘subject,: subject to 
someone else by control and dependence, and tied to his own identity by a 
Pollock, Vision and difference, 77-78. 
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conscience or self-knowledge. Both meanings suggest a form of power that 
subjugates and makes subject to'/^^ This process of subjectification can be 
better understood by using a historical example. During the Western Han 
dynasty, a book known as the Luxuriant Dew of the Spring and Autumn Annals 
(Chunqiu Fanlu 春禾火繁露)was attributed to a scholar-official, Dong Zhongshu 
董仲舒（BC179-104). This book formulated the latest knowledge of the five 
elements {wu xing 五行）into social theory, which for Foucault is a process of 
making power-knowledge and discourse. With its breakthrough in cementing 
cosmology and social theory, the annals promoted the cosmological-ideologies, 
'the Three Cardinal Guides and the Five Constant Virtues' (Sangang Wuchang 
三Si五常）of which the former stated, 'the sovereign guides the subject, the 
HQ 
father guides the son, and the husband guides the wife' , creating three pairs of 
subject position and defining (married) woman as a kinship subject obedient to 
her husband. Nonetheless, the notions of the forceful subject position and the 
arbitrary nature of 'gender', whilst appearing to contradict each other, are in fact 
both legacy from Saussure and Levi-Strauss's linguistic/symbolic view of the 
world. In the previous section, I emphasize the nurturing aspect of language that 
accounts for the construction of the gender identity of each individual. While 
here, I emphasize the disciplinary aspect of language which creates or mass-
signifies the status of a group of people. 
128 Foucault, Michel, Power, ed. Faubion, James D. Essential works of Foucault, 1954-1984 3. 
(New York: The New Press, 2000), p. 331. 
129 Dong Zhongshu 董仲舒，Chunqiu Fanlu 春秋繁露[Luxuriant Dew of the Spring and 
Autumn Annals]. trans. Shang Zhiying. http://www.crvp.org/book/Series03/III-
12/chapter_iv.htm. 
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Knowing that woman is a subject position, what exactly is the content of 
woman as different from man? As Griselda Pollock said above, 'to perceive 
women's specificity is to analyze historically a particular configuration of 
difference’，woman as a subordinated subject position changed over time and 
place. In her, 'The question of women in Chinese feminism', Tard Barlow 
studied 'the generic terms for women and woman in specific theoretical 
languages in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth c e n t u r i e s 山 ^ the 
imperial history of China, the woman subject was identified by her dependence 
on patrilineal family. Barlow discovered that 'patrilineally related kinswomen' 
such as wife {Fu 婦）and daughter {Nil 女）only united into a term for generic 
woman - the wife-daughter {Funu 婦女）at the end of imperial China. ^ ^^  During 
the republic years, Chinese intellectuals compiled the European eugenics theory 
into the new subject position, nuxing 女个生，literally female sex, highlighting its 
sexual, biological, and psychological explicitness in which, for the male 
intellectual, this sexualized subject promised eugenicist function to reproduce 
1 
China's future generations. However, one must note that within a specific 
time period, multiple conflicting discourses of woman exist simultaneously, 
especially during the republican era where various classical and modem 
European discourses were translated to China. The example cited above does 
not prescribe what woman is, but it should be the negotiated, the space that 
accommodates all discourses to tell what woman is. 
Barlow, Tani E, The Question of Women in Chinese Feminism. (Durham, N.C: Duke 
University Press, 2004), p. 37. 
131 Ibid., 40. 
132 Ibid., 53. 
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Although gender is potentially subversible, one is continually imposed 
into a subject position and it is this release-and-pressure process that constitutes 
a gendered self. Is subject position subversible? Subversion to subject position 
may mean political action or movement against discriminatory ideology. It 
could also mean a new discursive strategy to re-subject woman into an 
egalitarian position, as Foucault is never explicit about what he means by, 
‘Discourse can be both an instrument and an effect of power, but also a 
hindrance, a stumbling-block, a point of resistance and a starting point for an 
1 
opposing strategy' . In any case, there is certainly some place within a subject 
position that allows some form of subversion, as Dorothy Ko revealed in her 
findings that literate gentry women in seventeenth-century Jiangnan 江南 region 
were actively creating a women's culture, transgressing the inner and outer 
boundary and exercising informal power.�34 Liberation theory, however, is not 
the concern of this thesis, although it presents interesting arguments and 
possibilities for future investigation. 
III. Woman Painter 
The woman painter can be seen as a subset of the woman subject. As cited 
above, ‘male and female people [are] asymmetrically in relation to language, to 
social and economic power and to meaning'. In her groundbreaking article, 
Linda Nochlin accounts for why there have been no great women artists in the 
past, 
Foucault, Michel, The History of Sexuality, 1 st American ed. (New York: Pantheon Books, 
1978), p. 101. 
134 Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China. 
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'...what art is: with the naive idea that art is the direct, 
personal expression of individual emotional experience, a 
translation of personal life into visual terms. Art is almost never that, 
great art never is. The making of art involves a self-consistent 
language of form, more or less dependent upon, or free from，given 
temporally defined conventions, schemata, or systems of notation, 
which have to be learned or worked out, either through teaching, 
apprenticeship, or a long period of individual experimentation. The 
language of art is, more materially, embodied in paint and line on 
canvas or paper, in stone or clay or plastic or metal~~it is neither a 
sob story nor a confidential whisper' 
Not violating '11. Woman', the first distinct feature of subject woman painter is 
her restricted access to material and ideological resources related to art. Of 
course, in some cases, painter and woman are two conflicting subjection 
positions. Artistic license, the notion of 'genius', 'divine madness' or 'muses' 
can sometimes destabilize the woman's position that decorously allows cross-
dressing and escaping of marital duty. 
In terms of ideological resources, the most remarkable item is style or 
the language of art, which is never just simply a free expression, but an 
integration of idea, anxiety, will, and aesthetics of a gendered person. ^ ^^  The 
135 Nochlin, 'Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?', 149. 
136 For instance, Carol Duncan argues that the modernist practice of deforming woman's body, 
such as Les Demoiselles d'Avignon (1907) by Picasso, was not a personal style i.e. formal 
problem but was a result of unequal male-pamter/female-model relationship in which the female 
body was sacrificed for the sake of showing of male virility. See Duncan, Carol. "Virility and 
Domination in Early Twentieth-Century Vanguard Painting." in The Aesthetics of Power: 
Essays in Critical Art History. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), pp. 81-108. 
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woman artist may find the male-centered language of art alien and didactic to 
her, as Elaine Showalter wrote, 
‘There can be no writing or criticism totally outside of the 
dominant structure; no publication is fully independent from the 
economical and political pressures of the male-dominated society... 
Women writing are not, then, inside and outside of the male 
tradition; they are inside two traditions simultaneously…The 
difference of women's writing then can only be understood in terms 
of this complex and historically grounded cultural relation'. 
What 'two traditions' does Showalter here refer to? First, the male-originated 
self-proclaimed universal language of art and, second, a 'feminine tradition' of 
art language. For the 'feminine tradition', two important points must be made 
here. First, as the de facto universal language of art is developed by man for 
man, the feminine language of art, or I'ecriture feminine in Helene Cixous's 
1 -1 o 
term, 'is unthinkable, unthought' (you may compare this with the real or 
chora in '1. Gender'). Second, 'feminine tradition' refers to the woman artist's 
active redefining of the male language of art into her own signification — 
differencing, as Griselda Pollock puts it, 
'Read for the inscriptions of the feminine - which do not 
come from a fixed origin, this female painter, that woman artist but 
from those working within the predicament of femininity in 
137 Showalter, Elaine. The New Feminist Criticism: Essays on Women, Literature, and Theory. 
(Pantheon, 1985), pp. 263-264. 
Cixous, Helene, and Clement, Catherine. The newly born woman. (I.B.Tauris, 1996), p. 64. 
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phallocentric cultures in their diverse formations and varying 
systems of representation'. ^ ^^  
The 'feminine tradition, does not predicate but it often includes, such as the 
case of Pan Yuliang, art about the domestic world, sensation, love, and many 
so-called feminine subjects. It is dangerous for an art historian to directly 
attribute these subject matters as the practice of feminine aesthetics of a woman 
painter, as it will reinforce the phallocentrism of gender essentialism that I 
criticized earlier. Rather than describing a painting as the end, the noun or the 
frozen, to view a painting of a woman artist one should see it as a process or a 
journey. In such a model，we look for her differencing of the male culture of art, 
including her perception of her subordinated position, her process of learning 
the male-centered art language, her tribute to, and her rebellion against an 
admired male artist and even, the formation of a separate women's culture. 
Background I: Modern Art in Republican China 
I. Chinese Modern Art in the Context of Global Modernity 
Modem art did not grow in a vacuum. One of the essences of modernity 
is its ability and necessity to travel where ideas see-saw between the modem 
and the pre-modem.i40 Many Post-colonial studies review modernity through a 
global framework and describe modernity as travelling. In terms of art, Gauguin 
and Picasso can be seen as appropriating primitive art to define modem art in 
which the high modem concept of abstract pureness was defined through the 
139 Pollock, Griselda. Differencing the Canon: Feminist Desire and the Writing of Art's 
Histories. (London: Routledge, 1999), p. 33. 
140 Here, "modem side and pre-modera side" has no essential meaning. "Modern side and pre-
modem side" should be seen as constructs, as a self-knowledge that "my status as modem or 
not" is confirmed through my relation to the other. 
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naturalness and pureness of aboriginal, or childish art.i4i It was through the lure 
of 'pre-modem' African art that the European modernists apprehended their 
anxiety about commodification and kitschiness. Of course, round trips always 
happen. For instance, Shi Zhecun 方伍蟄存(1905-2003) considered China to be 
the origin of the early 20th century Anglo-American Imagism in Chinese 
literature from which China now had a lesson to learn. 
Early perception of such travel was often too simple, treating Chinese 
and Western as a traditional-leamer/modem-leamed pair. Some of the 
republican Chinese, as exemplified by Shih Shumei's account of Guo Momo's 
享[5沬若(1892-1978) illustrative poem 'Phoenix Nirvana' (Fenghuang niepan 鳳 
凰涅磐）in 1920, 'the death of tradition was the premise for a magical leap into 
modem time, for only by killing off tradition could a new youthful self of 
'freshness', ‘sweetness’，‘radiance,, ‘passion，，and ‘love’ be bom out of its 
a s h e s , . � This binary view between traditional/Chinese and modem/Western is 
by some means inherited in the Chinese art historiography before 1990.^ "^ 
Prioritizing political history, many art historians postulated late 19th century 
and early 20th century China to be an old and stable tradition. Anxious to 
� See Pollock, Griselda. Avant-Garde Gambits, 1888-1893: Gender and the Colour Ofart 
History. (New York, N.Y: Thames and Hudson, 1992). 
Another example from a studies of British garden, Powers, Martin Joseph, 'Modernism and the 
Politics of Culture: Using "Chinese" Culture for "Western" Modernity', in Reflections: Chinese 
Modernities as Self-Conscious Cultural Ventures, ed. Song, Xiaoxia. (Hong Kong: Oxford 
University Press, 2006), pp. 94-114. 
142 Shih, The Lure of the Modern: Writing Modernism in Semicolonial China, 1917-1937, 10. 
143 Ibid., 49. 
Shi Shouqian 石守謙，'Zhongguo jindai meishu shi yanjiu de jizhong sikao jiagou 中國近代 
美術史硏究的幾種思、考架構，[Theoretical Frameworks in the Research on Modem Chinese 
Art], in Tong-Asia misul m kundae wa kundaesong 東亞美術的近代和近代个生[Modem and 
Modernity in East Asian Art], ed. Shi Sun-Pyo 洪善构.(Seoul:舒卫叫：[Hakgojae Gallery], 
2009), 251-272. 
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confront the Western ‘impact,, China launched a chain of 
modernization/revolution projects to leap into the modem age, which at their 
extreme meant Westernization. Under such a background of political history, 
historians tend to study the modernization itself, such as the revolution in art 
e d u c a t i o n , � and the modem-promising art movement, such as the 
revolutionary Lingnan S c h o o l . � 4 6 
However, triggered by Paul A. Cohen's renowned book 'Discovering 
history in China?" such 'impact-response' historiography was rejected in the 
1990s as a new consciousness. The central thesis of this book is to call for a 
'China-centered approach' which, in contrast to the ‘Impact-Response‘ model, 
regards China as an active agent in creating its modem history. With this sense, a 
new thought o f multiple (Chinese) modernities began t o d e v e l o p . Some art 
historians set about studying the Shanghai school, arguing that the wealthy 
Shanghai merchant patrons contributed to the renewal of taste and new 
interpretation of Chinese painting. While more distinctively, Wan Qingli's 萬 
青力 studies of realism revealed that since Ren Bonian 任伯年（1840-1895), 
Chinese painting had been tied to folk culture. This popularization tendency was 
inherited in the realism of Xu Beihong whose prime concern in art was its 
Kao, Mayching, 'Reforms in Education and the Beginning of the Western-Style Painting 
Movement in China', in A Century in Crisis: Modernity and Tradition in the Art of Twentieth-
Century China, ed. Andrews, Julia Frances, and Shen, Kuiyi. (New York: Guggenheim 
Museum, 1998), 146-170. 
1 恥 Croizier, Ralph C. Art and Revolution in Modern China: The Lingnan (Cantonese) School of 
Painting, 1906-1951. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988). 
147 Cohen, Paul A. Discovering History in China: American Historical Writingon the Recent 
Chinese Past. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984). 
148 Shi Shouqian 石守謙,'Zhongguo jindai meishu shi yanjiu de jizhong sikao jiagou 中國近代 
美術史研究的幾種思考架構’. 
149 Shan, Guolin, 'Painting of China's New Metropolis: The Shanghai School, 1850-1900'. in ^ 
Century in Crisis: Modernity and Tradition in the Art of Twentieth-Century China, ed. 
Andrews, Julia Frances, and Shen, Kuiyi. (New York: Guggenheim Museum, 1998), 146-170. 
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enlightening function to the Chinese masses. ^ ^^  In short, this approach respects 
the native dynamics of China without overlooking its negotiation process with 
the imported modernities. In the case of Pan Yuliang, she demonstrated the 
localization of Impressionism which urban and bourgeois subject was altered to 
the countryside and monument, reflecting the local tradition of using landscape 
in Chinese painting (always rural and monumental to create the sense of the 
ancient). 
Also proposed by Paul A. Cohen and repeated by Shih Shumei, China is 
geo-culturally heterogeneous. To contrast Beijing/Nanjing (Capital school: 
Jingpai ^ M ) and Shanghai (Shanghai school: Haipai 海派)modernities, the 
cultural-political importance of the capital prospered a pro-Chinese and decorous 
modernity while the marvellous and commercial Shanghai prospered a fluxed 
and urban modernity/^^ This viewpoint is another useful lens to understand the 
source of influence of Pan Yuliang since Pan stayed in Nanjing for a long period 
and developed sympathy to the nationalist artists' group. Clustered around the 
Fine Arts Department of the Central University, which was led by Xu Beihong, 
the well-know realist, Nanjing artists favoured a 'conservative style' and subtle 
realism. In Chapter 4, I will discuss specifically Pan's relationship with this 
'Nanjing Modem' and Pan's differencing towards this de facto male-centered 
modernity. 
Wan Qingli 萬青力，Bingfei shuailuo de bai nian: shijiu shiji Zhongguo huihua shi 並非衰 
落的百年:十九世紀中國緯畫史[The Century Was Not Declining in Art: A History of 
Nineteenth-Century Chinese Painting]. (Taipei: Xiongshi tushu gufen youxian gongsi: [Lion Art 
Books]，2005). 
Shih, The Lure of the Modem: Writing Modernism in Semicolonial China, 1917-1937, 175-
189. 
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II. Modernizing Art and Gender in Republican China 
One of the distinct features of republican modernity was the desire to leap 
into modernity by initiating modernization (revolution and movement were 
favourite words of the era) where art as well as gender were included in this 
enterprise. However, as warned by Tani Barlow, these 'revolutions' were 
mostly proposed by male intellectuals who had a tradition of writing 
sympathetically about women. ^ ^^  Although these male intellectuals were eager 
to promote gender equality in art through modernizing art schools, admitting 
girls, promoting co-education, and employing female nudes. ^ ^^  Although they 
showed a romantic enthusiasm to envision a modem female subject who was 
educated, dignified (with personal standing or renge 人格)，and poeticized^^" ,^ 
the nature of these modernizations/revolutions was still male-led. Take the 
Ladies' Journal (1915-1931) as an example. Their editor-in-chief and major 
contributors (although they underwent changes later) were mostly male. For 
instance, during the May Forth revolutionary era, the journal appointed Zhang 
Xichen 章錫深（1889-1969), an experience male editor who barely knew 
feminism, as the editor-in-chief. With the contributions of renowned modem 
writers such as Lu Xun 魯迅（1881-1927), Zhou Zuoren 周作人（1885-1967), 
152 Barlow, The Question of Women in Chinese Feminism, 50. 
Shanghai Art College is an good example. See Zheng Jie 奠隨，'The Shanghai Art College, 
1913-1937,. 
154 The poeticized female subject can be observed by studying the illustrations of the Ladies' 
Journal which was characterized by using goddess and spiritual figures. Paralleling the Greek 
mythological figure "Muses"一goddesses of art, these illustrations carried the didactic function 
of envisioning a poeticized female subject. However, the meaning of these illustrations was 
unfixed. If the reader is male, these illustrations offered the imagination of modem China with 
poeticized women i.e. woman as a sign. 
For the discussion of renge, see Barlow, The Question of Women in Chinese Feminism, 64-126. 
Chapter 3 'Foundations of Progressive Chinese Feminism'. 
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and Mao Dun 茅盾（1896-1981), the journal rapidly imported up-to-date, 
Western feminist writings. ^ ^^  However feminist the articles were, what is at 
work here is that the author-audience relationship remained male-to-female. In 
other words, republican Chinese men were still the mediator-endorsers of 
subject positions while women were still being constructed/determined by their 
selections. Some even challenge that such pro-feminine enlightening effort 
merely reflected the hunger for knowledge and self-knowing of the republican 
Chinese. 156 In terms of art, one of the issues published in 1926 discussed 
elaborately the topic of art and the female sex (nuxing). Two of the articles were 
titled, 'Women are undeniably artistic，，and 'Women are rich in esthetic 
sense'. As there was no discussion of how the male sex {naming 男'f生） 
themselves were related to art, one could see this discursion as disciplinary and 
patriarchal. However, 'woman as muse', though disciplinary and essentialist in 
nature, was not received without differencing by women artists of that time. In 
Chapter 5, I will show how 'muse' {Musi 慕斯)，a foreign mythological 
neologism, could inspire a separate women 's culture. 
Jin Jung-won 陳钲湲，'Funii Zazhi (1915-1931) shiqi nian jianshi - Funu Zazhi he yi ming 
wei Funu《婦女雜誌》（1915-1931)十七年簡史一《婦女雜誌》何以名為婦女’ [Of the 
Women, By the Women, or For the Women? -Rewriting a Brief History of the Ladies' Journal 
(Funii zazhi), 1915-1931]. Jindai Zhongguo funii shiyanjiu 近代中國婦女史研究[Research on 
Women in Modem Chinese History], no. 12. (December 2004): 10-20. 
156 Ibid., 20,31-32. 
口 Funii Zazhi 婦女雜誌[tU Ladies' Journal] 12, no. 1. (Januaiy 1926). 
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Backsround II: Paris Modernism 
The term 'Ecole de Paris'^ ^^ (School of Paris) began to be used by the 
critic, Andre Wamod in the early 1920s to refer to the multi-racial art scene that 
began in Montmartre and later moved to Montpamasse. ^^ ^ Some of the 
representative artists were: Chagall (Russian), Tsuguham Foujita 藤田嗣治 
(Japanese), Modigliani (Italian), Pablo Picasso (Spanish), and Chang Yu 
(Chinese). Ecole de Paris usually refers to the time frame from the 1920s to 
1950s the (it was looser than it was said, Modigliani, for instance, a core person 
who defined the school of Paris, was deceased in 1920), where a conclusive 
exhibition of Ecole de Paris was held in 1951 at the New Burlington Galleries. 
Delineating a s u b c u l t u r e , of art rather than a particular visual style, thus, one 
should not confuse it with stylistic categorization such as romanticism, 
impressionism, and post-impressionism or see it as a marginalized development, 
as Cubism and Surrealism were developed within Ecole de Paris. 
Like ordinary modernist practices, Ecole de Paris, being a subculture 
and extremity of modernism, centred the female nude as its major career 
interest The Ecole de Paris did not just maintain the male/painter/clothed and 
Ecole de Paris was by far one of the most unstable terms used in the history of Modem Art. 
The geographical connotation—Paris一inspired some art critics to delineate all Paris-based 
modernism, such as Impressionism, Symbolism, Post-impressionism, Fauvism, and Cubism. See 
Nacenta, Raymond, School of Paris: The Painters and the Artistic Climate of Paris Since 1910. 
(New York: Alpine Fine Arts Collection, 1981). Some treated the term as a competing concept 
to the School of New York, reflecting a challenge to the late 20th century American hegemony 
in art. See W. Galenson, David. "The New York School versus the School of Paris." Historical 
Methods, no. 4. (Fall 2002): 141-153. 
159 Alley, Ronald. "Ecole de Paris." Grove Art Online. 
Here, I referred to Griselda Pollock's treatment of avant-gardism as a subculture (in my 
word: extremity) of modem art. The term Ecole de Paris, as it always refers to several 
distinguished figures and their lives—Fujita, Chang Yu, Modigliani, Picasso, Man Ray 
(photographer and cinematographer), Kiki (model), here in this thesis, it also denotes a 
subculture or extremity of Parisian Modernism. 
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female/model/naked dichotomy, it prioritize the expression of virility and 
masculine sexuality in which sexual success to a certain extent equaled artistic 
success. Gathered at art and literary spots such as the Cafe Rotonde, La Dome, 
Le Boeuf, men artists and women models were exchanging healthy jokes and 
insults to look for a chance~to undress the model and to paint their naked 
body. 161 Kiki, the most famous of the models of Montpamasse and the star 
attraction at the artists' nightclub, was once painted by Foujita a nude piece. 
Foujita referred to it as a heralding of his future success in the Montpamasse 
community. Man Ray, lover of Kiki, expressed his virility through sexual 
exhibitionismhe shot close-up images of Kiki and himself making love. ^^ ^ 
There is also a social reason contributing to the development of the 
Ecole de Paris subculture. Kiki, bom into a poor family, was taken by her 
mother to Paris when she was 12. She tried many poorly paid jobs such as 
bookbinding, bottle washing, and repairing soldiers' boots. Avoiding 
prostitution, when she was 16 she began to pose for the younger painters and 
sculptors in Montpamasse. For lower class women like Kiki, posing for a 
renowned artist was a path to upward social mobility. While for those young 
newcomer artists, painting a renowned model was a path to fame. Thus, the 
Ecole de Paris subculture could be seen as a symbiosis between male painter 
and female model, provided that women's bodies were often sacrificed. 
161 Jiminez, Jill Berk, and Banham, Joanna, eds., Dictionary of Artists ‘ Models. (London: 
Fitzroy Dearborn, 2001), pp. 157—160. ‘DESNOS Lucie "Youki"'. 
162 Ibid., 438442. 'PRIN, Alice "Kiki"'. 
163 Ibid.. 'PRIN, Alice "Kiki"'. 
Ibid.. 'PRIN, Alice "Kiki"'. 
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The standard history of modem art would most likely chronicle the chain 
of various 'isms' (but not the socio-cultural structure as mentioned above)-
'Impressionism', 'Post-impressionism', Tauvism', 'Cubism', 'Dadaism' and 
'Surrealism', with the common feature that these modernisms were achieved by 
men. Nevertheless, women artists did participate in these movements and their 
activities have since been rediscovered by feminist art historians. ^ ^^  In the face 
of sexism of modernism described above, women artists often have three 
positions to claim their own creative realm as different from men. 1) The 
separatist position by which women artists establish their own aesthetics, art 
society, exhibition and distribution network to ensure their livelihood and 
artistic pursuits. 2) The assimilationist position that a woman artist takes the 
male-dominated artistic trend and differs it. 3) The individualist position in 
which women artists refrain from concerning themselves as 'women' but regard 
themselves as individual matrons modernism ^^ ^ e.g. Gertrude Stein and Natalie 
Barney, who were salon hostesses. Which position would Pan Yuliang (also a 
Montpamassei67 based artist) choose? The separatist? The assimilationist? Or 
the in-between? These questions will be answered in Chapter 5. 
165 Such as Garb, Tamar, Women Impressionists. (Oxford: Phaidon, 1986); Chadwick, Whitney, 
Women Artists and the Surrealist Movement. (London: Thames and Hudson, 1985); Women in 
Dada: Essays on Sex, Gender, and Identity. (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 1998). 
166 See McCarthy, Kathleen D, Women's Culture: American Philanthropy and Art, 1830-1930. 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991). There is a third position — the individualist 
position which women artists refrain from concerning themselves as "women" but regard 
themselves as individual and the matron of modernism. This position is 
167 Pan Yuliang was interviewed in a documentary about Montpamassian artists. See Bernard, 
Jean-Claude, Chez ceux du Montparnasse. 35mm Colour. , 1957. 'The Painters Yves Brayer, 
Frangois Touchagues, Mane Katz, Pan Yu Lin, Foujita’.� 
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Chapter 3 
Expanding Biography into History 
“One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman. ” 
Simone de Beauvoir棚 
There were two opposing camps struggling for hegemony to represent 
Pan Yuliang's gender and its resultant art. The ‘conservative’ camp adopted the 
traditional patriarchal rhetoric of transgressive female genius—’ Jingnan 競男， 
(competitive to man) or ‘Jingxiong 競雄，(competitive to the male sex) by 
masculinizing Pan's temperament as warrior-like, bold and alcoholic, a 
character that can be found in her self-portrait (fig. The ‘radical, camp 
argued that Pan displayed an apparent female consciousness {nuxing yishi ^ f t 
意識）since she consciously painted the type of female nude that avoided male 
gaze and reification. Most importantly, through revealing the maternal theme in 
Pan's later painting, they redeemed Pan's femininity from male critics' 
displacement, with Helene Cixous's notion of rEcriture feminine.口。In fact, 
these seemingly competing standpoints were much more similar than we 
thought. Pan was characterized as either masculine or feminine, having 
monolithic gender or as androgynous. The point here is that gender identity was 
seen as static (the original meaning of the Latin root, idem, is sameness) and 
like a vow~once made it is unchangeable. Thus, such a painter is, to coin a 
more modem phrase, ‘read-only，. Once her/his gender identity has been 
168 de Beauvoir, Simone. The second sex. (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972), p. 267. 
169 Critics holding this stance were mostly from Mainland China; see 'Wo suo zhidao de Pan 
(Zhang) Yuliang我所知道的潘（張）玉良’. 
170 Many contemporary gender-informed researches held this stance, see Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
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constructed, s/he always faithfully expresses her/his gender through her/his art, 
dividing the spirit and the deed of an artist, the interior and the exterior, clear 
and hierarchically inside out. 
Among the interpreters of de Beauvoir's feminist maxim',One is not 
bom, but rather becomes, a woman，，Judith Butler is the most insightful. 
Studying Hegel initially, Butler sees a human subject as a dialectical process, 
‘If there is something right in Beauvoir's claim that one is 
not bom, but rather becomes a woman, it follows that woman itself 
is a term in process, a becoming, a constructing that cannot 
rightfully be said to originate or to end. As an ongoing discursive 
practice, it is open to intervention and resigniflcation'. ^ ^^  
History thus becomes prerequisite as a gendered subject is constructed 
continuously en route and identity is replaced with identifying or identification. 
In this chapter, I will reconstruct Pan's formative years through a historical 
lens~to contextualize Pan Yuliang into the late Qing and early Republic social 
environment. By 'formative years', I am not limiting one's agency into an 
unchangeable state but 'formative years' should be understood as an identity 
inscribing process that will affect one's future choice or as a crucial pool of 
signification that can be accessed through memory in the future. 
In an interview given on 30，May 1936, Pan discussed how to maintain a 
good spousal relationship, 
‘I support the disclosure of family account and the practice 
of family accounting. Husband and wife should share both 
Butler, Gender Trouble, 33. 
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prosperity and adversity. Moreover, couples should not live together 
all year long. There must be several short separations. This is the 




Like many other love stories among the May Forth youth, Pan's account added 
yet another creative example to the closet of the modem ideal marriage. Like 
her painting of 'man and woman' (fig. 3.2.1, 3.2.2), Pan's marriage was open 
and equal. Of course, one may argue that a common family account has no 
guarantee compared to the totally independent account. Rather, the disclosure of 
the family account required self-discipline, self-initiative {zidongli 自動力)and 
the respect to rules which were elements of personal standing (renge), a major 
topic of the May Forth project. ^^ ^ Finally, how was Pan's modem and 
independent mind constructed? 
I. Gender Trouble in Southern China 
The experience of the Chinese women in northern and southern China 
was different at the end of the imperial period. Although, the 'southern China' 
described here is an academic construct rather than a real administrative region 
172 Ji Ping 寄萍，Tan Yuliang niishi fang wen ji 潘玉良女士訪問記，[Interview with Madam 
Pan Yuliang]. Shen Bao 申報.(Shanghai, May 30, 1936). 
173 Hu Shi (1891-1962), one of the pillars of the May Forth movement, was eager to urge the 
Chinese youth to escape the confinement of families and to take up the rights and 
responsibilities of a person in a society. See Xu Huiqi 許慧倚，'Quxinghua de Nala Wu Si 
xinnuxing xingxiang de lunshu ce lue去性化的「娜拉」五四新女性形象的論述策略， 
[Desexualized Nora: Strategies on Discoursing Chinese New Woman in May Fourth Period], 
Jindai Zhongguo funu shi yanjiu 近代中國细女史研究[Research on Women in Modem 
Chinese History], no. 10. (December 2002): 59-101. 
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of the Qing government, it remains a useful tool for us to contrast the 
experience in different geopolitical regions of China through the lens of 'longue 
duree'. The south contains the prosperous and urbanized Jiangnan region where 
literate gentry women were found creating a subversive elite women's 
c u l t u r e . 174 I t contains some major treaty ports, including Guangzhou, Xiamen, 
Fuzhou, Ningbo, and the most important, Shanghai, where the influx of Western 
material culture, knowledge, and influence were unstoppable. The latter can be 
exemplified by Christian-based anti-custom movements, of which some 
promoted the rights of Chinese women, such as Reverend John MacGowan's 
anti-footbinding movement in Xiamen during The former can be best 
portrayed by the new urban visual culture found in Shanghai, China's leading 
treaty port with thousands of foreign inhabitants, which in turn can be 
exemplified by the regular published pictorials. This new print culture was 
stimulating, collectible, modem, visible, and often gender subversive (fig. 3.3). 
The south also contains a vast hinterland, stretching through Anhui, Zhejiang, 
Jiangxi, Hubei, and Jiangshu, which were swept by the Heavenly Kingdom of 
Great Peace (Taiping Tianguo 太平天國 1851-64). One should never forget that 
the Taipings advocated, 'All men under the sky are brothers, and all women 
under the sky are sisters'. With such iconoclastic ideology the Taipings stirred 
up extensive anger from Neo-Confucian leaders such as Zeng Guofan 曾國藩 
174 In administrative and geographical terms, the Jiangnan region includes the prefectures of 
Suzhou, Songjiang, Changzhou, Jiaxing, Huzhou, and the neighbouring Zhenjiang where the 
economic mode of trading and silk industries created a flourishing urban culture. See Ko, 
Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China, 20-21. 
口5 Ko, Dorothy, Cinderella 's Sisters: A Revisionist History of Footbinding. (University of 
California Press, 2007), pp. 14-18. 
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(1811-1872), whose Xiang Army (Xiang Jun 湘軍）eventually put an end to the 
"Kingdom". In short, the south recorded a decline in imperial and Confucian 
influence and later on it housed the eccentric ideology of Kang Youwei 康有為 
(1858-1927) and became the centre of revolutionary sabotage. Having such 
background, it is no surprise to see that southern China was the home of many 
famous boyish girls, such as the militant Qiu Jin 秋瑾(1879-1907) who was 
11fi 
bom in Xiamen and Su Xuelin (1899-1999) who spent her childhood years in 
Zhejiang and Anhui丄？?, and who was also a friend of Pan Yuliang for more than 
50 yearsi78. 
II. Chen Xiuqing 陳秀清（1895-1903) 
Bom in 1895, Pan Yuliang found her hometown of Yangzhou, once a 
wealthy salt trade centre and the home of the Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou 
{Yangzhou Ba Guai S^f l /VS) , now fighting to maintain its rapidly declining 
status. Since 1853, Yangzhou was at least twice wasted by the conflicts between 
1 7Q 
the Taipings and the Qing troops. In 1855, the course of the Yellow River 
shifted, blocking the Beij ing-Hangzhou Grand Canal and threatening to the 
1 OA 
trade industries of the city. It was imaginable that Pan's family later faced 
176 'Qiu Jin 秋瑾，.Zhongguo gongju shu wangluo chuban zongku 中國工具書網絡出版總庫 
[China Reference Works Online]. 
177 ‘Su Xuelin 蘇雪林，.Zhongguo gongju shu wangluo chuban zongku 中國工具書網絡出版總 
庫[China Reference Works Online]. 
178 Su Xuelin 蘇雪林，‘Pan Yuliang de bei ju 潘玉良的悲劇’ [TTie Tragedy of Pan Yuliang]. 
Zhongwai zazhi 中外雜誌[The kaleidoscope] 50, no. 2. (August 1991): 49-53. 
179 Xue Qingren 薛慶仁，Yangzhou Shi zhi 揚州市志[The Local Gazette of Yangzhou]. 
(Shanghai: Zhongguo dabaike quanshu chubanshe Shanghai Fenshe: [The Great Chinese 
Encyclopedia Publisher, Shanghai Branch], 1997), pp. 50-51. 
180 'Jiaotong zhi, hangyun pian 交通志.航運篇，[Transportation: Navigation]. Jiangsu Sheng 
difang zhi 江蘇省地方志[Gazette of Jiangsu Province]. 
http://wwwJssdfzxom:8080/dfz/book/indexjsp?bookName=book/liyp/DEFAULT.HTM. 
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financial crisis and went into bankruptcy. The original name of Pan~Chen 
Xiuqing, which conveyed a rather neutral genderi"，indicated the relatively 
open-mindedness of the family in late imperial China. Qiu Jin and Su Xuelin's 
parents, for instance, tolerated their boyish activities such as horse-riding, 
sword-play, and wearing boys clothes with only one exception~~they must 
fulfill their marital duty during adolescence. Naming their daughter after the 
Taiping leader Yang Xiuqing 楊秀清(182?-1856), Pan's parents might have 
wanted to express their slight anti-Qing attitude, as Yangzhou was decimated by 
the Manchus in an event known as the 'Ten days at Yangzhou' during their 
southern invasion in the mid-17th century. 
1 o ^ 
As Pan lost her father at only one year old , the financial difficulties of 
her family might have prevented her from entering the local private school 
{sishu 禾人塾).Would Pan therefore be denied access to her contemporary culture? 
As Joan Judge's studies revealed, local and foreign female heroine icons (such 
as Florence Nightingale, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Joan of Arc, Hua Mulan 花木 
蘭，Liang Hongyu 梁紅玉(?-1135), many of whom were militant women.) 
1 o o 
were common in the women's journals in the last decade of Qing reign, it was 
181 Xiu, which means clear and beautiful, is relatively neutral. For example, Xiucai 秀才(with 
excellent talent) is a term for the lower qualifications of the civil service examination in China 
which is used on men, while guixiu 閨秀 is a term to describe the ladies in chambers. Qing, 
which means clear again, is often found in man's name, such as Zhu ziqing 朱自清，a famous 
writer of the republican period, who was also a "Yangzhou folk 揚州人”. 
182 Deng Chaoyuan 部朝源，'Hungui Zhonghua gaojiezhi Caimo ying zhi zhen huatan: Wei 
jinian Pan Yuliang danzhen yibai zhounian er zuo魂歸中華高節志彩墨映紙震畫壇：為紀 
念潘玉良誕辰100周年而作’，125. 
183 Judge, Joan, 'Expanding the Feminine/National Imaginary: Social and Martial Heroines in 
Late Qing Women's Journals'. Jindai Zhongguo funii shi yanjiu 近代中國婦女史研究 
[Research on Women in Modem Chinese History], no. 12. (December 2007): 1-33. 
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likely that through the oral method these stories were widely disseminated, 
given that one of the most influential women's journals~the Women's World 
{Niizi shejie 女子世界 1904-05), highly appreciated by Qiu Jin, was based in 
Suzhou, a city on the opposite side of the Yangtze R i v e r � 8 4 Another journal like 
the New Chinese women {Zhongguo Xin Niijie 中國亲斤女界)，also had a selling 
point in Suzhou (fig. 3.4). Like Qiu Jin's idolizing of Qin Liangyu 秦良玉 
(1574 or 1584-1648) and Hua Mulan (both were military heroines)^^^ Pan 
might well have fostered such a fantasy too. With the reminder of her 
masculine/neutral name the trauma of losing her father might trigger her to 
identify with any readymade female heroine icon bearing the image of protector 
(fig. 3.5). 
Hua Mulan, perhaps, sufficiently bore the image of protector and filial 
daughter. Pitying her elderly father, who was called to arms, Hua Mulan cross-
dressed as a male warrior to take her father's position without being suspected of 
her gender. After war, Hua returned to her feminine costume and resumed her 
filial duty. This story implies that masculinization was acceptable as a virtue if it 
Judge's another studies of late Qing textbook for girls and women even revealed more female 
heroine icons, see Judge, Joan, 'Meng Mu Meets the Modem: Female Exemplars in Early-
Twentieth-Century Textbooks for Girls and Women'. Jindai Zhongguo funii shiyanjiu 近代中 
國婦女史研究[Research on Women in Modem Chinese History], no. 8. (August 2000): 129-
177. 
184 ‘Baoye zhi 報業志，[Journal Industry]. Jiangsu Sheng difang zhi 江蘇省地方志[Gazette of 
Jiangsu Province]. 
http://wwwjssdfz.com:8080/dfz/book/mdex.jsp?bookName=book/byz/DEF AULT.html. 
185 Qiu's adoration of Oin Liangyu can be exemplified by her poems dedicated to The Record of 
Zhikan, a fiction about Qin Liangyu and Chen Yunying. See 'Ti Zhikan ji (ba shou xuan yi)題 
芝盡記(八首選—)，[Dedicated to the Record of Zhikan (One from Eight)]. Zhongguo gongju 
shu wangluo chuban zongku 中國工具書網絡出版總庫[China Reference Works Online]. See 
also Li Youning 李又寧，and Zhang Yufa 張玉)、去，Jindai Zhongguo niXquan yundong shiliao: 
1842-1911 近代中國女權運重力史料:1842-1911 [Documents on the Feminist Movement in 
Modem China, 1842-1911]. (Taipei: Zhuanji wenxueshe: [Biographical Literature Publishing 傳 
記文學社],1975), pp. 1477-1479. 
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was temporary, helpful to the restoration of familial order, and necessary. 
Rhymed into the popular “Ballad of Mulan" {Mulan ci 木蘭辭)186，it was 
commonly told to the daughters of the late Qing as bedtime story by their 
mothers or s e r v a n t s T h e capacity of the tale of Hua Mulan was enormous as it 
was not only audible, but also visible. Illustrations of Hu Mulan and other 
women who exercised their brutal force for the sake of restoring familial order 
were found in a self-cultivation (xiushen 修身）textbook published in 1906 (fig. 
3.6.1, 3.6.2). Likewise, women warriors and militant women with lively details 
of action through visual and textual description were available in the (1884-1898) 
(fig. 3.7.1，3.7.2). Such lively details facilitated a vivid fantasy identifying a 
heroine and it is possible that，after 50 years，through her childhood memories， 
memory device Pan revived her childhood dream in her Self-portrait with a 
White Scarf (fig. 3.8), knowing that traditionally a white scarf was depicted to 
represent military personnel (see fig. 3.9.1, 3.9.2). In short, the popularity of Hua 
Mulan in the last decade of Qing rule was due to its subversive potential, as 
Zheng Yuxiu 鄭毓l 秀（1891-1959, also known as Madame Wei Taoming) 
recollected, 
‘[T]he story of Mulan was actually a projection of the 
dreams [of freedom and happiness] she (Zheng's mother) held 
1 o o 
originally for herself and later gave to me'. 
186 For the original text of the Ballad of Mulan, see Appendix 3.1. 
187 Croll, Elisabeth, Changing Identities of Chinese Women: Rhetoric, Experience, and Self-
perception in Twentieth-century China. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1995), pp. 
12-18. 
188 Ibid., 15. 
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Physically timid and without education, Zheng's mother's dream of freedom 
was unfulfilled and she ended up spending her life in a large, stifling 
189 
household. Nevertheless, Hua Mulan always stood as a successful example of 
female transgression against filial or marital duty for late Qing daughters, 
sheltering their hope of a fairer future. 
As the family business was in felt hat making and embroidery. Pan's 
family dwelt inside Yangzhou's urban area, the Numerous Storage Gate Street 
(Guangchumen jie 廣儲門街)，for ease of distribution of their p r o d u c t . • Such a 
living and working environment enabled Pan to see the diversity of destinies 
among girls. Some of them were daughters of the gentry, who came for 
shopping expeditions in a curtained sedan chair^^^ who might want to buy a 
new hat for their brothers or come to see Pan's embroidery. Some were the 
fortunate girls who came to study at missionary schools as companions of their 
1 QO 
brothers, whose feet could ‘walk freely on the good earth'. Although Pan 
personally might well have belonged the latter group, Pan's mother might have 
told her that this freedom was temporary and would be lost when these girls 
1 O'J 
(and by extension. Pan herself) reached marriageable age. 
III. Zheng Yuliang 張玉良（1903-1913) 
In 1903, when Pan lost her mother and elder sister in her eighth year, she 
was adopted by her uncle. Until her uncle's bankruptcy in 1908, Pan's life as a 
189 Ibid. 
190 Deng Chaoyuan 部朝源，'Hungui Zhonghua gaojiezhi Caimo ying zhi zhen huatan: Wei 
jinian Pan Yuliang danzhen yibai zhounian er zuo魂歸中華高節志彩墨映紙震畫壇：為紀 
念潘玉良誕辰 100 周年而作’ [For the 100th Anniversary of Pan Yuliang], 125. 
191 Croll, Changing identities of Chinese women, 39. 
192 Ibid., 43-46. 
193 Ibid., 12-18. 
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working class girl was recorded in some of her later painting in the 1950s. 
Household duties, such as washing can be found in Pan's Washing Silk along 
the Stream (fig. 3.10) while subsistence.activities, such as hawking can be found 
in her Girl and a Basket (fig. 3.11, S.ll.ref). Above all, one of Yangzhou's 
leading crafts，Yang embroidery (Jangxiu 揚繡)，which flourished through the 
local-demand for theatrical costume and religious decoration194, was believed to 
be taught by Pan's mother for subsistence purposes^^^. Pan's Appreciation (fig. 
3.12), depicting the scene of appreciating a young girl's embroidery in a 
rectangular frame (fig. 3.12.ref), could be seen as a recollection of her 
childhood life. In addition, in Pan's Two Women Dancing (fig. 3.13) and 
Double Sleeve Dance (fig. 3.14)，two women dancers were wearing two pairs of 
embroidered shoes with upturned heads (fig. 3.15) which was also a common 
embroidery product. There is also a frequent appearance of the coin pattern 
{jinqian wen 金 錢 紋 a common decorative pattern for furniture and 
embroidery products, in Pan's paintings, such as her two Reclining Nude works 
(fig. 3.16.1, 3.16.2, 3.16.ref). Lastly, if Su Xuelin's recollection was not 
exaggerated, Pan probably trained herself and practiced martial arts in order to 
imitate her heroine idol, just as Qiu Jin and Su Xuelin had done. 196 
The idea that women should educate themselves and serve the nation 
had been widely circulated among late Qing male and female intellectuals. 
194 Xue Qingren 薛慶仁，Ycmgzkott Shi zhi 揚州市志,1096-1099. 
195 Deng Chaoyuan 鄭草月源，'Himgui Zhonghua gaojiezhi Caimo ying zhi zhen huatan: Wei 
jinian Pan Yuliang danzhen yibai zhoimian er zuo魂歸中華髙節志彩墨映紙震畫壇••為紀 
念潘玉良誕辰100周年而作，，125. 
Su Xuelin 蘇雪林,‘Zai tan boming huajia Pan Yuliang 再談薄命畫家潘玉良’. 
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Among them, Liang Qichao 梁啟超（1873-1929), who wrote the well-known 
'On Women's Education' {Lun nuxue 論女學)，was the best example, 
'Speaking of men in China, those unproductive men who 
share other's profit reach a half...Not to speak of the two hundred 




In Liang Qichao's mind, 'women' signified gentry women (cainii 才女)who 
exchanged ci poems of trivial and romantic matters (wind, flower, snow, and 
moon, fenghua xueyue 風7h雪月）and produced nothing contributing to the 
nation. Qiu Jin, bom into a gentry family, in turn adored Liang's articles and 
expressed them in a feminist, she stated maimer, stating that, 
The sky bears all human beings. Men and women originally 
bear no difference'. 
「上天生人，男女原沒有分別。」1" 
However, as 'women do not learn, travel, and work' and 'women do not have 
the will of independence, but have the will to depend on others�,200 therefore, 
197 Liang Qichao 梁啓超，‘Lun nuxue 論女學’ [On Women's Education], in Bianfa tongyi 變法 
通議[On Reform]. (Beijing: Huaxia chubanshe: [Huaxia Publishing House], 2002), p. 88. 
198 For Liang's anti-cainu attitude, see Hu, Ying. 'Naming the First New Woman'. Nan Nu: 
Men, Women, and Gender in Early and Imperial China 3, no. 2. (2001): 196-231. 
Qiu Jin 秋瑾，Qiu Jin ji 秋瑾集[Collection of the Works of Qiu Jin]. (Beijing: Zhonghua 
shuju; [Zhonghua Book Company], 1960), p. 5. 
Ibid., 14. 
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'It is thus natural that those learned, insightful and 




As a working class girl, Pan probably disagreed with Qiu's assertion that women 
were idle and unproductive, but the idea, or the duty that women should obtain 
independence and education was received as a preliminary self-awareness. 
In 1908, one year after the Qing court's calling for the establishment of 
elementary and normal schools for women , Pan was sold by her bankrupt 
uncle to a brothel in Anhui. In such a traumatic moment. Pan fully realized 
that woman's destiny was determined by and dependent on men~whether 
being a fortunate woman who married a man and shopped in a sedan chair or 
being an unfortunate woman who was sold by her guardians for economic relief. 
It was now that the negotiable tale of Hua Mulan and other heroine stories were 
activated for the signification of a rebellious self. As we have no exact details 
about when Pan changed her name to Zheng Yuliang, it was possible that Zheng 
was the surname given by her uncle while Yuliang was a name Pan chose for 
herself, provided that a woman changing her name into a masculine name was 
possible in the late Qing dynasty, such as Qiu Jin trimming the word ‘lady's 
chamber' (gui 閨）from her original name Qiu Guijin 秋閨瑾.Expressing a 
Ibid., 6. 
202 Judge, 'Meng Mu Meets the Modem: Female Exemplars in Early-Twentieth-Century 
Textbooks for Girls and Women', 138. 
203 Deng, "Himgui Zhonghua Gaojiezhi Caimo Ying Zhi Zhen Huatan: Wei Jinian Pan Yuliang 
Danzhen Yibai Zhounian Er Zuo" [For the 100th Anniversary of Pan Yuliang], 125. 
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relatively neutral gender, 'Yuliang' ^^ ^ recalled two military heroines一Qin 
Liangyu of the Ming dynasty and Liang Hongyu of the Southern Song dynasty, 
with Liang Hongyu believed to be a prostitute who was redeemed by Han 
Shizhong 韓世,忠(1089-1151), a renowned national hero who fought against 
the invading Jurchen. This correlation was no fiction, as Yang Rimyu 楊潤餘 
(1902-?), one of Pan's schoolmates in Lyon, spoke to Pan Yuliang about Liang 
Hongyu, 
'During the Song dynasty, there was once an anti-Jurchen 
heroine whose name was Liang Hongyu. And your name is Yuliang. 
Though the words are different, the pronunciations are similar, 
though the word order is upside down. You must have adored that 




Such connection between the two names seems to be spontaneous to the mind of 
any Republican Chinese. One must also be aware that Yang saw 'Yuliang' as a 
name chosen by Pan. 
IV. Pan Shixiu 潘世秀（1913-1921) 
Pan's desire to escape the brothel and to gain independence grew 
stronger and stronger, provided that many other women, as shown in the 
204 There was a man from Yangzhou called Ceng Yuliang 曾玉良(1886-1923). Xue Qingren 薛 
慶仁，Yangzhou Shi zhi揚州市志. 
Su Xuelin 蘇雪林，‘Pan Yuliang de beiju 潘玉良的悲劇，，49. 
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following example also shared such desire. Dong Zhujun 董竹君（1900-1997), 
a woman entrepreneur who escaped from a brothel and married a Sichuan 
revolutionary Xia Zhishi 夏之時(1887-1950), cried out her anger, 
‘How many such women were there in the old society! Once 
I think of my bitter childhood, it encourages me to help other people 
whose life is in bitterness. Such principle has become my habit. 
Thus, I especially care about Pei Qiong (a woman who suffered the 
oppression of an old family). I hate those old and vulgar customs. I 
hate those corrupted social systems. And I think that each of the 
thousands of Pei Qiong should arise and take hold of her destiny, 
learn to fight against the cruel destiny and be strong. This is the only 








• Dong Zhujun 董竹君，Wo de yi ge shiji 我的一個世紀[A Centuiy of My Life]. (Beijing: 
Shenghuo, Dushu, Xinzhi San Lian shudian: [SDX Joint Publishing Company], 1997), p. 117. 
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Pan's dream of breaking away from the old customs and taking hold of her own 
destiny was realized when Pan Zhanhua redeemed and married her in 1913^^ .^ 
Moving to the Yu Yang lane 漁洋里 of Shanghai, Pan experienced a change of 
class, from a working class woman to a wife of an intellectual. As a sympathizer 
to women and a revolutionary, it was commonly believed that Pan Zhaihua 
employed a private teacher to teach Pan Yuliang writing and other literacy-
�AC 
related knowledge. Although Pan was grateful for finally being able to leam, 
such domesticated education (fig. 3.17.1, 3.17.2) recalled the old song of trivial 
education and women's restriction of independence. 
Probably it was Pan, now called Pan Shixiu, who requested to pursue her 
education in the public realm. The 'Shanghai Girl's Secondary School' 
{WushangNuzi Zhongxue 滬上女子中學）period (1913-17 or 1914-18)^^^ is so 
far the largest neglected area by Pan's biographers. The girls' school should be 
seen as a negotiation space, where Pan's perception of being-a-woman was 
beginning to take shape. Alongside the dominant discourse of 'understanding 
wife and loving mother' (xianqi liangmu 賢妻良母）of the educational goal of 
9 "I n 
the Beiyang government and the revolutionary discourse of independent 
women of Qiu Jin, at least five types of visible images of women could be 
found inside a republican girl's school, and age and marital status played an 
207 Deng Chaoyuan 都朝源，'Hungui Zhonghua gaojiezhi Caimo ying zhi zhen huatan: Wei 
jinian Pan Yuliang danzhen yibai zhounian er zuo魂歸中華高節志彩墨映紙震畫壇：為紀 
念潘玉良誕辰100周年而作’，125. 
Xie Lifa 謝里法，'Qinglou huahun: Pan Yuliang de yishu shengya 青樓畫魂：潘玉良的藝術 
生涯，，32. 
• The duration of secondary education was four years. 
210 Lei Liangbo 雷良波，Chen Yangfeng 陳陽鳳，and Xiong Xianjun 熊賢軍，Zhongguo niizi 
jiaoyu shi 中國女子敎肓史[Women's Education History in China]. (Wuhan: Wuhan 
chubanshe: [Wuhan Publishing House], 1993), pp. 299-302. 
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important part in Pan's subject formation. 1) Gentry ladies, such as Lu Xiaoman 
塗/_]、曼(1903-1965) who was admitted to secondary level education at age 
13.211 2) Progressive women, such as Zhang Youyi 張幼儀(1901-1989) who 
aimed to further her education abroad and seek economic independence 
afterwards.212 3) Women from the older generation whose feet were bound?^^ 4) 
Married women, such as Pan Yuliang who was admitted at age 18. 5) Women 
who left school for marriage. Frequently addressed as 'Mrs', 2i4 pan may have 
found herself being identified with the older generation of women, such as 3) 
and 5), jeopardizing her intention of using ‘Pan, instead of ‘Pan Zheng' (which 
implied a subordination to the husband) as her surname. 
In 1917，Henrik Ibsen's (1828-1906) groundbreaking play, 'A Doll's 
House' (1879) was introduced to China through the well-known periodical, La 
Jeunesse 亲斤青年.The play's protagonist was a woman, Nora, who gradually 
realized her subordinated status as ‘a doll' at home and decided to leave the 
house. Hu Shi 古月適(1891-1962), a liberal, interpreted the story as a conflict 
between society and the individual. Hu advocated that one should revolt against 
the corrupted society for the sake of the completion of a respectable personal 
standing, and only with a complete personal standing could one benefit and 
21 “ L u Xiaoman 陸小曼，.Zhongguo gongju shu wangluo chuban zongku 中國工具書網絡出版 
總庫[China Reference Works Online]. 
Li Xiaorong 李曉蓉，‘Wu Si qianhou ntixing zhishifenzi de nuxing yishi 五四前後女性知識 
分子的女性意識’ [The Intellectual Females' Feminist Consciousness in the May Fourth Era], 
(PhD Dissertation, Kaohsiung: National Kaohsiimg Normal University, 2002), pp. 177-178. 
213 Ibid., 168. 
214 During Pan's overseas studies in France, her fellow students frequently addressed Pan as 
'Madame Pan'. Su Xuelin 蘇雪林，‘Pan Yuliang de bei ju 潘玉良的悲劇’ [The Tragedy of Pan 
Yuliang], 
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reengineer the corrupted society. ^ ^^  Nora, thus, became a call to arms, a 
restatement of Qiu Jin's urge for women's independence and a reappearance of 
some fantasized heroines for Pan Yuliang. 
V. Pan Yuliang (1921-1977) 
Deciding to pursue independence. Pan enrolled in the Shanghai Art 
College in 1920, where her original aim might be for the commercial use of art. 
There were two reasons for this. First, it was related to Pan's original intention 
to pursue professional art education. According to Pan, her first art education 
during her secondary school period was the embroidery class in Home 
Economics, while her enthusiasm for Home Economics was partially due to her 
regret for her unproductive childhood. Here, Pan referred to being unproductive 
for her inability in the art of spinning, weaving, agriculture, and household 
management, which can be seen as a rephrasing of Liang Qichao's notion of 
‘sharer’ {fenli zhe 分禾[J者).2i6 Second, it was related to art education policy per 
se. The objective of education for women under Yuan Shikai's 袁世飢(1859-
1916) Beiyang government was to produce an 'understanding wife and loving 
mother'. Thus, the art education from the school curriculum had a supportive 
function only, consisting of practical household skills and economically 
productive skills (fig. 3.18). Such productive skills were also believed to be 
215 Hu Shi 胡適，‘Yi-Bu-Sheng-zhuyi 易卜生主義’ [Ibsenism], ed. Chen Duxiu 陳獨秀.La 
Jeuness 新青年[New Youth] 4, no. 6: 489-507. 
216 Pat! Yuliang 潘玉良 ‘Wo de yishu shenghuoguan 我的藝術生活觀’ [My View of Art of 
Life]. For Liang's notion, see Liang Qichao 梁啓超，'Liin niixue 論女學’ [On Women's 
Education]. 
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beneficial to the nation's economy.^^^ Thus, Pan Yuliang, a product of the 
education system of the Beiyang period, might initially think of obtaining a 
subsistence role (e.g. teacher) and avoiding being a 'sharer' instead of wanting 
to be an ‘artist, in modem sense. Nevertheless, Pan's mind began to change, as 
from the moment she entered the Shanghai Art College the school's emphasis 
was shifting to adapt Cai Yuanpei's aesthetics education. 
One should not overestimate the quality of women's art education at the 
Shanghai Art College, which only began to admit women in 1920. According to 
Jane Zheng, it was a place one could find gentry ladies who would leave school 
as one of the costs of marriage.^^^ Later on, as Pan's background of brothel 
work became a subject of speculation around the campus, Pan decided to end 
what she considered her pointless education in Shanghai Art College and 
enrolled at the newly founded Institut Franco-Chinois de Lyon using a new 
name. Pan Yuliang.^^^ 
This section has demonstrated how Pan grew up with her trauma and 
environment where she became gradually aware of the relationship between 
'productive being' (shengli zhe 生禾[J者）and independence. After eight years of 
work and study in Lyon, Paris, and Rome，Pan returned with a certificate and a 
217 Throughout the decade from 1910 to 1920 there was an optimistic discussion on the salvation 
value of embroidery, which it was believed would help China beat the industrial competitor 
from Europe. 
218 Zheng, Jane. "Shanghai Fine Arts College and modem artists in the public sphere (1913-
1937).，，East Asian History (Canberra), no. 32-33. (June 2006): 219-222. 
219 According to Dong Song's studies, from Pan's enrollment record and some Shenbao news 
reports, Pan was known as Pan Shixu during her time studying at the Shanghai Art Academy. 
But once Pan enrolled in the study trip to France and until her return, she was known as Pan 
Yuliang. See Dong Song 董松，'Pan Yuliang xingming kao 潘玉良姓4考’ [The Studies of the 
Name of Pan Yuliang]. Wenwu tiandi 文物天地[Cultural Relics World], no. 3. (March 2010): 
54-59. 
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promising future of economic independence in 1930s Shanghai, a city 
transformed into one where the art movement, periodicals, and exhibitions were 
flourishing. Simultaneously, Nanjing was made the capital city in 1927 and 
rapidly claimed the position of model city, one that was also eager to sanction a 
national aesthetics movement. In the next section, Pan's choice between these 
two cities will be examined. 
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Chapter 4 
The Political Xiesheng and its Gender Politics 
Since Pan had self-identified with a military heroine through taking her 
name, this chapter will attempt to relate her militant self with her xiesheng 
landscape practice. By identification, I am not essentializing Pan as 
'unwomanly' {bulei nuzi 不類女子)，a term used by her contemporary male 
critics to explain her artistic excellence. Instead, "identification" refers to a 
process that a subject keeps on reconstructing one's identity with reference to 
one's self-knowledge/memory, which contributes the to one's artistic choice. 
(In this case means Pan's choice of xiesheng) 
With the new materials about Pan Yuliang extracted from Shenbao 申報 
, t h e Central Daily News 中央曰報，and the quarterly of the China Art 
Association 中國美術會季刊，a relatively untouched area, Pan's artistic 
ventures during her China period (1929-37) will be studied in this chapter. 
Contrary to the popular knowledge of Pan, the materials reveal Pan's 
extraordinary success in career and landscape painting, whereby she produced 
more than 200 pieces of fine landscape paintings and became known almost 
exclusively as a ‘landscape painter.' As revealed in the new materials. Pan's 
most productive period was her Nanjing period (1933-35). Moreover, Pan was 
220 People did not actually use this term. However, in articles and advertisements about Pan's 
exhibitions and paintings, they nonetheless highlighted the vast amount and the fine quality of 
landscape paintings exhibited. Also, Pan's xiesheng trips were widely reported, showing 
people's interest in Pan's landscape-related activities. 
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also strongly attached to the China Art Association, a pseudo-political group in 
Nanjing. Finally, a significant number of reviews and critical articles were 
examined and found to be biased by gender. All written by male critics, the 
arguments found in these articles recalled the stance of the conservative camp, 
discussed in the previous chapter, by characterizing Pan as 'unwomanly' (bulei 
nuzi). 
The structure of this chapter is as follows: I will first explore why Pan 
chose to settle in Nanjing and why the Nanjing period, instead of the Shanghai 
period should be treated as the most productive period of Pan's artistic career in 
China. I will then explain the notion of national administering of modernism, 
which was the essence of the China Art Association and implied a national 
attempt in imaging a modem art for China. I will describe and explain the style 
of Pan's landscape painting and its relation to the movement of the China Art 
Association. In the second half of the chapter, I will rexamine the xiesheng 
landscape through a gender lens. I will seek to explain how Pan Yuliang, as a 
woman painter, found landscape painting substantial and empowering. 
Pan Yulians: from Shanshai (1928-32, 36-37) to Naniins (1933-35) 
In the late spring of 1928, Pan returned from her eight-year trip to China 
and experienced a rupture, compared to her experience in Shanghai, since she 
had left that city. Shanghai, moving towards the 1930s, had now developed into 
221 
what Lee Ou-fan termed, a 'bustling cosmopolitan metropolis'. While 
Nanjing, a relatively less populated and less prosperous city, had been made the 
221 Lee, Leo Ou-fan, 'Shanghai Modem: Reflections on Urban Culture in China in the 1930s', in 
Alternative modernities, ed. Gaonkar, Dilip Parameshwar (Durham, N.C.: Duke University 
Press, 2001), p. 86. 
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capital just one year previously and regarded ‘spiritual construction, to be more 
important than ‘material construction,.222 in Nanjing, Xu Beihong, who was one 
of Pan's former school friends from the Ecole nationale superieure des Beaux-
Arts, now began to teach at the newly established Central U n i v e r s i t y尸� i n 
Shanghai, Liu Haisu, the headmaster of the Shanghai Art Academy, invited Pan 
to teach at her Alma mater. Now Pan, holding her 'Licenza di pittvra' 
(certificate in painting) of the Real Accademia di Belle Arti di Roma, was 
qualified for teaching posts in painting at any art institute in China and had to 
choose between Shanghai and Nanj ing? Eventually Pan chose the reunion 
with her former teachers in Shanghai and was recruited as a painting professor 
at the Shanghai Art Academy?? 
In opposition to the popular view, Pan's creative activities were not 
associated mostly with the Shanghai Art Academy (SHMZ) but rather, with the 
Central University of Nanjing (CU). 1) As seen in Appendix 4.1, we know that 
most of the time Pan spent between 1928 and 1937 was at the Central 
University. From 1929 onwards, Pan cut half of her teaching time from the 
Shanghai Art Academy and devoted that time to the Central University of 
Nanjing. From 1933 Pan taught full time at the Central University of Nanjing. 2) 
In artistic terms, Pan experimented and retained a style with the longest 
222 Lipkin, Zwia. Useless to the State: 'Social Problems，and Social Engineering in Nationalist 
Nanjing, 1927-1937, (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Asia Center, 2006), pp. 4 7 ^ 9 . 
223 Govemo da Regiao Administrativa Especial de Macau, Xu Beihong nianbiao 徐悲鴻年表 
[The Chronicle of Events of Xu Beihong]. 
http://www.icm.gov.mo/exhibition/beiHong/biografiaC.asp. 
The academic merits of the teacher in a modem art institute were becoming increasingly 
important. The Shanghai Art Academy, for instance, required its teachers to be graduates from 
professional schools or higher institutes. See Zheng, 'Shanghai Fine Arts College and Modem 
Artists in the Public Sphere (1913-1937),. 
225 'Shanghai Meizhuan xinxun 上海美專新ffV [News form the Shanghai Art Academy]. Shen 
Bao 毕報（Shanghai, September 5，1928). 
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persistence during of Nanjing period, producing a significant body of work, in 
excess of her Shanghai period. Appendix 4.2 shows that in her last known 3 
solo exhibitions. Pan produced an enormous amount of landscape paintings. As 
seen in Appendix 4.1, xiesheng trips occurred most when Pan was in Nanjing, 
not to mention the distance, where the CU trips were often further than the 
SHMZ trips. From the above data, the huge quantity of landscape paintings Pan 
exhibited was most likely to have been accumulated during Nanjing period. 
Why did Pan Yuliang choose to leave her former teachers and Mends in 
Shanghai and resettle in the unfamiliar Nanjing? Firstly, as argued in the 
previous chapter, if Pan Yuliang was like most of the women who were aware 
of the importance of economic independence as the key to freedom from 
marriage or reliance on men, the economic benefit that the Central University 
could offer was a huge lure. As Jane Zheng's studies revealed, economically 
speaking, the private-fiinded Shanghai Art Academy was not an easy place for 
an artist to survive. In 1935, a top grade teacher at the Shanghai Art Academy 
could earn only 3.5 yuan per hour. Considering Pan had only four years of 
teaching experience 1932, she only qualified for the third grade, with an hourly 
226 
rate of 1.5 Yuan. In contrast, the Central University was eager to pay at least 
140 Yuan for instructors, 300 Yuan for associate professors and 400 Yuan for 
227 
professors per month. Even the lowest teaching position at the Central 
University paid the equivalent of 100 hours of effort at the Shanghai Art 
226 Zheng, 'Shanghai Fine Arts College and Modem Artists in the Public Sphere (1913-1937),, 
219. 
227 Wang Dezi 王德滋，Gong Fang 龔放,and Mao Rong 冒榮,eds., Nanjing Daxue bai nian shi 
南京大學百年史[Hundred Years of Nanjing University]. (Nanjing: Nanjing Daxue chubanshe: 
[Nanjing University Press], 2002), p. 145. 
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Academy. Secondly, economic advantage also meant creative freedom. To 
survive under the low paid position at the Shanghai Art Academy，many had to 
teach at, or even organize, other art schools or art tutoring schools (fig. 
Pan herself, in her Shanghai period, was a part-time teacher at the Shanghai 
Fine Arts University^^^ (since 1929)，Xinhua Art Academy^^^ (since 1930) and 
Yi Yuan A t d i e P (since 1929), which were affiliated to the Shanghai Art 
Academy. After Pan assumed a full-time position at the Central University, she 
resigned her other teaching positions and only taught summer school for extra 
* 232 
income. It was the ample resources of the state-funded university and the 
abundance of time for Pan had that made the long distance xiesheng trip 
feasible. 
The Mission of Nanjans: National Administering of Modernism 
I. Background: Nanjing Modernity 
Modeng 摩登，the Chinese adaptation of the English word Modern and 
the French word Moderne, according to Leo Lee Ou-fan, refers to 'novel and/or 
* 233 
fashionable'. Connoting 'Westernized and anti-tradition,, this word was often 
used in the context of consumer culture, particularly associated with women to 
228 Zheng, 'Shanghai Fine Arts College and Modem Artists in the Public Sphere (1913-1937)', 
220. 
229 'Shanghai Yishu Daxue zhaosheng 上海藝術大學招生，[Shanghai Fine Arts University 
Enlists Students]. Shen Bao 申報.(Shanghai, September 2, 1929). 
230 'Xinhua Yizhuan fazhan jihua 新華藝專發展計劃，[The Development Plan of Xinhua 
Academy]. Shen Bao 申報.(Shanghai, September 1, 1930). 
231 
'Yi Yuan Huihua Yanjiusuo xiaji zhanshou nannii yanjiushengyuan 藝苑縫畫研究戶斤夏季招 
收男女研究生員，[Yi Yuan Atelier Enlist Summer Course Students]. Shen Bao 申報. 
(Shanghai, July 6，1929). 
232 Dong Song 董松，‘Pan Yuliang nianpu qianbian (1895-1937)潘玉良年譜前編(1895 年-
1937 年)’. 
Lee, Leo Ou-fan, Shanghai Modern: The Flowering of a New Urban Culture in China, 1930-
1945. (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1999), p. 5. 
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form the phrase modeng nulang 摩登女郎(modem girl). Modeng belonged 
specifically to Shanghai - the 'Shanghai Modem' - where an urban and 
cosmopolitan advantage was situated. In his book ‘Shanghai Modem: The 
Flowering of a New Urban Culture in China, 1930-1945，’ Leo Lee analyzed the 
unique background of Shanghai Modem, including urban facilities and outings, 
such as cafes, department stores, global cinema, racecourses, and parks. 
Although Nanjing was made the capital in 1927, it was comparatively 
backward and rural during Republican China. The city, which also known as Jin 
Ling 金陵，was traditionally regarded as the 'House of the Emperor' {Diwang 
zhi zhai 帝王之宅）because of its sound terrain — surrounded by mountains from 
all four directions (Tiger Mountain [Laohu Shan 老虎山],Purple and Gold 
Mountain [Zi Jin Shan 紫金山],Green Dragon Mountain [Qinglong Shan 青龍 
[if], and Yellow Dragon Mountain [Huanglong Shan 黃龍山]).234 When Sun 
Yat-sen 孫逸仙 contemplated the advantages of Nanjing, he wrote, 
'Nanking (Nanjing) was the old capital of China before 
Peking, and is situated in a fine locality which comprises high 
mountains, deep water and a vast level plain — a rare site to be 
found in any part of the world. It also lies at the center of a very rich 
country on both sides of the lower Yangtze. At present, although 
ruined and desolate, it still has a population of over a quarter of a 
million. Once it was the home of many industries especially silk and 
234 'Nanjing Zhongguo gongju shu wangluo chuban zongku 中國工具書網絡出版總庫 
[China Reference Works Online]. 
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now the finest satin and velvet are still produced here. Nanking has 
yet a greater future before her when the resources of the lower 
Yangtze Valley are properly developed'. 
Nanjing was ideal (for a pre-modem city) for defence and agriculture, but, being 
remote from port cities, was disadvantaged in terms of global exchange. Before 
Nanjing was made the capital in 1927, it had the famous 'Four Nots，，which was 
in sharp contrast to metropolitan Shanghai. These ‘nots, were: ‘roads are not 
even' {daolu bu ping I B足各+ ' r i v e r water is not clean' (heshui bu qing $可yjC 
不清),'telephone does not ring' {dianhua bu ling 電言舌不鈴)，and 'electric 
lights are not bright' (diandeng bu ming 電燈不明).236 
According to Zwia Lipkin, after Nanjing was made the capital, the 
Nationalist government began planning to transform the city into a modem city 
that could represent China internationally, like Paris for France and London for 
Britain.237 However, due to a limited budget for a physical upgrade of the city, 
the Nationalist administration decided to undertake a more vigorous 'spiritual 
construction' programme. For instance, Mayor Shi Ying 石琪 suggested that the 
city's leaders should promote people's productivity, national goods, and a spirit 
of endurance, rooting out corrupt behaviours, such as prostitution, opium 
smoking, drinking alcohol, and gambling?^^ 
Sun, Yat-sen, The International Development of China: with 16 Maps in the Text and a 
Folding Map at end. (New York: G.P. Putnam's sons, 1922), p. 59. 
236 Lipkin, Useless to the State, 34. 
237 Ibid., 9. 
238 Ibid., 47, 52. 
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Nanjing was not only the capital of the model of the modem citizen and 
good behaviour, but also the centre of philosophers of critical modernity who 
were sceptical of Occidentalism. Shih Shumei defines critical modernity, 
‘[C]ritically examined but also simultaneously affirmed the 
constitutive elements of Western modernity. Modernity was 
criticized as the engine of greed and destruction for its aggressive 
manifestations in war and economic conquest, but, at its best, 
modernity promised rationality without the progress-oriented craze 
for competition, a rationality which could be productively applied to 
Chinese culture to create a new global culture. This critical 
modernity, in the local context, constituted their grounds of 
opposition to May Fourth Occidentalism; in the global context, it 
was subjected to a Eurocentric civilizational discourse that sought to 
absorb Eastern culture to cure its own ills. The neotraditional 
subjectivities are located in the interaction and tension between 
these two contexts. Revitalist and yet cosmopolitan and bicultural, 
these are subjectivities produced through processes similar to those 
of the Occidentalists in the semicolonial condition. 
Apart fi-om the craze of Westernization and modeng in Shanghai, Critical 
Modernity observed the imperialist nature of 'Western Modem' (the progress-
oriented craze for competition), including the potential for disaster, with such 
competition being cited as one of the causes of the First World War. Critical 
239 
Shih, The Lure of the Modern: Writing Modernism in Semicolonial China, 1917-1937, 157— 
8. 
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Modernity affirms and revitalizes traditional values as a remedy to the 'Western 
Modem’ without sacrificing cosmopolitanism and rationality. During 1910s to 
1920s, Professors Mei Guangdi 梅光迪（1890-1945) and Wu Mi 吳悠(1894~ 
1978) from the Southeast University {Dongnan Itowe 東南大學，part of the 
later Central University) formed the Critical Review group {Xueheng Pai 學衡 
派)，exemplifying the above doctrine. The Critical Review group was later on 
succeeded by the ‘Airs of the States' group {Guofeng HJIl) during the 1930s, 
which was clustered around the professors from the Central University, such as 
Liu Yizheng 柳諮徵（1880-1956) and Zhang Qiyun 張其均(1901-1985). The 
Critical Review group, for instance, urged the studies of both Western (e.g. 
Hellenic) and Eastern (e.g. Confucian) values in order to excavate their 
universal goodness to fabricate a transcultural modemism. '^^ ^ Also, although the 
China Art Association and the New Life Movement (to be discussed in the 
coming section) were more utilitarian than academic and disinterested, 
compared to the Critical Review group, their scepticism and conservatism 
towards Western modernity was similar. 
II. The Necessity of National Administering of Modernism 
Chiang Kai-shek 蔣介石（1887-1975) outlined his New Life Movement 
during his fifth encirclement campaign of the communists in the Chinese Civil 
War (1927-1949). On February 19, 1934, the New Life Movement officially 
began as Chiang made a speech in the Nanchang field headquarters, a base camp 
24G Ibid., 170. 
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for the encirclement campaign in Jiangxi. Modelled after foreign mass 
movements such as National Socialism in Germany, Bolshevism in Russia and 
Fascism in I t a l y C h i a n g ' s New Life Movement aimed at restoring the 
morality of the Chinese by using the traditional concept of restoration 
(zhongxing 中興）(such as Tongzhi Zhongxing 同治中興)243, making the 
Chinese public more responsive to the needs and the policies of the nation. It 
also had a political mission~to suppress communists' political mobilization of 
the people through social mobilization '^^ '^ . 
The China Art Association (CAA), with Wang Qi 王褀(1891-1937 and 
Nationalist Member), Gao Xishun 高希舜（1895-1982), Li Yishi 李毅士（1886-
1942), Zhang Daofan 張道藩（1897-1968 and Nationalist Member), and Pan 
Yuliang as their initial organizing committee, officially inaugurated in 
November 12, Since its inauguration, Zhang Daofan who was a core 
member of the Nationalist Party, writer, artist, and propagandist had been elected 
as the director of the association until at least 1937.246 This Party-funded 
organization was quickly affiliated with Chiang's New Life Movement.^^^ In 
241 Huang Jilu 黃季陸，ed., Geming wewcian 革命文獻[Document of Revolution]. 68. (Taipei: 
Zhongyang wenhua gongyingshe: [Central Culture Distribution Agency 中央文{b供應社]),p. 
99. 
242 Dirlik, Arif. "The Ideological Foundations of the New Life Movement: A Study in 
Counterrevolution." The Journal of Asian Studies 34, no. 4. (1975): 946. 
243 Ibid., 960-961. 
2似 Ibid” 974. 
245 Wang Qi 王褀，‘Zhongguo Meishuhui zhi qiancheng 中國美術會之前程，[The Future of 
China Art Association]. Zhongguo Meishuhui jikan 中國美術會季刊[China Art Association 
Quarterly] l ,no. 1.(1936): 15. 
246 The publication of the CAA stopped in 1937. Zheng remained to be the director of the 
association until the-final publication.. 
247 Gao Xishun 高希舜，'Zhongguo Meishuhui yu Xin Shenghuo Yundong 中國美術會與新生 
活運動，[China Art Association and The New Life Movement]. Zhongguo Meishuhui jikan 中 
國美術會季刊 VChindi Art Association Quarterly] 1, no. 2. (1936): 45-46. 
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Wang Qi's 'The Origin of China Art Association', Wang revealed the common 
objective of CAA and New Life Movement, 
'The mission of restoration (fuxing 復興）was a duty of the 
government and the society. Though our fellow members are not 
talented enough, we did not hesitate to organize the China Art 
Association to promote [the art that helps restoration]'. 
「復興之任，精磔之會，政府社會咸負其責，同人不敏， 
爰擬發起中國美術會以為之倡。」248 
'Summarizing the past and the present. Referring to China 
and the foreign. We will establish the new life for Chinese Art and 




Through establishing the analogy between Chiang's restoration (fuxing or 
zhongxing) of socio-political order and status and the Renaissance {wenyi 
fuxing) of artistic pride, CAA identified seamlessly with the New Life 
Movement. 
What Chiang sought to exorcise and manage in life had a counterpart in 
art that the CAA sought to administer. To save and restore the lost pride of the 
Chinese race, Chiang insisted that a militarized life was necessary. He urged, 
248 Wang Qi 王褀，‘Zhongguo Meishuhui zhi yuanqi 中國美術會之緣起’ [The Origin of China 
Art Association]. Zhongguo Meishuhui jikan 中國美術會季刊[China Art Association 
Quarterly] 1, no. 1. (1936): 17. 
249 Ibid., 18. 
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‘The so-called militarization was 'orderliness' (zhengqi 整齊)，'cleanliness' 
iqingjie 清潔)，'simplicity' (jiandan 簡單)，and 'frugality' {pusu 樸素).Only 
leading a life like this one] can fulfil the li, yi, Han, chi 禮義廉耳t�and [one] is 
suitable to live in the modern world and qualified to be a modern citizen，严 
Being 'modem' and even ‘a la mode' were desirable but not 'modeng,, which 
signified a decadent and light-hearted life flooded with commodities. To give 
one concrete example, in 1935, a film titled 'National Customs' {Guofeng 國風） 
explicitly urged the exorcism of modeng and the implementation of New Life 
Movement. According to the film, modeng was represented by cosmetics, 
dancing, romantic love, hair styling, fashion, and high heels?^^ 
If the New Life Movement found its enemy in life, what was the CAA's 
enemy in art? Pang Ximqin's Such is Shanghai (Miming Life ,s Riddle) (fig. 4.2) 
in 1931 provided a direct translation of the fragments and subject matter of 
modeng in the narrative of 'National Customs' into the space of a canvas. Here, 
Pang Xunqin employed the technique of collage (as in art) or overlay (as in film 
editing) to fragment the image, similar to other modernist techniques, such as 
Cubism and Dadaism could do. Such fragmented composition accorded Walter 
Benjamin's observation of Dadaism~,Dadaism attempted to create by pictorial 
2犯 Chiang Kai-shek 蔣介石,‘Xin Shenghuo Yundong de yaoyi 新生活運動的要義’ [The Key 
Ideas of the New Life Movement], in Geming wenxian 革命文獻[Documents of the 
Revolution], ed. Huang Jilu 黃季陸.(Taipei: Zhongyang wenhua gongyingshe: [Central Culture 
Distribution Agency 中央文化供應社],1975), p. 21; Dirlik, 'The Ideological Foundations of 
the New Life Movement', 955. 
251 Dirlik, Arif. "The Ideological Foundations of the New Life Movement: A Study in 
Counterrevolution." The Journal of Asian Studies 34, no. 4. (1975): 963. 
252 Liu Jihui 劉紀蕙，Xin de bianyi: xiandaixing de jingshen xingshi 心的變異：現代性的精神 
形式[Perverted Heart: the Psychic Forms of Modernity]. (Taipei: Maitian chuban: [Rye Field 
Publishing Co.], 2004), pp. 202-212. 
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modelled after Kathe Kollwitz (fig. 4.10). Above all, what the leftist celebrated 
in aesthetics was radicalism and movement，as Guo Momo wrote, 
'The 20th century is the epoch for the regeneration of 
idealism... The 'half-cool' and 'luke-wann' [attitude], which [is not 
sharp enough] to form a concrete image, and the naturalism {zhiran 
zhuyi 自然主義)，which only sees a doctor but does not seek 
surgery, are outdated'. 
「二十世紀是理想主義復活的時候......半冷不熱，不著 
我相，只徒看病不開刀的自然主義已經老早過去了。255 
Guo Momo expressed here his hatred of centrism. Although it is uncertain what 
naturalism means in the clinical context, in the context of aesthetics, it refers to 
a positivist de-stylized realism that constitutes the taste of the CAA and the 
practices of the CAA's affiliated institute—the Fine Arts 
Department/Programme of the Central University in Nanjing.^^^ 
III. The Concept of National Administering of Modernism 
Facing the advancement of the modeng-modemism and the communist-
avant-garde, mostly from Shanghai, how would the Nationalists，seated in 
Nanjing, respond? If Arif Dirlik was correct and the 'displacement' effect of 
New Life Movement was such that when the Nationalists mobilized a citizen, 
255 Guo Momo 郭沬若，'Weilaipai de shiyue ji qi piping 未來派的詩約及其批評，[Futurist 
Poems and their Criticism], from Liu Jihui 蓥!JI己蕙，Xin de bianyi: xiandaixing de jingshen 
xingshi心的變異：現代性的精神形式,190. 
256 Li Yishi, Chen Zhifo, Lu Shibai, Pan Yuliang, Jiang Zhaohe，Gao Jianfli etc. were students or 
professors from the Central University. The director of the CAA had introduced the Central 
University, see Zhuo An 卓庵，'Guoli Zhongyang Daxue yishuke gaikuang 國立中央大學藝術 
科概況，[Overview of the Fine Arts Programme of the Central University]. Zhongguo 
Meishuhuijikan 中國美術會季刊[ChinsL Art Association Quarterly] 1, no. 2. (1936): 82-85. 
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this effectively denied a mobilizable citizen to the leftists, what the CAA was 
attempting, amounted to the same mobilization strategy within the community 
of artists. Firstly, the CAA sought members from artists and critics of the whole 
nation without stylistic limitation, accepting both Chinese and Western art; even 
modernist style was not a problem.^^^ In addition，nationalism and national 
culture (fig. 4.11) replaced artistic doctrine as the communality for a nationwide 
mobilization. However, Li Yishi, the core and a founding member of CAA, 
recorded in 1936 that many well-known masters of art did not send their works 
to the CAA's exhibition. Most artists choosing to exhibit their works with the 
CAA, with the exception of the well-known masters, were either CAA members 
or professors or students from the Central University. In reality, artists seemed 
to boycott this official exhibition of Nanjing as Shanghai based artists, including 
Liu Haisu, Wang Jiyuan 王濟遠（1893 or 1895-1975)，Ni Yide (a modernist 
from the well-known Storm Society) and even Pan Yuliang, formed a rival 
Chinese Art Society {Zhonghua Meishu Xiehui 中華美挪于協會）in Shanghai.^^^ 
Even though the Chinese Art Society of Shanghai and the modernist 
Storm Society were in opposition to the CAA, their activities were still 
257 'Zhongguo Meishuhui Zhangcheng 中國美術會章程， [Regula t ions of China Art 
Association]. Zhongguo Meishuhui jikan ^MMMfW^fu [China Art Association Quarterly] 1, 
no. 1. (1936): 19; Wang Qi 王祺，'Zhongguo Meishuhui zhi qiancheng 中國美術會之前程’， 
16; Wang Dong 汪東，'Fakan ci 發干[j 辭，[Inaugural Statement]. Zhongguo Meishuhui jikan 中 
厘美效y會季fqChina Art Association Quarterly] 1，no. 1. (1936): 2. 
258 Li Yishi 李毅士，'Zhongguo Meishuhui Di San Jie (Qiuji) Meishu Zhanlanhui De Huigu 中 
國美術會第三屆(秋季)美術展覽會的回顧’ [Review of the 3rd Exhibition of China Art 
Association (Fall)]. Zhongguo Meishuhui jikan 中國美術會季刊[China Art Association 
Quarterly] 1, no. 1. (1936): 30. 
259 'Zhonghua Meishu Xiehui 中華美術協會，[Chinese Art Society]. Shanghai Shi zhi 上海市 
志[Chronicles of Shanghai]. 
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advertised in the CAA's publications.^^^ Li Yishi, the chief theorist of the CAA, 
attempted to negotiate the difference between the CAA and its detractors. Li 
theorized the field of art into two poles, 'artist' and 'society' and one meaning, 
'expression' (biaoxian He further separated 'artist' into common artist 
and 'prophet artist' {xianjue zhe 先 覺 者 F o r the 'prophet artist', he 
paraphrased the aphorism, 'art for art's sake' into ‘artist who concentrates on 
new discoveries in art'. He argued that for a civilization to advance 'prophets' 
are necessary, although generally misunderstood in their own epoch. He added 
that there are followers who will elaborate the invention of the 'prophets' and at 
some point, civilization will benefit from the advancement of the 'prophets'. 
The genius of Li's idea here is that he united 'art for art's sake', the avant-garde, 
and any formalism into 'art for life', blending social evolution and modernism, 
while the connotation of political and urban sensibilities described previously 
were displaced. Modernism, thus, was not exiled, but administered. 
Pan Yuliang and the Chinese Arts Association 
I. Pan Yuliang joining the Chinese Arts Association 
Pan's liaison with the CAA was anticipated as early as during her 
overseas studies in Paris. Zhang Daofan, the director of the future CAA and a 
260 'Yishu xiaoxi 藝術消息，[Art News]. Zhongguo Meishuhui Jikan 中國美術會季刊[China 
Art Association Quarterly] 1, no. 1. (1936): 77; 'Yishu xiaoxi 藝術〉、肖肩、，[Art News]. Zhongguo 
Meishuhui jikan 中厘美癒會季 [China Art Association Quarterly] 1，no. 2. (1936): 109. 
261 Li Yishi 李毅士，‘“Yishu，，shiyi「藝術」釋義，[On the Meaning of 'Art']. Zhongguo 
Meishuhui jikan 中厘美銜會季 [ C h i n a Art Association Quarterly] 1, no. 1. (1936): 3-8. 
262 Li Yishi 李毅士，'Zhongguo Meishuhui Di San Jie (Qiuji) Meishu Zhanlanhui De Huigu 中 
國美術會第三屆(秋季)美術展覽會的回顧’,37. 
263 Li Yishi 李毅士，‘Yiren De Chuangzao 藝人的創造’ [One the Creations of Artists], 
Zhongguo Meishuhui jikan 中國美術會季干(I [China Art Association Quarterly] 1, no. 2. (1936): 
2. 
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member of the Nationalist Party, also studied art abroad, and just after his 
graduation from the Slade School of Fine Art in London in 1924, he began his 
social networking project on his admission to the Ecole nationale superieure des 
Beaux-Arts in Paris, the centre of Europe-based overseas art students. During 
his one-year sojourn in France, Zhang befriended Xu Beihong，the future flag-
bearer of the Fine Arts Department of the Central University, and Luo Jialun 羅 
家倫（1897-1969), the future president of the Central University. 
Unsurprisingly, Pan, in her last Parisian year, also met Zhang?^ 
Zhang was more a politician than an artist. During his studies in the 
Slade School of Fine Art, Zhang was already active in party politics and he was 
elected to a high-ranking position in the London branch of the Nationalist Party. 
Zhang thus did not return to the field of arts to organize art associations for the 
Party (such as the Chinese Literary Society {Zhongguo Wenyi She 中國文藝社） 
and the future CAA) until 1932, six years after his retum?^^ It was during 1933-
34, the preliminary stage for the founding of the CAA, that Zhang observed the 
potential of involving Pan Yuliang in the CAA, whose nationalism was noticed 
through her participation in the Supportive Exhibition to the volunteer army at 
the Mass Education Museum {Minzhong Jiaoyu Guan 民眾教肓館)266 in 
264 Qin Xianci 秦賢次，Xiandai wentan binfen lu: zuojia jianying pian 現代文壇縯紛錄：作家 
MM^M [Records of Modem Literary Scene: Writers]. (Taipei: Xiuwei zixim keji gufen youxian 
gongsi: [Showwe Information Co.，Ltd.], 2008), pp. 178-180. 
265 Zhang Daofan 張道藩，Zhang Daofan xiansheng wenji 張道藩先生文集[Chang Tao-Fan: 
Collected Plays and Essays]. (Taipei: Jiuge chubanshe youxian gongsi: [Chiu Ko Publishing 
Co.,Ltd], 1999), pp. 693-695. 
266 ‘Yuan yi shuhuazhan chupin zhi yi bu 援義書畫展出品之一部，[Works from the Exhibition 
Supporting the Volunteer Army], Minzhong jiaoyu ^M^M [Mass Education] 1, no. 4. (1933): 
1. 
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Nanjing and her donation of a jade Buddha to raise funds for the army^ '^^ . Once 
invited. Pan immediately took an active role in the association and became one 
of the five founding members of the CAA. 
II. Core doctrine of the Chinese Arts Association 
The ‘most visible' doctrine of the CAA was the rhetoric of Chinese 
Renaissance. Through using the word China (Zhongguo 中國）in the name of 
the association and using Chinese ancient art in the cover design for the 
association's publication (fig. 4.12), the CAA associated its political stance with 
a cultural position, hoping to reduce the skepticism towards politics among 
Chinese artists. The CAA's theorists claimed that Chinese art attained its 
immanence during and surrounding the Tang dynasty and that the development 
of art in the international arena had no comparable counterpart. ^ ^^  However, 
they observed that from the 15th century onwards, Chinese art recorded a rapid 
decline and its immanent position was gradually replaced by contemporary 
European art.^ ^^ The CAA implied that it was the ossifying policy of the Qing 
era that was responsible for the decline. Thus, the CAA urged for a restoration 
towards 1) the Qin-Han aesthetics of simplicity and extroversion, 2) the Tang 
immanence and 3) the Song-Ming spirit of resistance against the northern 
267 Tian Han 田漢，‘Yuan Shui yizhan de yinxiang 援錢藝展的印象’ [The Impression of the 
Supportive Exhibition to the Volunteer Army], in Tian Han quanji 田漢全集[Collection of 
Tian Han's Works]. (Shijiazhuang: Huashan wenyi chubanshe: [Huashan Literature & Art 
Publishing House], 2000), p. 562. 
268 Hong Lanyou 洪蘭友，'Zhongguo meishu ganyan 中國美術感言，[Reflections on Chinese 
Art]. Zhongguo Meishuhui jikan 中國美術會季刊[China Art Association Quarterly] 1, no. 1. 
(1936): 9-12.; Zhang Daofan 張道藩，‘Zhongguo Meishuhui di si jie zhanlanhui zhi ci 中國美 
術會第四屆展覽會致詞，[Introductory Speech for the 4th Exhibition of the China Art 
Association]. Zhongguo Meishuhui jikan 中國美術會季刊[China Art Association Quarterly] 1, 
no. 2. (1936): 28-29. 
269 Hong Lanyou 洪蘭友,'Zhongguo meishu ganyan 中國美稀f 感言’. 
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invaders. As a result, the CAA tailored a discourse of Renaissance that 
subjected its art audience, the citizen, to the position of ancient immanence such 
as in the Han and Tang, hoping to boost their morale and strengthen the spirit. 
In such cases, the CAA meandered, searching for a path to blend with the 
militarization aspect of the New Life Movement. 
Another feature of the aesthetics of the CAA was the less visible but 
politically explicit objective of ‘cleanliness，. Many scholars had observed the 
linkage between Chiang Kai-shek and Nazism through his increasing numbers 
of German advisors and his interest to fascist policies?^^ The CAA began to 
mirror some aspects of the Nazi movement. For instance, the Nazis saw art only 
as a propaganda tool for the dissemination of Aryan values and, thus, 
modernism; fragmented images and depictions of psychological inversion were 
considered fatal to the healthy Aryan i d e n t i t y ? The CAA, then, accepted only 
the following types of art: 
‘a) National-salvational and noble-minded 
b) Encouraging to racial spirituality c) Educational 
d) With a noble mood e) Creative 
f) Reflecting sincerely one's personality g) Skillful 
h) Works of any timely topic' 
� a )富於救國或其他高尚思想的表現 
b)奮勵民族精神的表現 C)富有教肓效用的表現 
27a Ibid. 
271 Kirby, William C, Germany and Republican China. [Chinese Translation], trans. Chen 
Qianping 陳謙平.(Nanjing: Jiangsu Renmin Chubanshe: [Jiangsu People's Publishing], 2006), 
pp. 171-220. Chapter 6. 






while purging the decadent aesthetics of art that was: 
‘a) Grotesque or harmful to the minds of the people 
b) Copyist or gangstersque (Jianghu qiwei 江〉、胡氣味) 
c) Unplanned and random 
d) Adhering blindly to the Western method and unsuitable to our 
nation 
e) Following old and outdated rules 
f) Following the new schools from Europe without the 







273 Li Yishi 李毅士，'Zhongguo Meishuhui Di San Jie (Qiuji) Meishu Zhanlanhui De Huigu 中 
國美術會第三屆(秋季)美術展覽會的回顧’,38. 
274 Ibid. Zhang Daofan was even more explicit in his statement of literary policy: I) Do not just 
write about the dark side of society, 2) Do not stir up class conflict, 3) Do not write in 
pessimism, 4) Do not express hedonism {Langman〉、良漫)，5) Do not write meaningless works, 
and 6) Do not express incorrect thought. See Zhang Daofan 張道藩，'Women suo xuyao de 
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What, therefore, was the relationship between Pan Yuliang's Painting and 
the politics of the CAA? I believe that they were related to each other in both 
directions. Firstly, as Pan already painted xiesheng landscapes before her 
connection to the CAA in 1933, the CAA could only boost Pan's existing desire 
to produce landscape paintings. Also, Pan and the CAA should be treated as 
mutually constructing each other where Pan, as a founding member, with her 
marvellous landscapes inspired the selection criteria for the CAA's exhibitions， 
while the CAA's promotion of immanent aesthetics inspired Pan's pursuit of the 
landscape. 
III. Landscape, Republican Aesthetics, and the CAA 
Although the number of Pan's surviving landscape paintings is small, 
there is still a moderate number of coloured reproductions surviving in some 
Republican periodicals. Moreover, there are plenty of review articles of Pan's 
painting from Shenbao and the Central Daily News that can help to reconstruct 
the semblance of her landscape painting. Appendix 4.3 gives a list of the 
landscape paintings that were exhibited in two of Pan's solo exhibitions. 
According to the review articles of Pan in the 1930s, Pan's landscape painting 
encompassed a list of contrasting semblances一static/moving, 
silent/compelling, and delicate/bold?^^ Nonetheless, these semblances moved 
the psyche of the Republican Chinese, causing a Kantian transference that I will 
explicate later. Moreover, Pan's landscape painting can be divided into two 
wenyi zhengce 我們所需要的文藝政策’ [The Literary Policy that We Needed]. Wenyixianfeng 
文藝先鋒[Vanguard of Literature and Arts] 1, no. 1. (September 1, 1942). In Zhang Daofan 張 
道藩，Zhang Daofan xiansheng wenji 張道藩先生文集,597-627. 
275 Zhang Daofan 張道藩，'Jieshao Pan Yuliang huazhan 介t召潘玉良畫展，[Introducing the 
Painting Exhibition of Pan Yuliang]. Zhongyang Ribao 中央日報[Central Daily News], 
(Nanjing, June 11, 1937). 
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categories~country landscape and city landscape, though stylistically speaking 
they were inseparable. Here, in this thesis I will analyze Pan's country 
landscape painting. 
To record the 'Western painting movement' he experienced since the 
late Qing Dynasty, Chen Baoyi 陳抱一（1893-1945) wrote, 'An Outline Histoiy 
of the Course of the Western Painting Movement' during 1942-43. In his article, 
Chen summarized various movements, breakthroughs, and schools of style he 
saw during the 'Western painting movement' and mentioned Pan Yuliang's 
painting as 'bearing some Impressionist flavour'. ^^ ^ To explicate Pan's 
Impressionist connection, the best example should be her Qingtang Riverbank 
(fig. 4.13) painted in 1933, where its resemblance to impressionist painting is 
manifold. Qingtang Riverbank was exhibited in Pan's third solo exhibition and 
was selected and reproduced by the Liangyou Pictorial's 'Selection of Modem 
Chinese Western Painting' Z/z^ w双wo 現代中國西洋 
畫選).Firstly, Qingtang Riverbank, depicting a short-lived evening moment, 
conceptually followed the French Impressionist's obsession with momentary 
effect, which could be best exemplified by Monet's canonical Impression, 
Sunrise (fig. 4.14), provided that such effect was known to the Republican 
Chinese who used instant sensation {shunjian ganchu 瞬严曰1 感觸）for its 
Chen Baoyi 陳抱一，‘Yanghua yundong guocheng Itieji 洋畫運動過程略記’ [An Outline 
History about the Course of Western Painting Movement], in Ershi shiji Zhongguo meishu 
wenxuan 二十世紀中國美術文選[The Selected Works of Fine Arts in 20th Century], ed. Lang 
Shaojun 郎$召君，and Shui Tianzhong 7_K天中.1. (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe: 
[Shanghai Painting and Calligraphy Publishing House], 1999), p. 548. 
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* 277 denotation. Secondly, just as the Republican Chinese knew that the core 
interest of the Impressionist Painter was seeing and representing light (fig. 
4.15), Pan also intended to do so by capturing the light shed between the clouds 
from the setting sun, using only several yellow strokes, not to mention the light 
shed over the sails and the reflection on the water surface. Thirdly, Qingtang 
Riverbank was painted with bold strokes, and reportedly, the painting was 
finished outdoors within a short period of time, like Impression, Sunrise. 
Fourthly, Qingtang Riverbank was also painted with complementary colours 
(fig. 4.16). For instance, in the sky and over the middle-ground on the right, 
yellow-orange was used to represent light while violet-blue was used to 
represent shade. Mastering complementary colours, it was no surprise to see that 
Pan was successful in using colours to conquer a huge mass of audience. For 
instance, in Pan's third solo exhibition, she exhibited her paintings, ‘Maple Leaf 
at Mount Qixia’，which depicted the 'poetry of autumn colour', and 'Bamboo 
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Grove at the Foothill', which was painted with harmonious colour. 
Apart from Impressionism, Pan, who followed the French academic 
masters, was also associated with ‘realism’ (xieshi zhuyi 寫實主義)28o, 
277 For example, shunjian ganchu was used in Chen Shuren's 陳樹人(1883-1948) Xin Hua Fa 
新畫法[New Painting] (1912), Yan Liu 顏溜，'Yinxiangpai yu ershi shiji Zhongguo yishu 印象 
派與 20 世紀中國藝術，[Impressionism and 20th Century Chinese Art]. (PhD Dissertation, 
Beijing: Central Academy of Fine Arts, 2007), p. 30. 
278 For instance, Jiang Danshu 姜丹書（1885-1962) wrote in his 1917 textbook Meishu Shi 
[History of Art] that the essence of Impressionism was the capturing of instant light, Ibid., 30-
31. 
279 Zheng Daofan 張道藩’ ‘Pan Yuliang nushi de youhua zhanlanhui 潘玉良女士的油畫展覽 
會’ [Oil Painting Exhibition of Madam Pan Yuliang]. Zhongyang Ribao 中央日報[Central 
Daily News]. (Nanjing, May 3, 1935). 
280 Here, realism refers to naturalism; sometime Chinese writers used these two terms 
interchangeably. Through using the word xieshi 寫實(verisimilitude, literally means 'writing 
the reality'), xieshi zhuyi 寫實主義 was able to contrast with xieyi 寫意(lyricism, literally 
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'Realism was a doctrine to paint objects photo-
real... Currently, painters who have mastered realism include~Xu 
Beihong, Li Yishi.. .Pan Yuliang'. 
In a painting reproduced in the magazine of the China Art Association and titled 
Ocean of Clouds (fig. 4.17)，we can find fine detail over the rocks on the right 
hand side and the vanishing perspective on the paving at the centre. In the face 
of this only surviving realist landscape, perhaps we should ask if it is wise to 
separate Pan's landscape paintings into realist and impressionist. For instance, 
one author wrote, 
'Both realism (xieshi zhuyi) and impressionism can be called 
’realism, (xianshi zhuyi), to contrast the 'idealism, before 
them…when art faced the objective reality (xianshi) and developed 
toward realism {xianshi zhuyi), materialism and scientificism arose. 
As a result, all phenomena will be treated as material existence and 
observed with scientificism. Thus, impressionism emerged to 






means 'writing the spirit'). For realism in Courbet's sense, there was another word, xianshi 現實 





Here reflected the Chinese reception of impressionism as a continuation of 
naturalism through scientificism 科學主義，while it seems that the Chinese were 
impervious to impressionism's connection to modernity and avant-gardism. In 
other words, the Chinese ignored the body politic of the French impressionist 
movement; their going outdoors, their violent brush work and rapid completion, 
and their sensitivity to colour, but highlighted their positivism and 
objectivism. Returning to Ocean of Clouds, if the boundary between 
naturalism and impressionism was blurred, it could have been finished with 
impressionist colours, like the Six Harmonies Pagoda (fig. 4.18) in which the 
pagoda was finished with the red/green pair. Moreover, the scenery of the ocean 
of clouds that appeared as a treatment of highlight also recalled the 
impressionist obsession with capturing light. 
Sometimes, knowing how people look at a painting is more important 
than knowing the style of a painting. Expressing how he engaged with Pan's 
painting, the poet and painter, Li Jinfa 李金髮(1900-1976) wrote, 
281 Feng Zikai 豐子惶，'Yishu de kexue-zhuyi-hua - Yinxiangzhuyi de chuangsheng 藝術的科 
學主義化一印象主義的創生’ [The Scientificization of Art - The Birth of Impressionism]. 
(1928). From Yan Liu 顏溜，'Yinxiangpai yu ershi shiji Zhongguo yishu 印象派與 20 世紀中 
國藝術’,37. 
282 There was disagreement about the nature of impressionism with respect to gender, namely 
the argument between scientific-positivist/subjectivist, passive/active, effeminized/virile, in the 
European context; see Broude, Norma. "The Gendering of Impressionism." in Reclaiming 
Female Agency: Feminist Art History After Postmodernism, ed. Broude, Norma, and Garrard, 
Maiy D. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), 217-234. 
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‘[Looking at Pan's painting,] you will know your foolishness 
and unluckiness 無福.It showed to us the beauty of nature that we 




While another person with the pseudonym Guangcan 光燦 wrote. 
Tor the two hundred Western paintings shown in this solo 
exhibition of Pan, speaking of technique, they were successful. In 
terms of impression, they were great. For colours, they were 
harmonious. When I entered the exhibition hall, I felt as if I was 
walking in the streets of Venice or climbing toward the memorial 
pillar on the hilltop. Sometimes, I felt that I was visiting a silent and 
secluded paradise and sometimes I was boating on a beautiful spring 





283 Li Jinfa 李金髮，‘Pan Yuliang huazhan lueping 潘玉良畫展略評’ [Criticism on Pan 
Yuliang's Painting Exhibition], Zhongyang Ribao 中央日報[Central Daily News], (Nanjing, 
May 7, 1935). 
Guangcan 光燥，‘Du Pan Yuliang hua 讀潘玉良畫，[Viewing the Painting of Pan Yuliang]. 
Zhongyang Ribao 中央報 [Cen t r a l Daily News]. (Nanjing, May 5, 1935). 
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What was displayed here was close to the experience of sublime. In 1917, when 
Cai Yuanpei returned from his trip to Europe he brought back the aesthetics of 
the German philosopher Immanuel Kant and devised his education doctrine T o 
Replace Religion with Aesthetic Education，以美肓代宗教(y/ meiyu dai 
zongjiao) which quickly assumed hegemonic position. In his theorization, art 
has the quality to cultivate and purify one's emotions, since beauty, borrowing 
Kant's term, is disinterested. He believed that through experiencing 
disinterestedness one can overcome the deception of gains and losses (lihai 
guanxi 禾[ j害關係• Moreover, he also translated Kant's notion of sublime and 
beautiful into 'beauty of the respectful and vast' (chonghong zhi mei 崇閎之美） 
and 'beauty of elegance' (duli zhi mei 都麗之美）.286 
Li Jinfa's feeling of gratitude and Guangcan's feeling of greatness, 
provided that Pan's treatment of Ocean of Clouds bore remarkable resemblance 
to some romanticist works (fig. 4.19). However, if we compare their feelings 
with Cai Yuanpei, s Kantian aesthetics introduced earlier, there are several 
observations that are noteworthy. Firstly, Li Jifa's experience of feeling foolish 
and unlucky was a paraphrase of Cai Yuanpei's paraphrase of Kant; [In front of 
the sublime,] one feels one's smallness {wu da zhi ke yan 無大之可言）and 
powerlessness {wu gang zhi ke shi 無岡{| 之可 f寺)，28? Secondly, Guangcan 
285 Cai Yuanpei 蔡元培，‘Yi meiyu dai zongjiao shuo 以美肓代宗教說，[The Thoeiy of 
Replacing Religion with Aesthetic Education], in Ershi shiji Zhongguo meishu wenxuan 二十世 
紀中國美術文選[The Selected Works of Fine Arts in 20th Century], ed. Lang Shaojun 郎紹君， 
and Shui Tianzhong 7K天中.1. (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe: [Shanghai Painting 
and Calligraphy Publishing House], 1999), p. 18. 
286 Ibid., 18-19. 
287 Ibid., 19. 
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expressed his experience with the Zhuangzi's 莊子 aesthetics of forgetting 
{wang). For Zhuangzi, the way to obtain the utmost beauty and freedom was 
that one should forget material possesions, hierarchies, fame, and gain to reunite, 
or, to become one with nature?^^ In Guangcan's case, his comprehension of 
Pan's landscape eventually brought him to unite with the nature in the paintings 
and caused him to forget about his earthly existence. Thirdly, if Li and 
Guangcan were sensing Pan's landscape with a European-romanticist and 
Chinese-daoist sentimentality respectively, what is the common point between 
these two? Indeed, as viewers, they were more or less subjected to a meditative 
position where their comprehension of paintings was based on transference. In 
other words, Pan's painting had the potential to convey a romanticist experience 
and its viewers were supposed to be moved with a disinterested or sublime 
experience. 
Here is an excerpt from the writing by Feng Zikai 豐子愷(1898-1975), a 
famous art educator during Republican China, 
‘For thousands of years, the central concern of painting was 
about 'what to be painted', and the 'how' question was ignored. Yet, 
the Impressionists were aware of this question. They opened their 
innocent eyes to perceive the instant impressions of nature and 
painted them. After that, they never asked again 'what to be painted'. 
Thus, the 'world of meaning' was forgotten. Only the 'world of 
colour' and the 'world of light' were observed'. 








Of course, this was Feng Zikai's own formulation of art history, but some 
Shanghai based artists like Ding Yanyong 丁 f污庸(1902-1978) really 
exemplified Feng's version. In a xiesheng trip in 1926, Ding urged his student 
not to paint monumental elements such as the memorial arch, Buddha, and 
pavilions but to discover beauty from ordinary things.之卯 However, unlike 
Feng's optimism that art was liberating us from history, monuments, or material 
concern, CAA based artists did exactly the opposite, as they found 'real 
monumental site' and the 'what' question very substantial. From the appendix 
4.3 we know that Pan had travelled through various historical monumental sites, 
such as the Great Wall and art historical sites, such the Fuchun River 富春江 
and the Mount Huang 黃山 area. Travelling to and capturing the xiesheng of the 
art historical site was crucial to the cultural rhetoric of the CAA, since such 
action was Renaissance itself, wrote Xu Beihong, 
289Feng Zikai 豐子惶，‘Yinxiangpai huafeng yu huajia 印象派畫風與畫家，[Impressionist 
Styles and Impressionist Painters]. (1928). From Yan Liu 顏溜，'Yinxiangpai yu ershi shiji 
Zhongguo yishu印象派與20世紀中國藝術’，38. 
290 Ding Yanyong 丁衍庸，'Zishu 自述，[Personal Statement]. Yishui xunkan 藝術旬刊[Art 
Ten-day Periodical] 1, no. 7. (November 1, 1932). From Li Chao 李超，Zhongguo xiandai 
youhua shi 中國現代油畫史[The History of Chinese Modem Oil Painting]. (Shanghai: 
Shanghai shuhua chubanshe: [Shanghai Calligraphy & Painting House], 2007), p. 67. 
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'Pursuing to the limits of this adventurous world and 
discovering the beauty of nature was something the literati failed to 
do for 300 years. Relying on copying the Manual of the Mustard 
Seed Garden (Jiezi Yuan huapu 芥子園畫譜）and some family 
collections of the ancient works, the number of such painters with 
unearned reputations was uncountable. The literati were unable to 
restore the declined true spirit of our art, but the heroine, Madam 






From some of the existing B/W reproductions of Pan's landscapes, such as 
Morning glow, Shiliang Waterfall in Tiantai (fig. 4.20, 4.21) and an unnamed 
landscape of Mount Huang (fig. 4.22, left), the most important relation between 
CAA and Pan's landscapes, with their romantic capacity, was their potential to 
situate a heroic viewing position. In some cases, Zhang Daofan, the director of 
the CAA, ‘demonstrated，how to comprehend Pan's landscape (fig. 4.22, right), 
'In front of this great and beautiful scenery of the Great 
Wall, I cannot stop to think of those Great Wall sections which were 
29iXu Beihong 徐悲鴻，‘Canguan Yuliang furen gezhan ganyan 參觀玉良夫人個展感言’ 
[Thoughts After Visiting Madam Yuliang's Solo Exhibition]. Zhongyang Ribao 中央日報 
[Central Daily News]. (Nanjing, May 3, 1935). 
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once occupied and destroyed. Then, my heart feels extremely 
unbearable'. 
「我們見了這種偉大和美麗的長城風景，同時不能不想 
到被人佔據過和毀壞了的部份！心裡會何等的難受！」 2 9 2 
Hence, the Landscape could function to trigger the viewer into huaigu '隨古 
(meditation on history) in which nationalism was constructed through the 
process. 
Nonetheless, the viewer position defined by the CAA project anticipated 
limited success. For instance, Lin Weiyin 林微音(?-1982), a Shanghai writer 
and friend of Shao Xunmei 召洵美(1906-1968), the decadent writer, was 
highly doubtful of Pan's landscape painting. He thought it was strange to travel 
to so many monumental sites to create a vast amount of 'artwork of artwork'. 
The scenery itself was, in his opinion, artwork per se. Throughout his visit to 
Pan's fifth solo exhibition in 1937, Lin showed little interest to Pan's painting 
and turned to look at the frames instead of the paintings.^^^ 
If CAA and Pan's landscapes represented the national intervention in the 
modernity of art in Nanjing, the next section will discuss how gender politics 
and woman's agency can be located from within. 
292 Zheng Daofan 張道藩，‘Pan Yuliang nushi de youhua zhanlanhui 潘玉良女士的油畫展覽 
會， 
293 Lin Weiyin 林微音，Sanwen qiji 散文七輯[Collection of Essays]. (Shanghai: Lu she 
chubanbu: [Green Society Publishing 綠社出版部],1937), pp. 440442. 
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Xieshens and a New Woman/painter Subject 
As I theorized in the second chapter, the subject of women painters can 
be seen as a subset of the subject of women. What would be the influence to a 
woman painter if women were acquiring new identities during the early 
Republican era? Moreover, could the xiesheng painting of Pan Yuliang tell us 
how a woman painter adapted a supposed 'gender-neutral' artistic style to 
overthrow the gender imposition on her? These are the questions I seek to 
answer in this section. I will argue that Pan's choice of extensive travelling to 
obtain the xiesheng landscape was related to the new paradigm of women's 
mobility. 
Daring to resign her Professorship at the Central University to pursue the 
xiesheng landscape nationwide, Pan was irrefutably a lover of travelling and a 
true bearer of the May Forth romantic spirit. Any one of her contemporaries 
could know from newspapers or art periodicals that the woman painter, 
Professor Pan Yuliang was famous for xiesheng, including the news about Pan's 
latest travel plans. However, a woman travelling^^^ alone on such a scale was a 
recent development. For instance, during the Ming and Qing dynasties, only 
men, mostly scholar-literati, could travel freely for business or pleasure. As 
Susan Mann wrote 'in late imperial China, no successful elite men remained at 
home;' widely travelled men accorded with the men's virtue described in the 
Book of Rites {Liji 禮言己)， 
294 Travel here refers to trips of a certain distance for mostly intellectual activities. The 
travelling experience among non-gentry women was perhaps different. Nonetheless, current 
women's studies of Ming-Qing China focus mainly on gentiy women and literature. 
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‘The Rites are founded on the correct relation of man and 
wife. In the dwelling house, outside {wai 夕卜）and inside (nei 內）are 
clearly divided; the man lives in the outer, the women in the inner 
apartments.. .the men do not enter, neither do the women leave 
them'. 
Belonging to the realm of nei, women's travel, if women did not travel as 
companions to their husbands but alone, they were considered to hold ambitious 
positions: 1) nei-Xo-nei travel, such as attending poetry clubs or tea sections in 
other gentry women's gardens. 2) Travelling for religious pilgrimage and 
spiritual development. 3) Visiting the natal family and 4) transporting her 
deceased husband's corpse back to his native place. In Dorothy Ko's studies of 
17th century Jiangnan literary women, some extreme famous literary women 
were employed by distant elite families as itinerant women teachers (literally 
teachers of the inner chambers, guishushi 閨塾師）to 'teach girls of elite 
households the classics, the art of poetry, and painting’ . Even though there 
were some women enjoying the freedom of mobility and sometimes the roles 
were reversed with their husbands ^^ ,^ the patriarchal hegemony of the 
cloistering women remained upheld and new labels such as Man-like woman 
(niishi 女 i t ) and She-husband {nii zhuangfu 女丈夫)were invented to highlight 
their marginality. 
Until the late Qing and the early republic, the pleasure-seeking, 
economic (as for the itinerant women teachers) and literary objective of Ming-
295 Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China, 
126. 
296 Ibid., 119. 
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Qing women's travel began to shift to a new 'enlightenment' end, as open-
minded intellectuals such as Liang Qichao and feminist revolutionaries such as 
Qiu Jin were anxious to reinvent a new woman subject through 'promoting 
women's education' {xing niixue). In Grace Fong's studies of late Qing and 
early Republic women's travel writing, one woman educator, Du Qingchi 杜清 
持，wrote the article, ‘On Travel and Reading Newspapers as the Essential 
Tasks for Women in Establishing Themselves' in 1906, encouraging women to 
travel, even if the trip is short and informal, 
‘You do not have to go to Europe or America; you do not 
even have to go to Japan. You can just go from the district to the 
country to the provincial capital. Even if you just take one step out 
of the village gate, it can also be called travel for study (youxue 遊 
學).Why? Because if our field of vision progresses by one step, our 
knowledge will also progress by one step'. 
Grace Fong's studies also revealed that the women's schools encouraged their 
students to travel, as travel records written by women students appeared in 
'^QQ 
women's periodicals. This tendency continued through the 1910s and 
possibly nurtured Pan's interest in travel. During Pan's secondary school years 
(1913-17 or 1914-18), one can easily find travel record pieces written by 
women students under the 'National Language Writing Sample' section of the 
Ladies' Journal. 
297 Grace S, Fong, 'Mobile Subjects: Women's Education and Transformations in Travel 
Writing in the Late Qing and Early Republic', in Institute of Chinese Studies visiting professor 
lecture series. 2. (Hong Kong: Institute of Chinese Studies, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
2005), p. 187. 
298 Ibid., 188. 
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Travelling also held a symbolic implication of resisting domestication 
and body control after marriage. Here，I recall some details written earlier. In 
the reconstruction of Pan's formative years, I demonstrated Pan's gradual 
process of realizing the tragic fate of women in the prevailing social system, in 
which a woman's life and identity was determined by different men during 
different stages of her life-cycle; father, husband and son (daughter, wife, and 
mother) and on whom she had no choice but to rely in order to survive. To 
break down the cycle of women's reliance on man and secure independence, 
Pan determined to pursue a professional skill in fine arts, in an overseas 
institution and to develop a career. In 1932, during her China period, when Pan 
was still travelling between Shanghai and Nanjing to teach, she created one of 
her pieces, My Family (fig. 4.23, 4.23g). In this painting, Pan depicted herself 
painting a family portrait, with Pan Zhanhua on the left and Pan Mou 潘牟,her 
stepson, on the right looking at Pan's painting. The beautiful rendering of the 
drapery, the endearing, impressionist orange/blue colouring, and the witty 
flattening of the background on the top all made this painting eternal. 
Nonetheless, both Pan's contemporaries and critics today either describe My 
Family as a scene of happy family life or misrepresent it as an example of Pan's 
rEcriture Feminine, depicting a self-portrait of the family reflected a celebration 
or a concern of the feminine, failed to grasp the intention of My Family, 
Reminding us of Courbet's the Painter 's Studio (fig. 4.24), these two paintings 
were contrastable, although they had no known connection and some 
differences: 1) Pan's My Family was painted through direct copying from the 
mirror and Courbet's the Painter's Studio and was an allegorical painting where 
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the whole scene was planned and completed with a series of sketches. 2) 
Courbet's was showing his studio~a social scene that embodied his career, 
while Pan showed a domestic space. What is usually overlooked about My 
Family is Pan's emotionless gaze towards the viewer as if she was posing a 
question to the viewer-Second, Pan Zhanhua's large fist，pressing on Pan 
Yuliang's chair, was sufficient to create enough compression to squeeze 
Yuliang's movable space, differing from Courbet's version, where his painting 
gesture was depicted as free and unconstrained. Indeed, Pan Zhanhua's fist was 
interesting, as we are left guessing as to whether his gesture was planned or 
spontaneous. Moreover, there are ample of imaginations available for what Pan 
Zhanhua's fist could signify — controlling, transgressing into the artist's 
authoritative realm or, on the contrary, supporting. Perhaps, we should not limit 
our interpretation to what was happening or what action, but to what the fist 
represented- masculimty (compared to Pan's own delicate hand) and power. 
Although this painting was entitled 'My family', in reality, there are two 
functions that this painting can serve, 1) as a family portrait (taken from the idea 
that T is included in the family) and 2) as a self-portrait working to portray my 
family (taken from the semiotic of 'Look! This is my family!'). Pan herself in 
this painting, having disassociated her gaze from other family members, was 
portrayed to be detached from them and looking at the viewer. In reality, the 
position of the viewer also was where the mirror was found, allowing Pan to 
copy the scene from the mirror to the canvas on which she was painting. Thus, 
we could interpret that Pan's emotionless face as representing, ‘I am 
concentrating,, if we assume our viewing position as the mirror. 
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Pan's double portrait of 'me and my family' and 'me painting my 
family' was comparable to Alice Halicka's L'Atelier (The Studio) (fig 4.25) 
which was made in 1924 France. In this painting, Alice Halicka painted herself 
sitting in the right lower comer painting her daughter, or, like Pan's painting, 
she painted herself looking into a mirror from which she could imitate the 
scene. The similarity between Pan and Alice Halicka's paintings was that both 
of them depicted themselves painting and the presence of their family. In 
Halicka's version, her husband Louis Marcoussis, who also was a painter, was 
standing on the stairs looking into the viewer/mirror. The stairs acted as a 
division of two (symbolic) spaces - one was the space where the stairs were 
leading and another was the space where the child was entertained, which also 
was the working area for Halicka. L 'Atelier implied that the role to entertain the 
child belonged to the mother. The artist depicted two tilted frames (one with 
painting and one empty) on the wall and the handrail of the stairs and composed 
an oblique angle between the child, the artist, the chairs, and the tilted frames, 
creating an unbalanced feeling over the space for the woman artist. This 
painting emphasized how everyday life (Halicka caring her child and the maid 
sweeping the floor) intercepted and changed women's creative space, both 
physically and psychologically. If Halicka's piece reflected a woman artist's 
perception of her mixed domestic and public^^^ creative space, 'My Family' by 
Pan Yuliang presented a different vision. Absent from the chaos in Halicka's 
working (child-caring and painting) area. Pan, instead, emphasized her 
299 Halicka was not the leisure type painter, but an aspiring cubist from a modernist women's art 
association — the Societe des Femmes Artistes Modemes [FAM], see Bimbaum, Paula J , 
Women Artists in Intenvar France: Framing Femininities. (Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2011). 
'Chapters'. 
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concentration and her talent in realist technique. Painted in 1932, this painting 
showed Pan's family as well as her professional talent. 
Women's art professionalism was a new concern within Republican 
modernity. First, art was often perceived as the nature of women so that one 
should let it flow out naturally and untouched, such as this， 
'Most women were rich in intuition. Thus they participate in 
the field of literature and art most. This fact is empirically proven. 
The future and the inheritance of Chinese art depends on women. 
On the other hand, women are hardly found in the fields of science 
and philosophy. We have examples of famous women writers but 








Although successful women writers could be found in history, such number was 
still a small proportion of the male dominated literary field. During the 1910s, 
as seen from the Ladies' Journal, many writers regarded women's special talent 
in art as an extra advantage to a household. For instance, a writer with the 
pseudonym Xi Shen 西字申 advocated gardening for women at home, arguing 
細 Md Guangdi 梅光迪，‘Niizi yu wenhua 女子與文化，[Woman and Culture]. Ftmti zazhi 婦 
女雜誌[the Ladies' Journal] 8, no. 1. (January 1922): 8. 
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that gardening was beneficial because it could comfort the solitude of the 
housewife and the crops were potentially profitable.^^^ Another writer, Hu 
Zongyuan 古月宗瑗 suggested that art can help alleviate the sentimental nature of 
women and direct trivial emotions (to grieve over the passing of spring or feel 
sad with the arrival of autumn) [Shang chun bei qiu 傷春悲秋])into grander 
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passions. Their stances reflected the national image of domesticated women 
during the Beiyang period and the male-led (both writers were male) nature of 
the Ladies' Journal, in which art for women was for leisure and domestic 
harmony. 
Such discourse was challenged during the post-May Fourth 1920s. 
Women writers like Song Shuzhen 宋淑貞 argued that the patriarchal society 
deprived women of the opportunity to attain artistic excellence. She wrote, 
'As men and women had an unequal status and educational 
opportunity, women were denied the chance to gain knowledge, 
leaving our talent undeveloped. Thus, it was certain that we in 
history became dull and subdued of men... Even those well-educated 
gentry ladies, induced by the nonsense，'woman was virtuous if she 
was talentless', were afraid of dreaming to be a writer. Great women 
writers like Ban Jieyu, Cai Yan, Zhu Shuzhen and Li Qingzhao, 
except for writing some vacuous and sentimental poems and ci 
poems 詞 and earning the name of "uncombed (combed hair 
3饥 Xi Shen 西神，'Jiating yuanyi zhi quwei 家庭園藝之趣味，[The joy of home gardening]. 
Funii zazhi 婦女雜誌[the Ladies' Journal] 2, no. 9. (September 1916): 11-13. 
302 Yan Shi 胡宗瑗，‘Niizi xinli zhi yanjiu 女子心理之研究，[The Psychological Studies of 
Women]. Funii zazhi 婦女雜誌[thQ Ladies' Journal] 5, no. 2. (February 1919): 18-21. 
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symbolized male literati) scholars" and “willow catkins talent" 
(being sentimental for willow catkins, symbolizes women's 











Song argued, as women were 'goddesses of the arts', why we not pursue a 
professional career in literature but confine themselves in the domain of trivial 
writing? She urged her women compatriots to open their eyes to the world 
literary trend and philosophy, understand social issues, and travel more to see 
the real natural landscape (compared to the ‘fake’ natural landscape from 
books). Most importantly, she urged women to write 'literature of humanity' 
{renseng wemue 人生文學)which was the hegemonic literary discourse of 
Republican modernity. 
Song Shuzhen 宋淑貞，‘Qiwang nil wenxuejia dejueqi 期望女文學家的崛起，[Expect the 
Rising of Women Writers], Funii zazhi 婦女雜誌[iho； Ladies' Journal] 12, no. 6. (June 1926): 
31-32. 
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Although during the 1920s women began to fight for an art career, still 
some women refrained from competing with men. Fang Qingyun 方青簿，for 
instance, argued that not every medium of art was suitable to women to develop 
their career. To her, architecture, sculpture, literature, and painting were uneasy 
to master. Music would be suitable, but difficult to earn a living, as the two 
main venues for the musician, amusement sites and schools were either 
unsuitable to women or saturated. Only a light and unsophisticated medium 
such as graphic design, seal engraving, or photography was suitable to women; 
even 3 D design was too c l u m s y . 彻 Fang's example reminded us of the 
discourse of domesticated art mentioned before, in which Fang's preference of 
medium reflected a conservative image of woman - tranquil, internal, and 
resigned against competing with man. 
In June 1924, the Ladies' Journal published their 'Special Issue on 
Career Problems'. Yan Shi 晏始 observed that there were three types of career 
woman. First, the 'career woman for life' type, for those who did not have 
sufficient family income and found it necessary to work for extra income. 
Second, the 'awakened career woman' type, bom into a middle class family and 
had a husband or father to depend upon. Although they were not required to 
work for economic subsistence, these well-educated women were aware of the 
importance of independence for an individual with renge. They were ambitious 
and competitive to men. The third type was the 'career woman for leisure' type 
which was quite self explanatory — they sought income for leisure, consumption, 
304 Fang Qingyun 方 青 ' Z u i hao shi tuan zhuanke sheying san jian 最好是圖案豪亥 1]攝影三 
件’ [Graphic Design, Seal Engraving and Photography are Three Best Medium], Fimii zazhi 婦 
女雜誌[the Ladies' Journal] 12, no. 1. (January 1926): 209-210. 
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for amusement and to find a boyfriend. ^ ^^  With the above context, let us 
reconsider Pan's 'My Family, here. Pan's emotionless face, her concentration, 
her realist talent all combined to signify her professionalism, making this self-
portrait of ‘me painting my family' function as an identity politics - to express 
and reassure her status as an independent awakened career woman. 
Conclusion: a Different Modern for a Woman Painter 
What lesson could we leam when we reread Pan's xiesheng along with 
her ‘My Family,? If the Nanjing modernity was to negotiate and regulate 
Western / urban culture and Eastern / traditional culture and if CAA's xiesheng 
landscape was producing organic and integrated pictures against the Shanghai 
fragmentary modernism. Pan's xiesheng landscape then was having two 
agendas, a national one and a gendered one. On one hand, the body politic of 
nationwide travelling assured what 'My Family’ tried to represent — an 
awakened career woman who had freedom of mobility. On the other hand. 
Pan's superb productivity and discipline to produce a vast amount of xiesheng 
painting assured again her professionalism, making her a first class woman 
painter in the 1930s. 
Although Pan was highly appreciated by Nanjing based critics (mostly 
from the Central Daily News) and Liang Desuo, her xiesheng landscapes were 
not quite recognized by the Shanghai modernists, such as Pang Xunqin, 
Tan already returned to China from France in 1930. Then I 
met her in Shanghai. At that time, she cofounded the Yi Yuan 
305 Yan Shi 晏始，‘Zhongguo zhiye funii de san xing 中國職業婦女的三型’ [Three Types of 
Career Woman]. Funu zazhi MJ^Mtst [the Ladies' Journal] 10, no. 6. (June 1924): 896-899. 
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Atelier with Wang Jiyuan. She looked short and big and modestly 
dressed. She did not talk a lot and we never exchanged our views on 
art. 
Pan only stayed in Shanghai for two years. Then, she 
traveled between Nanjing and Shanghai. She taught oil painting in 
the Shanghai Art College and painted life models in Yi Yuan 
Atelier. She painted in the French academic style and appeared not 
to pursue much about new style; instead, she painted according to 









One should be reminded that Pang Xunqin was a notable modernist from 
Shanghai, who painted Such is Shanghai (Miming Life's Riddle) (fig. 4.2), 
which exemplified his Dadaist modernism and decadence. Pang's comment not 
just highlighted the difference between Shanghai modernity and Nanjing 
modernity; it also reminded us that realist xiesheng landscape was a relatively 
306 ‘Wo suozh丨-daode Pan (Zhang) Yuliang 我所知道的潘（張）玉良，，32. 
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conservative genre. Why dare Pan choose a relatively conservative genre to 
represent her identity as a modem career woman? Perhaps xiesheng landscape 
reversed the gender stereotype of Republican modernity where men were 
thought to be excellent in the area of mathematics, science, and history and 
women in language, literature, art, and religion.^ ^^ Thus, Pan's impressionist-
realist landscape of monumental site allowed her to step into the area of science 
and history, implying her extraordinariness as a modem career woman. 
The dialectical, different art history between men artists and women 
artists is global and a comparable example can be made with the Union of 
Women Painters and Sculptors in France. Founded in 1881 and still alive today, 
this association was inspired by the liberal feminist / suffragist movement. In 
turn inspired by the Enlightenment, liberal feminism assumed all humans are 
bom equal and therefore should have equal rights and opportunities. According 
to Tamar Garb's studies of the Union, 
'Institutions which history has labeled backward-looking and 
outmoded, like the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, achieve an urgency and 
new meaning in relation to women's aspirations...The choices, both 
aesthetic and political, that the societaires of the Union des Femmes 
Peintres et Sculpteurs made, are not necessarily those that feminist 
art historians would prefer. 
307 Yang Xianjiang 楊賢江，‘Nan nujingshen shang tezheng de bijiao 男女精神上特徵的比較， 
[A Comparison between Man and Woman's Psyche], Funu zazhi 婦女雜誌[the Ladies' 
Journal] 7, no. 8. (August 1921): 47-51. 
308 Garb, Tamar, Sisters of the Brush: Women 's Artistic Culture in Late Nineteenth-Centwy 
Paris. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994), p. 2. 
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First, the Union regarded the entrance of the old-school Ecoles des Beaux-Arts 
(which did not originally admit women) substantial to women as it symbolized 
equality and the opportunity for women to enter the public/career world. 
Second, some members of the Union were portrayed/self-portrayed to 
commemorate and present their social status and professional status (see fig. 
4.26). Thus, Pan's self-portrayal of her professionalism was not a single 
example, but an instance from the global liberal feminist movement. Returning 
to Griselda Pollock's Differencing, Pan's xiesheng and ‘My Family' urged a 
different thinking to women and modem art. On the one hand, a modem form 
for a modem art. On the other hand, another modem form for a modem woman. 
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Chapter 5 
Differencing the Modern and Women's Culture 
'Madam Qin 秦太太/馬丹秦 is the eldest among my 
schoolmates and often considers herself to be the 'Big Sister'. As 
she is so generous to her friends, she earned the name of 'Lord 
Mengchang of Woman’女孟嘗君.She loves to play jokes upon 
others but she never embarrasses them. Since she is a Madam whose 
husband's family name is Qin, we mock her by calling her ‘State 
Lady of Qin，秦國夫人.Madam Qin said, "Certainly, I am glad to 
accept your grant of the title 'State Lady', but I do not have any 
sister of celestial beauty [here she refers to Yang Guifei 楊貴女己]”. 
Madam Qin and Miss Liu are good friends and live together in an 
apartment. Since Miss Liu is coquettish and playful. Madam Qin 
often catches her and kisses her rosy cheeks. When you are reading 
in the common room you hear the chasing steps from their 
apartment, and the flirtatious sounds, as if an old eagle had caught a 
spring bird. And you hear the great laughter of Madam Qin. Hearing 
that, you will know what they are doing {Ni bian zhidao tamen you 












In her autobiographical fiction ‘Jixin’ 棘心 about her overseas studies period in 
France, Su Xuelin gave her character, Madam Qin, many of the characteristics 
of Pan Yuliang3io. It can be suggested here, that this was a reference to Pan's 
implied lesbian relationship. As Sang Tze-lan Deborah revealed in her, ‘The 
Emerging Lesbian', republican same-sex relationships usually emerged in girls' 
and boys' schools (these were spaces where same-sex relationship flourished) 
and were usually ambiguous, making it was difficult to determine whether the 
relationship was same-sex love {tongxing ai 同个生愛）or rapport and 
friendship.311 Unlike open, Sapphic relationships, such as between Romaine 
Brooks and Natalie Barney in Paris, republican lesbians viewed the lifelong 
lesbian relationship pessimistically and did not see it as a possible option. In Lu 
Yin 盧隱（1898-1934),s fiction 'Old Acquaintances by the Seaside, {Haibian 
309 Su Xuelin 蘇雪林，Jixin 棘心[Thorny Heart], (Beijing: Qunzhong chubanshe 群眾出版社， 
1999). Chapter 10 'Mid-Autumn Festival，. 
3丨0 Su Xuelin 蘇雪林，‘Pan Yuliang de beiju 潘玉良的悲劇’，50. 
Sang, Tze-lan Deborah, The Emerging Lesbian: Female Same-Sex Desire in Modern China. 
Worlds of desire. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), pp. 99-126. Chapter 4 
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Guren〉、每邊故人,1923), for instance, what is shown is the painful experience of 
separation among five teenage schoolgirls as they marry one by one after 
graduation. Heterosexual marriage seems unavoidable to them and at the end of 
the story, only a little house by the seaside that is flill of their memory is left for 
their recollection. In fact, earlier in this novel, Lusha 露沙，the protagonist, had 
imagined a women's community for her and her friends; to build a beautiful 
seaside house facing the sea where some of them can write great literature and 
some of them might teach the chidren of the village by the sea. At night, each of 
them could lie on the grass to eat, to share and to tell stories. Coincidently, 
women's community also was a lifelong theme of Pan Yuliang's painting where 
the women depicted also produced art and supported each other (see fig. 2.1， 
fig. 5.1-5.3). Did Pan, like Lusha, wish to create art for other women and to 
create an artistic community of women? 
In the previous chapter, I examined how Pan Yuliang, as a Republican 
woman artist, considered herself as a career woman to claim an equal ground 
with men, where Pan regarded herself as an individual woman. In this chapter, I 
will shift the focus to investigate with Pan's later works (art since her return to 
Paris in 1937) how Pan considered "us women" - what is women's art? What us 
women artist should achieve? What is women's modem art? What is our 
culture? Before answering these questions, I will first theorize the idea of 
women's culture. 
312 Ibid.，丨 33—148. 
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Theorizing Women，s Culture 
I. From Feminine Aesthetics to Women's Culture 
In Chapter 2, I introduced Showaiter's notion of women's writing (or 
art) which ‘are not, then, inside and outside of the male tradition; they are inside 
two traditions simultaneously'. And I argued that the relation between the two 
traditions is that when a woman creates, she actively redefines the male 
language of art into her own signification. Also, there is a realm of 'unthinkable, 
unthought'—a realm unknown to the male artist that is unconquered by the 
male language—left for the women artists' exploration. The combination of the 
above two which delineated the conceptual boundary of feminine aesthetics, 
was widely studied by works such as Helene Cixous's 'biological criticism'^^^ 
that advocates physio-metaphorical differences between men's and women's 
bodies generating different texts. On the other hand, feminist linguist criticized 
language itself as sexist and full of male-centred and misogynist signs. Annie 
Leclerc, for instance, urges women writers to invent a language that is not 
oppressive to its women speakers/writers.^ 
Helene Cixous and Annie Leclerc might consider how an individual 
woman writer can play with language for the signification of her subjectivity. 
Nonetheless, when they thought of women's writing or art, they thought of its 
openness and its possibility in aesthetic terms. What is the difference then 
between the modernist avant-garde and women's writing (or art)? Differencing, 
which is a strategy to defer and differentiate an artist's originality, is undeniably 
3�3 Showalter, Elaine, 'Feminist Criticism in the Wilderness'. Critical Inquhy 8，no. 2. 
(December 1, 1981): 187. 
314 Ibid., 191. 
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also practiced by men artists such as Manet differencing the tradition of 
goddess-nude into his Olympia. As I will show in this chapter, 'differencing' is 
not limited to aesthetics, but also to the model of art practicing itself. Women's 
culture defined here seeks to study how art functions among women, women 
artists, women audiences as a counter culture to the hegemonic ventures of 
modernism / avant-garde, which means the social and cultural factors of a 
women's community play a part in determining women's artistic choice. 
II. Avant-gardism and the Oedipus complex 
Hence, what is modernism? To describe the history of modernism in a 
nutshell, one could use an analogy of fathers and sons or predecessors and 
successors (fig. 5.4) to illustrate figuratively that the Post-impressionist and the 
Symbolist succeeded the Impressionist, the Cubist and the Fauvist succeeded 
the Post-impressionist, the various abstract schools succeeded the pre-WWII 
Cubist and Fauvist, and ultimately, New York succeeded Paris. As Peter Gay 
argued, modernism was the continuation of the Enlightenment idea of a free and 
independent self, facing the anxiety of following another's style and losing 
one's independence, modernists could not stop themselves from self-scrutiny, to 
o 1 c 
invent new visual style. However, what was omitted, perhaps, is that 
Modernism was also a misogynist and racist domain; women and other minority 
groups (fig. 5.5, 5.6) saw their images manipulated to further the modernists' 
ambitions. 
Gay, Peter, Modernism: The Lure of Heresy from Baudelaire to Beckettand Beyond. 
(London: Vintage, 2008). 
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Griselda Pollock defined 'avant-gardism' (in her usage, it is a subculture 
within modernism, i.e. an extremity of making anew) in three steps—1) 
Reference: to relate one's work to what was going on in the art scene. 2) 
Deference: to defer to the work or project of an existing leader who represented 
the latest artistic interest. 3) Difference: establishing a difference that 
constituted a definitive advance.^^^ Pollock's theory of avant-gardism was 
modeled after Freud's Oedipus complex. Derived from the Greek tragedy, 
Oedipus Rex, Freud theorized the theme of Oedipus Rex~murderous to his 
father and the incestuous to his mother~into his Oedipus complex. Freud 
described the Oedipus complex as deriving from the unconscious erotic feelings 
a male infant has for his mother, when the boy experiences intense feelings of 
jealousy and hatred of the father, who is seen as a barrier to the mother. In 
normal development the boy would move on to identify more with the father 
and leam to suppress his sexual feelings for his mother. In the Greek tragedy, 
the boy kills his father and has sexual relations with his mother (albeit without 
knowing that she is his mother). Freud states, that in order to develop, the boy 
has to find a mother-substitute, i.e. another female, and to symbolically replace 
his father by becoming like him; thus the boy develops the father's masculine 
aggression and separates from his mother, completing the circle when, with the 
mother-substitute, he also becomes a father 
In many cases, it did not require to refer to a specific work of an artist in 
order to fulfill the avant-garde play. Olympia itself was an example that referred 
^^ ^ Pollock, Avant-Garde Gambits, 1888-1893, 14-15. 
3i7Thurschwell’ Pamela, Sigmund Freud. Routledge Critical Thinkers. (London: Routledge, 
2009), pp. 44-48. 
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and differed the tradition of Venus""“whenever there was a young reclining 
female nude she must be painted as the goddess Venus (fig 5.7)~and Matisse's 
The Pink Nude (fig. 5.8) was another instance. Yet, how was one to distinguish 
those truehearted people who learned from or were inspired by their senior 
masters (fig. 5.9) from the avant-garde gambits? Avant-gardist works, in fact， 
also depend upon the viewer and exhibition context. Pan Yuliang's works of 
differencing (fig. 5.1, 5.10) within a women's community, as I will show later, 
challenged the hegemonic notion of Oedipal modernism and functioned 
differently. 
III. Nudes and Masculinities 
Ranging from Olympia (1863), Manao Tupapau (1892) to The Pink 
Nude (1935), what was in common was the naked woman body nonetheless 
centred as the bearer of man artist's avant-garde originality and it was 
increasingly deformed. Carol Duncan argued, from about a decade before WWI, 
modernists such as the Fauves in France and the Briicke in Germany were 
increasingly associated with the nature-loving and anti-bourgeois anarchists.^^^ 
To uphold their own individuality and freedom and to act against the bourgeois 
rationality, these modernists, living a bohemian life, sought to represent their 
liberty through depicting the female nude. As Sherry Ortner argued, in a 
patriarchal culture, men were defined as cultural while women, having the 
reproductive ability, were seen as purer and closer to nature. In Matisse's Joy of 
Life (fig. 5.11), for instance, female nudes were portrayed as an analogical pair 
318 
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to the colourful and enjoyable nature. Yet, female bodies were not always 
portrayed in such naiVe and joyful appearance and setting. Carol Duncan 
argued, besides the domination of man/culture to the woman/nature, virility was 
also an important aspect within modernism.^ ^ ^ Artists like Renoir had voiced 
out this stance directly, ‘I paint with my prick', and Vlaminck also, 'I try to 
paint with my heart and my loins, not bothering with style'. To ensure that the 
virility of the male artist was fully expressed, women were portrayed as 
powerless, submissive, and deformed, (fig. 5.12) 
Pan Yuliang and Women，s Community 
The lovable, tiny piece by Pan~Tea Time (fig 5.13)~depicted a 
leisurely and enjoyable afternoon scene. At the centre, we can see a woman 
dressed in qipao 旗袍 painting outdoors and surrounded by her women friends. 
Tea Time reminds us of Xiesheng (fig 1.12) in which Pan painted herself 
xiesheng with impressionist, quick brushes—a self-reflexive joke. From the 
similarity in gesture and custome between Xiesheng and Tea Time, the woman 
painting at the centre of Tea Time should be Pan Yuliang. The date of this 
undated painting can be traced by comparing to Flowers Vendor (fig. 5.14) of 
1940~the sizes of the two paintings are similar and the human faces are equally 
unrecognizable and elongated. As mentioned in the first chapter, during the 
early years of Pan's return to Paris, Pan resumed her impressionist pursuits by 
painting outdoors quickly with small canvas. Women's activities were the focus 
of Pan Yuliang's outdoor painting (fig. 5.15, 5.16) and some of them were 
319 Ibid., 81. 
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painted in close proximity (fig 5.15), suggesting that Pan could be part of the 
scene/event. Thus，Tea Time, in this light, was a self-reflexive record of Pan's 
own outdoor painting activities, in which the nature of these outdoor paintings is 
also definedleisure, not serious activities, and is one of the women's activities; 
having tea and playing with dogs were two other enjoyable leisure pursuits. 
Probably ignored by previous researchers, Pan Yuliang's living 
photograph revealed a lot of contextual facts of her painting. In the photograph 
taken in Pan's apartment between 1950 and 1951, a huge (probably over 2 
meters long) oil painting (fig. 5.17.1) with fine finishing, which was a remake of 
Tea Time (see 5.13 detail) was hung in the sitting room. The meaning of Tea 
Time changed when this tiny piece was redrawn on a monumental scale. Now, 
the redrawn Tea Time was a statement to all visitors and Pan herself that Pan's 
everlasting will / memory in art was to paint among women which to paint 
among somebody implies a multi-author situation~this woman talk, that 
woman see, that woman thinksignificantly different to the modernist doctrine 
of the independent free self. 
The philosophical root of modernism can be traced to Enlightenment. 
According to Peter Gay, 
This portrait of the inspired maker of sublime cultural 
artifacts at work suggests that real originality is never collective— 
which makes it thoroughly modem, since the creative individual 
(only partially glimpsed during the Renaissance) was little regarded 
until the age of Enlightenment. Before then, virtually everybody 
knew that the ancients, or the Church, or the Bible, had thought and 
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said it all, leaving room at most for some intelligent elaboration. As 
recently as the eighteenth century, writers and thinkers praised, with 
Alexander Pope, what oft was thought but ne'er so well expressed. 
For philosophes like Voltaire and his clan, Cicero was still the 
unsurpassed authority on matters of ethics and statecraft. In sharp 
contrast, the claim of being first and alone in the field became a 
central feature in the competitive modernist enterprise, which 
conjured up the figure of the inventive spirit who neither wants nor 
needs ancestors or company, except, of course, for his muse. In this 
idealized sketch, the avant-garde artist makes up a club with a 
membership of the o n e . � 
Enlightenment ideas of secularization and individuality contributed to the 
modernist non-conformity, particularly that it was in a social / psychological 
solitude, as being a modernist master peer influence was fatal (to his originality 
/ individuality). Here, Matisse's often-cited example of The Painter and His 
Model (fig. 5.17.ref) in 1917 was a typical example to illustrate Peter Gay's 
argument — 'the figure of the inventive spirit who neither wants nor needs 
ancestors or company, except, of course, for his muse.' 
In Pan's living photo, the women's community does exist. We can find 
Pan painting woman (fig: 5.17.2), showing her painting to other women (fig. 
5.17.3), joining women from all over the world for, very likely, a women's 
320 Gay, Modernism, 4243 . 
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conference (fig. 5.17.4), and hugging other women (fig. 5.17.5). By 
photographing these moments. Pan framed / selected these moment of same-sex 
joy to memorize. Moreover, if we compare the Tea Time with another large 
piece~the Song of Spring (fig. 5.1) which measures 133 x 220 cm, we will 
discover that Tea Time, produced around 1940，and the Song of Spring were 
produced at about the same time. Pan was delighted to paint among the 
women's community and she even wanted to elevate the earthly community into 
a sacred domain in which women could enjoy each other's art and freedom in 
nature. 
Contextualizing Women，s Community: Republican Modernity and Post-war 
Pacifism 
I. Republican Modernity 
Pan began her theme of women's community as early as the beginning 
of her painting career. In 1929, Pan painted Spring/Prosperity (fig. 2.1) in post-
impressionist styles, deferring to Matisse's famous Dance (fig. 2.2) and 
depicting women dancing, playing a Mandolin and crowning a Laurel wreath, 
which, the last two, were Western cultural symbol (Greek for the Laurel wreath 
and Gipsy for the Mandolin). Implying dancing, music and literature, this 
painting envisioned a Utopia of women enjoying arts. Being Pan's first piece of 
the women's community theme, this painting also was inconsistent with Pan's 
previous artwork. According to the madam Yu Caizhi's 愈采之 report of Pan's 
first exhibition in November, 1928, major genres of painting Pan produced were 
321 Pan attended the 1st World Women's Congress by the Women's International Democratic 
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landscape and nude , and, in addition, these paintings were realist and explicit, 
as compared to the implicative and allusive Spring/Prosperity. So in what 
context Pan created the Spring!Prosperity! 
The Yi Yuan Atelier was officially inaugurated in October 1928, in 
which its tutorial classes could begin in November, after registering to the 
government bureau. As mentioned earlier in Pang Xunqin's description, Pan 
cofounded the Atelier with her former acquaintances of the Shanghai Art 
College, notably Wang Jiyuan. It was in Yi Yuan Atelier that Pan reunited with 
her former schoolmate Jin Qijing 金啟青争 who not just a closed friend but also 
• • 323 
an mspirer , 
"Miss Jin Qijing is a very talented artist and art education 
specialist who excels in various types of painting. Having a sound 
reputation in the field of art, miss Jin befriends with He Xiangning 
何香凝,Pan Yuliang and Tang Yimyu 唐蘊玉.Currently, she is the 
chairman of art in the Jing Ye Secondary School of the Shanghai 
Special Municipality. Jin and her sister Jin Naixian 金耐先 are very 
famous and many schools of Shanghai are competing to employ 
them. In school, Jin has plans to beautify the campus and 
322 Yu Caizhi 愈采之，‘Ji Pan Yuliang hui guo jinian zhanlanhui 紀潘玉良回國紀念展覽會， 
[Memorial Exhibition of Pan Yuliang's Return to China]. Shen Bao 申報.(Shanghai, December 
1, 1928). 
323Zhu Detian 朱德天，‘Zhuiyi xianfu yimjian Zhu Kongyang 追憶先父雲間朱孔陽’ 
[Commemorating My Father Zhu Kongyang]. Songjiang dangan xiwci 松江檔案信息[News 
from the Songjiang Archive], no. 101. (January 25, 2011): 11. From Shen Bao, we know Pan 
was a tutor of Yi Yuan where Jin Qijing was a research student. In Republican China, many 
established artist, like Xu Beihong, still entered the Shanghai Art College whose teachers even 
younger than him. They seeked friends, inspiration, certificance rather than technical training. 
Here, Jin was another example. 'Yi Yuan Huihua Yanjiusuo jinwen 藝苑續畫硏究戶斤近聞， 
[Recent News from the Yi Yuan Atelier]. Shen Bao 申報.(Shanghai, August 27, 1929). 
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encourages her students to work hard. Her exhibited works all 
received positive reviews. In her spare time, Jin likes writing to 
newspaper and magazine, including us. She pays a lot of attention to 
the art circle and every well-known artist must have known miss Jin. 
She also observes closely the foreign exhibitions, published 
materials and literature. Recently, she devotes to the ladies' {niijie 女 
界）art movement and intents to promote women's art (niizi yishu 女 
子藝術)，expanding the possibility of the society. Striving without 










Jin Qijing was not only a talented artist but also an art theorist and a well-known 
figure in the artistic field. According to the special issue of the Ladies' Journal 
about the National Art Exhibition in 1929, Jin's activities, including extensive 
324 Funii Zazhi Jiaoyubu Quanguo Meishu Zhanlanhui teji 婦女雜誌教肓部全國美術展覽會特 
輯，13. 
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reading across fields (art and literature), attention to current trend of arts, 
socializing with current artists and, most importantly, outputting her thought 
through writing, perhaps, demonstrated that Jin Qijing was like a modem art 
critic. As a committee member of the Nationalist Women's Movement 
• 325 
Committee , even making her a feminist art critic. Right before the National 
Art Exhibition in 1929 and in her review article of Pan's first solo exhibition in 
1928, Jin had already conceived the idea of 'women's art' (nuxingyishu 女个生藝 
fix). In this article, Jin argued that women had an intrinsic connection to art, as 
women's nature is passionate, intuitive and fluid - suit perfectly to art. 
(Reminded that the major discourse of art in Republican China was the Kantian 
romanticism). This idea was further developed in Jin's another article in 1929 
the Ladies, Journal's special issue about the National Art Exhibition. She wrote, 
The female sex is the cosset of the Goddess of Beauty. It is 
the nature's gift that the female sex is suitable to the arts. The so-
called 'women love nature' should even be 'it is natural that women 
love beauty'. In my own experience, I am very emotional and 
always dwell in the paradise of beauty. I do not like to analyze but 
to sense through intuition. I hate the dullness of straight line and 
love the fluidity of curvy line.' 
「女性，是美神的寵兒。其適於美術，確有天賦之特殊 
本能。所謂『女子一生愛好天然』，實在可說是『一生愛美是 
325 'Jin Qijing 金啟靜，.Zhongguo gongju shu wangluo chuban zongku 中國工具書網絡出版總 
0 [China Reference Works Online]. 






There are several observations here. First, the discourse about women's natural 
connection to art was strength through the mythological rhetoric. In Republican 
modernity, 'Greek Myth' was often used as a symbol to convey the sense of 
being western and the symbol of 'Muse，，particularly, was widely used as a 
decorative element (fig. 5.18.1 and fig. 5.18.2). The underlying reasons were 
many but in a nutshell there were two particularly important. On one hand, as in 
Dorothy Ko's criticism of the May Fourth ideology, if China was pre-modem 
compared to the West then Chinese women was even more pre-modem and it 
was through the enlightenment of women that China could possibly be 
• 328 • , 
modernized. Reflected in visual culture women's representation was used as 
the space for imagining modern woman or to create the sense of modem. On the 
other hand, ‘Muse,, being a goddess, legitimized to be nude and had 
commercial / marketing value appealing to the male reader. Nonetheless, it was 
intriguing that 'Muse' as a patriarchal discourse imposed on women could be 
embraced to support 'women's art'. Using essentialism, Jin legitimized 
women's special relation to art and thus the field should open its opportunity to 
women. 
327 Jin Qijing 金啟靜，‘NUxing yu meishu 女性與美術，[The Female Sex and Art]. Funii zazhi 
婦女雜誌[the Ladies' Journal] 15, no. 7. (July 1929): 31. 
328 Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China, 1 -
2. 
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Second, Jin's writing was similar to Pan's SpringIProsperity in many 
ways; further showing Pan and Jin's intellectual connection. First, 
Spring!Prosperity's connection to Greek culture reminded us of Jin's first 
sentence The female sex is the cosset of the Goddess of Beauty'. Second, Pan 
and Jin both imagined in nature a paradise of beauty (or paradise of art). Third, 
stylistically speaking, Pan also used curvy, non-definitive lines to finish her 
Spring!Prosperity. 
If Pan's Spring!Prosperity was a visualized version of Jin's theoiy of 
women's art, was this land an implemented reality? According to Jin, Pan 
started to organize a women's art society in 1928 and that society, according to 
the recollection of Jin's son, was founded in 1934 and named the Chinese 
Women's Calligraphy and Painting Society {Zhongguo nuzi shuhua hui 中國；^ 
子書畫會).329 As Julia Andrews and Shen Kuiyi's recent studies of this society 
showed, the primary goal of this group was to raise the professional and 
economic situation of women painters as individuals or group. The coherence of 
the group was solely depended on economic reason and the common interest in 
painting activity, as the members of the group had shown no class, regional, 
stylistic relation.33e 
Throughout the 1930s, Pan did not produce much 'women's art' style of 
painting, perhaps Spring!Prosperity was the only one. However, Jin Qijing's 
theory of women's art had certainly influenced Pan Yuliang in the thinking of 
329 Zhu Detian 朱德天，'Zhuiyi xianfu yunjian Zhu Kongyang 追憶先父雲間朱孔陽’，11. 
330 Andrews, Julia F, and Shen, Kuiyi, 'Traditionalism as a Modem Stance: the Chinese 
Women's Calligraphy and Painting Society'. Modern Chinese Literature and Culture 11, no. 1: 
2 0 - 2 2 . 
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the 'us women' question. On one hand, Jin Qijing's theory defined some 'nature' 
(by nature it will be inborn and common to all) of women and on the other hand 
Jin advocated the formation of a separate women's art organization for the sake 
women's art, though in reality, the resultant group could not function as more or 
less a mass marketing unit. 
II. Post-war Paris 
In 1937, Pan travelled to Paris to visit the International Exposition 
dedicated to Art and Technology in Modem Life in Paris. During the trip. Pan 
hoped, after 10 years of teaching career, to glimpse again the latest European 
modem art. Yet, the Second World War terminated Pan's plan and Pan was 
forced to move outside Paris. To express her anger, Pan painted the Slaughter 
(fig. 5.19) in 1940 during the fall of Paris into the German hands. The tragedy 
of war reminded Pan of Jin Qijing's theory of women's art that women had 
special in art and peace making. According to Jin, women's art was universal 
and substantial to humanity. Jin argued that the competitive nature of European 
modernity eventually lead itself into the First World War, only women, the 
goddess of art, could bring peace to the world.^ ^^ In fact. Pan had been a 
political and social activist since 1930s. In 1935, when Nanjing was flooded, 
Pan donated her works to support the local women activists' donation collection 
campaign, along with notable artist like Xu Beihong and He Xiangning. 
The most important event that can highlight Pan Yuliang's pacifism / 
activitism was her participation in the Congres International des Femmes 
(International Women's Congress) of the Women's International Democratic 
33i Jin Qijing 金啟靜,'Nuxing yu meishu 女性與美術’,32. 
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Federation (WIDF) in Paris 1945.^ ^^ Founded in 1945 by Eugenie Cotton and 
Marie-Claude Vaillant-Courturier, the Federation had four major concerns: anti-
fascism, international peace, child welfare, and the status of women. The 
formation of WIDF could be seen as the direct result of the Second World War 
in which its origin was to safeguard the life of women and children.^^^ Thus, 
there is no surprise to find that the dove (symbolized peace and also was the 
logo of WIDF, see fig 5.20) was sometimes depicted in Pan's painting (fig 
5.20.ref). 
Women's connection to pacifism was not without theorization. One 
trend of feminism was known as the care-focused feminism, 
‘in many societies and certainly in the United States, women 
as a group are associated with values, virtues, and traits such as 
"interdependence, community, connection, sharing, emotion, body, 
trust, absence of hierarchy, nature, imminence, process, joy, peace, 
and life." In contrast, men as a group are associated with values, 
virtues, and traits such as "independence, autonomy, intellect, will, 
wariness, hierarchy, domination, culture, transcendence, product, 
ascetism, war, and death.，334 
Pan's pacifism perhaps could extent into a broader level of general caring and 
maternal protection. Here, I must emphasize that by coining care-focused it is 
not to essentialize again women into attributes like maternity. In fact, there were 
World Congress of Women. Paris, Congres international des femmes, 397. 
'Women's International Democratic Federation Records, 1945-1979: Biographical and 
Historical Note', http://asteria.fivecolleges.edu/fmdaids/sophiasmith/mnsss294—bioghist.html. 
Tong, Rosemarie, Feminist Thought: a More Comprehensive Introduction. (Westview Press, 
2009), p. 176. 
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many feminisms and care-focused feminism and the WIDF were particularly 
reflected a type of feminism that centered at peace and caring. With Pan's 
painting of the scenes of women caring of each other (fig. 5.21) and the child 
(fig. 5.22, 5.23), Pan's theme of women's community contextualized into 
expressing peace and mutual care. The background of these painting, as 
compared to the various Spring by Pan, turned from nature (implying paradise) 
into real life setting and the theme of art making also changed into hug and hold. 
Conclusion: Women ’s Art and Modernism 
Being the most prominent feature of high modernism, the deformation of 
the model (often woman) revealed male dominance in this visual game. Pan 
Yuliang's later painting, though retained the genre of nude (Europe turned into 
abstract painting since 1950s), should not be thus seen as reactionary to 
modernist trend. Instead, as this chapter suggest, one should acknowledge the 
stylistic separatism that separate women artist's artistic concern from men's. 
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Conclusion 
Rethinking Republican and Women's Art 
From the begiiming, the primary goal I set for this thesis was to 
deconstruct the gendered myth of Pan Yuliang as the gendered aspects of her 
life and art were exaggerated especially through the common male gaze that 
Dorothy Ko called~the victimized woman. The Taiwanese critics first 
projected the nostalgic sympathy towards Pan Yuliang in the 1970s and the 
critics from China followed in the 1980s to highlight the tragic elements of 
Pan's biography in order to adapt the discourse of revolution and class/ethnic 
struggle. With a legendary background, yet with limited material available in 
terms of writings and records, both popular writing and academic research were 
confined to using Pan's personal life as the only interpretation resource, writing 
history in the mode of biography. Even recent research, although influenced by 
feminist art theories such as I'Ecriture Feminine of Helene Cixous and Lynda 
Nead's theory of the female nude , did not contextualize Pan Yuliang in 
relation to the general history, women's history and art history of Republican 
China. 
Griselda Pollock complained that 'the artist functions as a heroic object 
of narcissistic fantasy, inheriting the adoration accorded to the father' which 
335 Lynda's studies of the female nude were influenced by Mary Douglas's Purity and Danger. 
Lynda analyzed how the composition of the female nude be divided into 'pure' and 'dangerous' 
according to the acceptable norms of historical patriarchal culture. Those nudes that were 
neither 'pure' nor 'dangerous' were the sites to challenge the accepted norm. Nead, Lynda, The 
Female Nude: Art, Obscenity and Sexuality. (Routledge, 1992). 
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contributed to ‘the strong interest in biography, psychobiography.‘^^^ 'Formalist 
criticism', an approach to estimate the value of art through the breakthrough of 
style, in fact, is a tendency that particularly happens in the studies of modem art, 
where the studies of the classical art object is never limited to its form, but 
extends into the circuit of history to examine its function, owner and social 
meaning. Well-aware of the drawbacks of the biographical model, the newly 
developed field of study, Visual Culture, began to situate visual materials (thus, 
not limiting to art) into the historical context, particularly the issue of modernity 
and post-modernity. With this new approach, the visual field is widely 
extended through many new concepts - such as space, audience, gender, market, 
reception, and globalization. 
Through situating artists and artworks into the circuit of history and 
modernity, many existing perceptions of art are prompted to reconsideration. 
Realist landscape painting for instance, has been long regarded as conservative 
and unimportant throughout the history of modem art. This thesis, however, 
revealed that the huge production of landscape painting by the China Art 
Association and Pan Yuliang was not without reason, as the artists from the 
CAA, including Pan, were well aware of their position in the new Republican 
era. Xiesheng, fundtioning as monumental and organic pictures, held their 
destiny as the opposition to the fragmentary modernism in a particular moment 
of history. Xiesheng also embedded a special meaning of 'being mobile' to 
Pollock, Differencing the Canon, 14. 
Notable example such as Kuo, Jason C, ed., Visual Culture in Shanghai 1850s-1930s. 
(Washington, D.C: New Academia Pub, 2007); Heam, Maxwell K, and Smith, Judith G, eds.， 
Chinese Art: Modem Expressions. (New York: Dept. of Asian Art, the Metropolitan Museum 
ofArt, 2001).; 
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woman artists like Pan Yuliang. In short, as a period of conjunction of old / new 
and local / global, the social, political, economic and symbolic meaning of art 
during Republican China is a complicated network requiring deeper study. 
Through chapter 1 to chapter 3, this thesis addressed an issue of 
essentialism and binaiy opposition in the perception of Pan Yuliang's style of 
art. The popular view has taken two reductionist positions, the first one being 
that from the bold brush strokes and eccentric poses of Pan's nudes it refers to 
Pan as masculine, unfeminine (being feminine is regarded as negative and weak 
in Chinese art critical terms). The second position reduces Pan's later painting 
of maternal themes and women's group portraits to exemplify Pan's feminine 
personality. Nonetheless, to paraphrase Dorothy Ko, both positions told us more 
about the critics' gender perceptions at particular points in time than the 'truth' 
of Pan Yuliang. Avoiding gender essentialism, this thesis reviewed the 
historical construction of woman, and, with this to restudy Pan Yuliang's 
painting. Chapter 4 showed how xiesheng and the specific work ‘My Family', 
reflected Pan Yuliang's new identity as a modem career woman. Chapter 5 
reviewed Pan's later painting, her theme of women's culture, which held the 
semiotic meaning of thinking about 'us women. From the Republican era to 
post-war Paris the background of Pan's women's culture was changing — from 
the Utopia of women's art to post-war pacifism. 
To project for the future studies of Pan Yuliang the ethnic domain worth 
a future enquiry. Nonetheless, artists did not always perceive themselves as the 
centre but sometimes they perceive themselves as the other, especially for 
expatiate artists. To survive among Parisian modernists and, to be even harsher, 
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to survive in post-WWII Paris, with its declining hegemonic status, expatriate 
artists like Fujita, Chang Yu and Pan Yuliang had to find a way to market their 
painting. From a sino-centred perspective, the synthesis of Western and Chinese 
technique found in Pan Yuliang and Chang Yu, of course, bore cultural 
significance. However，from an economic point of view, the gambits of cultural 
synthesis could be a cruel fact of souvenir marketing. As Montpamasse which 
status as the Capital of Art and modernism was rapidly declining. The anxiety 
and the sense of loss of the generation of artists to which Pan belonged, could be 
seen through studying the vulgarization and stagnation of the Salon space to 
which Pan was attached. Thus, it is not surprising to see Chinese diaspora artists 
like Pan clustered around French Sinologists such as Rene Grousset and the 
Musee Cemuschi to the revive of the modernist venture by summoning 
resources from the Chinese tradition. The question could be: How Chang Yu, 
Pan Yuliang, Zao Wou-Ki and many others see tradition? And, how and what 




Source: Yuan, Jack, and Wikisource, trans. Ballad of Mulan. 
http:// en.wikisource.org/wiki/Ballad_of_Mulan. 
Ballad of Mulan 
The "Ballad of Mulan" is a folksong from the Northern Dynasties of China. It 
recounts the story of Mulan, a girl who goes to war in place of her father. The 
pseudo-historical personage of Mulan probably lived in the fifth century, when the 
Toba, who dominated north China, were engaged in a long war with the Rouran on 
their northern frontier. It is thought the ballad was collected into an anthology of 
yuefu in the mid-sixth century, and later popularised during the Tang dynasty. 
Translated by Jack Yuan (2006). 
The sound of one sigh after another, 呢P咱P復咱P咱P， 
As Mulan weaves at the doorway. 木蘭當戶織。 
No sound of the loom and shuttle, 不聞機杆聲， 
Only that of the girl lamenting. 惟聞女歎菅、° 
Ask her of whom she thinks, , , ^^ ^ 
Ask her for whom she longs. 问又1 口J 尸/T心‘ 
問女何所憶。 
"There is no one I think of, 
There is no one I long for. �女亦無所思， 
女亦無所憶。 
Last night I saw the army notice, 
The Khan is calling a great draft - 昨夜見軍帖， 
可汗大點兵° 
A dozen volumes of battle rolls. 
Each one with my father's name. 軍蚩十一卷， 
> , n .u u 卷卷有爺名。 My lather has no grown-up son. 
And I have no elder brother. 一 一 , 
阿爺無大兒， 
I'm willing to buy a horse and saddle, 木蘭無長兄。 
To go to battle in my father's place." 
願為市鞍馬， 
從此替爺征。」 
She buys a fine steed at the east market; 
A saddle and blanket at the west market; 
東市買驗馬， 
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A bridle at the south market; 西市買鞍韉， 
And a long whip at the north market. 
南市買辔頭， 
She takes leave of her parents at dawn, j 匕市買長鞭。 
To camp beside the Yellow River at dusk. � 
No sound of her parents hailing their girl, 
Just the rumbling waters of the Yellow River. 晷佶頁河邊， 
She leaves the Yellow River at dawn, 不聞爺孃喚女—’ 
To reach the Black Mountains by dusk. 但聞黃河流水聲灘灘。 
No sound of her parents hailing their girl, 旦辭黃河去， 
Just the cries of barbarian cavalry in the Yan hills. 暮宿黑山頭； 
不聞爺孃喚女聲， 
工en thousand miles she rode in war 但聞燕山胡騎聲啾啾。 
Crossing passes and mountains as ii on a wing. 
On the northern air comes the sentry's gong, 菌田+r 
Cold light shines on her coat of steel. ’ 
關山度若飛。 
The general dead after a hundred battles, � , 一 
The warriors return after ten years. 朔热傳金拆， 
寒光照鐵衣。 
They return to see the Son of Heaven, 將軍百戰死， 
Who sits in the Hall of Brilliance. 壯士十年歸。 
The rolls of merit spin a dozen times, 
Rewards in the hundreds and thousands. 歸來見天子， 
天子坐明堂。 
The Khan asks her what she desires, 
"I've no need for the post of a gentleman official, 策勳十一率蚩， 
I ask to borrow a camel fleet of foot, 員賜百千S。 
To carry me back to my hometown." 
可汗問所欲， 
「木蘭不用尚書郎； 
Her parents hearing their girl returns. 
Out to the suburbs to welcome her back. 願借明IS千里足， 
送兒還故鄉。」 
Elder sister hearing her sister returns. 
Adjusts her rouge by the doorway. 
T . 1 L L L . U . . 爺孃聞女來’ Little brother hearing his sister returns, 出郭相扶將。 
Sharpens his knife for pigs and lamb. ‘ 
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阿姊聞妹來， 
"I open my east chamber door, 當戶理紅妝 ° 
And sit on my west chamber bed. 
, . . W 1 1 小弟聞姊來’ I take off my battle cloak, 磨刀霍霍向猪羊。 
And put on my old-time clothes. ) 石力佳崔丨口」箱牛 
I adjust my wispy hair at the window sill, 開我東閣門， 
And apply my bisque makeup by the mirror. 坐我西閣脇， 
I step out to see my comrades-in-arms, 脫我戰時袍， 
They are all surprised and astounded: 腺我舊時裳； 
'We travelled twelve years together, 當窗理雲鬢， 
Yet didn't realise Mulan was a lady!'" S寸鏡帖花畜。 
The buck bounds here and there, . 
Whilst the doe has narrow eyes. 1 午白‘禹 be . 
But when the two rabbits run side by side, �冋行十一年， 






Known Xiesheng trip from 1928-1937 
SHMZ: Shanghai Art Academy, CU: Central University 
(Source: The First Half of Pan Yuliang's Chronicle (1895-1937), Central Daily News) 
Year Teaching Post Trip destination Affiliated Institute 
1929 PT at SHMZ Mount Putuo (at the southeast of SHMZ 
PT at CU Shanghai) � 
Yangzhou, Jiangsu Province SHMZ 
1931 PT at S H M Z B e i p i n g (Beijing) "OT 
PT at CU 
1933 FT at CU Suzhou, Jiangsu Province CU 
Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province CU 
1934 FT at CU Beiping (Beijing) CU 
Mount Hua, Shaanxi Province -






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Landscape paintings shown in 3*"^  Solo Exhibition 1935 
Area Painting Examples 
Mount Jiuhua Morning Glow 草月霞Lion 二 叫 , 巧 f " r ‘ 
of Anhui Peak 獅子峰，E a g l e Peak � / ; ： 
province 老鷹峰，^he Study of Li - ;：： I ： , , � 
B a i 太 白 讀 書 室 ， 了 ’：。 ：： 
Chessboard Rock 棋盤山/ J • 
石C o n f u c i u s Temple in ) : 
Qingyang 青 陽 夫 子 廟 ， j ^ ^ ^ ^ J - f 冬 ， 
( 作 良 S 潘 》 ® 朝 華 九 
Morning glow 
Chessboard Rock 
Mount Huang Turtle Cave 鰲魚5同 
of Anhui 
province 
Anhui Raining at the Mount Fu 浮 
province 
Nanjing Xuanwu Lake 玄 武 湖 ， ~ ~ 
Maple Leaf at Mount Qixia 
棲霞紅葉，Dazhong Bridge 
大忠橋，Outside Tongji 
Gate 通濟門外，Jioulong • ^ ^ • [ • • ^ • • l 
Bridge 九龍橋* B K H I W I I m ^ ^ B 1 
Jioulong Bridge 
Beiping Temple of Agriculture 先農 
(Beijing) 壇，Great Wall at Nankou 
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南•長城 、 
Hangzhou of Qingtang Riverbank 錢塘 一 . ： 丨 ： . ； . :: . i 
Zhejiang 江 畔 Boatman at V “ -； , > V ， 
province Qingtang River錢塘船工* & “ 
Boatman at Qingtang River 
\ 
'WmfIII"_ 
Jj .；： 9 » : 1 ； - i = ' g 
Qingtang Riverbank 
Suzhou of Tower of Tigerhill 虎邱墙， 
Jiangsu Garden of Liu zhuang in 
province Suzhou 蘇^！丨丨劉莊 
Mount Hua of Canglong Peak 蒼龍峰 
Shaanxi 
province 
Nanhai Holy Rock 南海靈 
[_E 
Landscape painting shown in Solo Exhibition 1937 
Area Painting Examples 
Zhejiang Giant Tree at Mount 
province Tianmu 天 目 大 樹 王 ， , 
Cryptomeria at Mount 一 ‘�：‘-
Tianmu天目柳杉林，Fairy ^ * , ， 减 … 
Island at Mount Yandang ？ ^ ^ ^ 
雁蕩神仙島， T o n g l u ^ ^ 
Riverbank 桐 廬 江 畔 ， fet^T f W r " 
Fuchun River Mouth 富 春 — 、 M H ^ ^ p B ^ ^ ^ 
江 • , In the Way to 氏 ^ 
Huzhou Yunchao 湖州雲巢 
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道中，Thousand Meter r ~ 站〜‘丨輪" 
Rock at the Pinehill of ‘ � 乂 1” 1 
Mount Xuedou in Xikou 溪 : 终 龙 ； | 
口 雪 竇 松 嶺 岩 ， 
Miaogaotai 妙 高 台 ， 
Huzhou Bilang Lake 湖州 1 ^ '、、 —、！ 
碧 浪 湖 Shiliang I 1 
Waterfall in Tiantai 天台石,、^^^^^^^一:：羞 
梁 瀑 R e a d y at Tonglu | - 二 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 〜 - ! 
River 桐廬待發 * 
Huzhou Bilang Lake 
關 
(作良3；潘) M 梁 石 合 天 . ？ 
Shiliang Waterfall in Tiantai 
— — 1 
p ^ - : • 
Ready at Tonglu River 
Lushan of Fiary Cave at Peak Gu 牯嶺 、 
Jiangxi 仙人洞，T h e Ocean of I 
province Clouds in Lushan 廬山雲海 了 
Washing Clothes at a 
Stream 涼衣溪 "； 
瑪 _ 、 ^ 
.一,....:�t,:迎.—ft, —寺？、 
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The Ocean of Clouds (in Lushan) 
Nanjing Lantern Festival at the 
Confucius Temple 夫子廟 
元宵,Lantern Market at the 
Confucius Temple 夫子廟 
燈市 *, Ming Xiaoling 
Mausoleum 明 孝 陵 ， 
Elegance at the Mount 
Qixia棲霞雅色 
Mount Hua of Temple of Manjidera at 
Shaanxi Mount Hua 華山文殊院， 
province Qingke Terrace 青柯坪 
Laoshan of A Pine-held Tower at 
Shandong Laoshan 嚼山松抱塔 
一 = “ ‘ ： 
Camel Peak 路騌峰，White 
Cloud Cave 白雲洞，Tide 
— m 
(贫汕良玉潘）搭泡松山峰 
A Pine-held Tower at Laoshan 
Mount Jiuhua Morning Glow at the Fuhu 
of Anhui Cave of Mount Jiuhua 九華 
province 山伏虎洞朝霞,On the Way 
to Mount Jiuhua 九華道中 
Beiping Great Wall at Badaling 
(Beijing) 長城八達嶺 





Pinyin English Translation Chinese 
biaoxian expression 表現 
Cai Yuanpei 蔡元培 
cainu gentry women 才女 
Chang Yu 常玉 
Chen Baoyi 陳抱—— 
Chen Xiuqing 陳秀清 
Chen Zhifo 陳之佛 
Chiang Kai-shek 
Chuangzao she Creation Society 倉丨J造社 
Chunqiu Fanlu Luxuriant Dew of the Spring 
and Autumn Annals 
ci ci poem |d 
Daxi Grand Series 大系 
Deng Chaoyuan 部朝源 
Dian Shi Zhai huabao Dian Shi Zhai Pictorial 點石齋畫報 
Ding Yanyong 丁衍庸 
Dong Zhongshu 董仲舒 
Dong Zhujun 董竹君 
Dongnan Daxue Southeast University 東南大學 
Du Qingchi 杜清持 
Fang Qingyun 方青簿 
FengZikai 豐子惶 
Fuchun Jiang Fuchun River 胃 
funu 婦女 
Funu yuehao Woman's monthly 婦女月報 
Funu zazhi The Ladies' Journal 婦女雜誌 
fuxing restoration 復興 
Gao Xishun 高希舜 
Gong Liu 公劉 
Guangcan 光燥 
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Guangchumen jie Numerous Storage Gate Street 廣儲門街 
Guige huajia lady's chamber painters 閨閣畫家 
guishushi teachers of the inner chambers 閨塾g帀 
Guo Moruo 享P沬若 
Guo Youshou 享P有守 
Guofeng National Customs 國風 
Haitian Guren Old Acquaintances by the 海邊古文人 
Seaside 
Haipai 海派 
Han Shizhong 韓世忠 
He Xiangning 何香凝 
Hong Yee 洪野 
Hu Shi 古月適 
Hu Zongyuan 胡宗瑗 
Hua Hun The Soul of Painting 畫魂 
Hua Mulan 7h木蘭 
Huahun Pan Yuliang 畫魂：潘玉良畫展 
huazhan 
huaigu meditation on history ’縻古 
Huang Shan Mount Huang wLlf 
Huanglong Shan Yellow Dragon Mountain w | |L i ] 
Jiangnan 
Jiezi Yuan huapu The Mustard Seed Garden 芥子園畫譜 
Manual of Painting 
Jin Ling 金陵 
Jin Naixian 金耐先 




jinqian wen coin pattern 金錢紋 
Jixin 棘心 
Juelan she Storm Society 決〉、闌社 
159 
Kang Youwei 康有為 
Kexue zhuyi scientificism 科學主義 
Laohu Shan Tiger Mountain 老虎山 
Li Jinfa 李金髮 
Li Yishi 李毅士 
Liang Desuo 梁得所 
Liang Hongyu 梁紅玉 
Liang Qichao 梁啟超 
Liangyou 良友 
Liao Wen 
Liji Book of Rites 禮記 
Lin Ai 林藹 
Lin Weiyin 林微音 
Liu Haisu 劉海粟 
Liu Yizheng 柳言台徵 
Liu Yonghuang gfj永5黃 
liubai blank-leaving 留白 
Lu Xiaoman P^/J^ft 
Lu Xun 魯迅 
Lu Yin 盧隱 
Lun nil xue On Women's Education 論女學 
Luo Jialun 羅家倫 
Lusha 露沙 
Madan Qin Madam Qin 馬丹秦 
Mao Dun 茅盾 
Mei Guangdi 梅光迪 
Minzhong Jiaoyu Guan Mass Education Museum 民眾教肓倉宫 
Mo she Society of Muse 摩社 
modeng a la mode 摩登 
Muke yundong Wood Cut Movement 木亥[I運重力 
Mulan ci Ballad of Mulan 木蘭辭 
Musi Muse 慕斯 
160 
Ni Yide 悅貽德 
Nil Mengchang Jun Lord Mengchang of Woman 女孟嘗君 
nu zhuangfu she-husband ~^文矢 
nushi man-like woman 女仕 
nuxing yishu women's art 女 f生藝術 
Nuzi shejie Women's World 女子世界 
Pan Mou 潘牟 
Pan Yuliang 潘玉良 
Pan Zanhua MWib 
Pang Xunqin 龐薰 _ 
Qin Guo fur en State Lady of Qin 秦國夫人 
Qin Liangyu 秦良紅 
Qin Liangyu 秦良玉 
Qinglong Shan Green Dragon Mountain 青龍山 
qipao cheongsam 方箕袍 
Qiu Guijin 秋閨瑾 
Qiu Jin 秋瑾 
Quanguo Meishu National Art Exhibition 全國美ItJ展覽會 
Zhanlanhui 
Ren Bonian 任{白年 
Renge 人格 
Rem en wenxue literature of humanity 人生文學 
Shanghai Meizhuan Shanghai Art School 禾斗 
Shao Xunmei gP 淘美 
Shenbao ^ 幸 
Shi Nan 石楠 
Shi Ying 石琪 
Shi Zhecun 方ffi•存 
sishu private School 私塾 
Song Shuzhen 宋淑貞 
SuXuelin 蘇雪林 
Taiping Tianguo Heavenly Kingdom of Great 太平天國 
Peace 
161 
Tang Yunyu 唐蕴玉 
Tao Yongbai 陶詠白 
tongxing ai same-sex love 同f生愛 
Tongzhi Zhongxing 同治中興 
Tsuguharu Foujita 藤田嗣治 
Wan Qingli 萬青力 
Wang Jiyuan 王濟遠 
Wang Qi 王褀 
Wu Mi 吳窓 
Wushang Nuzi Zhongxue Shanghai Girl's Secondary 上女子中學 
School 
XiDejin 席德進 
Xi Shen 西神 
Xi Song 奚湘 
Xia Zhishi 夏之時 
Xiandai Zhongguo Xiyang Selection of Modern Chinese 現代中國西洋畫選 
Huaxuan Western Painting 
Xiang Jun Xiang Army 湘軍 
Xiangtu yishu yundong Native Art Movement 银P土藝循J運重力 
xianjue zhe prophet artist 先覺者 
xianshi worldly affairs 現實 
Xie Ufa 謝里法 
Xiesheng 寫生 
xieshi verisimilitude 寫實 
xieyi lyricism 寫意 
Xin Guixiu New Lady 亲斤閨秀 
Xin Qingnian La Jeunesse 亲斤青年 
Xin Shenghuo Yundong 亲斤生$舌運重力 
xiushen self-cultivation 修身 
Xizang Lu Xizang road 西藏路 
Xu Beihong 徐悲鴻 
Xu Hong 徐虹 
Yan Shi 晏始 
162 
Yang Guifei 楊貴妃 
YangRunyu 楊潤餘 
YangXiuqing 楊秀清 
Yangxiu Yang embroidery 揚繡 
Yangzhou 揚州 
Yangzhou Ba Guai Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou 
Ye Lingfeng 葉靈鳳 
Yiyuan Huihua Yanjiusuo Yi Yuan Atelier 藝苑縫畫研究戶斤 
youxue travel for study 遊學 
Yu Caizhi 愈采之 
Yu Dafu 郁達夫 
YuFeng 郁風 
Yu Yang Li Yu Yang lane 漁洋里 
Yuan Shikai 袁世飢 
Yuliang tiexian Yuliang's Iron Line 玉良鐵線 
Zao Wuji 趙無極 
Zeng Guofan 曾國藩 
Zhang Daofan 張道藩 
Zhang Daqian 張大千 
Zhang Ding 彌丁 
Zhang Qiyun 張其時 
Zhang Xiaohong 張小虫工 
Zhang Xichen 章錫深 
Zhang Youyi 張幼儀 
Zhang Yuliang 張玉良 
Zhang Yuliang chuan The Story of Zhang Yuliang 張玉良傳 
Zheng Yuxiu 鄭毓秀 
Zhongguo Meishuhui China Art Association 中國美術會 
Zhongguo Meishuhui Jikan China Art Association 中國美術會季干[ 
Quarterly 
Zhongguo nuzi shuhua hui Chinese Women's Calligraphy 中國女子書畫會 
and Painting Society 
163 
Zhongguo Wenyi She Chinese Literary Society 中國文藝社 
Zhongguo Xin Nujie New Chinese women 中國亲斤女界 
Zhongguo Yishu Xiehui China Art Union 中國藝術協會 
Zhonghua Meishu Xiehui Chinese Art Society 中華美術協會 
Zhongxing restoration 中興 
Zhongyang Daxue Central University 中央大學 
Zhongyang Ribao Central Daily News 中央曰報 
Zhou Zuoren 周作人 
Zhuangzi 莊子 
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Fig. 1.1 
Pan Yuliang. Nude Sitting on the Floor 席地坐女人體.Oil on canvas. 33 x 24 cm. 
Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德.(Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2007). 
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Fig. 1.2 
Pan Yuliang. Man and Woman 男與女.Ink and colour on paper. 23 x 43 cm. Anhui 
Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良• Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-




Right: Pan Yuliang. 1925. The Drunkard 酒徒,Oil on canvas. 23 x 43 cm. 
Source: Pan Yuliang t番玉良.Pan Yuliang meishu zuopin xuan 潘玉良美術作品選 
[Collection of the Works of Pan Yuliang]. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Fine Arts Publishing, 
1988), p. 86. 
Left: Artist Unknown. Pan Yuliang and the Model of The Drunkard. Photography 
Source: Zhang Ruogu 張若谷，ed. Zhen Mei Shan: niizuojia hao 真美善:女作家號 
[Truth Beauty Goodness: Special Issue on Women Writers]. (Shanghai: Truth 
Beauty Goodness Bookstore, 1929). 
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Fig 1.4 
Xu Beihong. 1940. The Foolish Old Man Who Removed the Mountains 愚公移山. 
Ink and colour on paper. 144 x 421 cm. Xu Beihong Museum, Beijing 
Source: http://www.artknowledgenews.com/Xu Beihong.html 
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Pan Yuliang. 1942. Seated Woman 斜 
‘ 坐女子.Oil on canvas. 90 x 64 cm. 
F** 1 5 ~ ^^  J x / g • 、 ： ^ 广, 古工 Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. Pan Yuliang. 1930. True Colours 真面 目• Oil on canvas?. Source: Photographed by the author at 
the Pan Yuliang Painting Exhitbition 
Source: Dalu 大陸[Mainland at the Capital Museum, Bejing. 2007. 





Pan Yuliang. 1929 ca.. Looking into the Mirror 顧景乡.Pastel. 
Source: Dong Song 董松."Pan Yuliang liuxue guiguo yi nian jian de xihua 
chengjiu潘玉良留學歸國一年間的西畫成就” [Pan Yuliang’ s Western Painting 




Pan Yuliang. 1937 ca.. Ready to Depart at Tonglu River 桐盧待發.Oil on canvas. 
Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Photographed by the author at the Pan Yuliang Painting Exhitbition at the 
Capital Museum, Bejing. 2007. Also. Zhongyang Ribao 中央日報[Central Daily 
News]. (Nanjing, June 13，1937). 
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Fig. 1.9 
Monet, Claude. 1869 ca.. La Grenouillere. Oil on canvas. Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, New York 
Source: Web Museum, Paris, http://www.ibiblio.org/wm/paint/auth/monet/early/ 
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Pan Yuliang. 1937. Back of a Female Nude 俯首背人體.Ink on paper. Anhui 
Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Anhui Provincial Museum. 
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Fig. 1.11 
Pan Yuliang. 1936 ca.. Old Labour 老苦力.Oil on canvas. 
Source: Zhongguo Meishuhui Jikan 中國美術會季干Ij 1, no. 1. (1936): 9. 
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Fig. 1.12 
Pan Yuliang. Xiesheng 寫生.Oil on canvas. Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Photographed by the author at the Pan Yuliang Painting Exhitbition at the 
Capital Museum, Bejing. 2007. 
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1.13 
Pan Yuliang. 1943. Cigarette Butt, Wine and Kerchief 煙頭�美酒、花頭巾.Oil on 
canvas. Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang meishu zuopin xuan 潘玉良美術作品選 
[Collection of the Works of Pan Yuliang]. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Fine Arts Publishing, 
1988), p. 47. 
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Fig. 1.13.ref 
Paul Cezanne. 1893-1894. Still Life, Drapery, Pitcher, and Fruit Bowl. Oil on 
canvas. Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul Cezanne 
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Fig. 1.14 
Pan Yuliang. 1940. Nude in front of Windows 窗前女人體.Oil on canvas. 24 x 33 
cm. Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang ？番玉良.Pan Yuliang meishu zuopin xuan 潘玉良美術作品選 
[Collection of the Works of Pan Yuliang]. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Fine Arts Publishing, 
1988), p. 30. 
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Fig. 1.14.ref 
Matisse, Henri. 1908. Red Room (Harmony in Red). Oil on canvas. 180.5 x 221 cm. 
Hermitage Museum, Saint Petersburg 










Pan Yuliang. 1939. Cooling Oneself 納涼.Oil on canvas. Anhui Provincial Museum, 
Anhui. 
Source: Photographed by the author at the Pan Yuliang Painting Exhitbition at the 




Pan Yuliang. 1940. Self-portrait 自畫像.Oil on canvas. 92 x 64 cm. Anhui 
Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-




Fig. 1.17 ^ 
Pan Yuliang. 1944. Pears and Chrysanthemum 梨與菊花.Oil on canvas. 73 x 57 
cm. Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 




Pan Yuliang. 1951. Black Woman 黑女.Oil on canvas. 55 x 38 cm. Anhui Provincial 
Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pern Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-
Lin]. (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1995), p. 41. 
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Fig. l.lS.ref 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir. 1910. 'After the Bath. Oil on canvas. 94.5 x 75.2 cm. Barnes 
Foundation, Merion, USA 
Source: 
http://emuseum.bamesfoundation.org:8080/view/objects/asitern/search$0040/0/sortN 
umber-asc?t:state:flow= 10904261 -218c-44f5-908a-2e0260739ab3 (artwork detail), 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PieiTe-Auguste Renoir (image) 
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Fig. 1.19 
Pan Yuliang. 1952. Nude Kneeling and Holding a Mask, with a Bird 拿箸面具跪著 
的裸女和一隻底 Engraving. Musee Cemuschi, Paris. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德.(Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2007). 
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• Fig. 1.20 
Jean Dubuffet. 1954. The Cow with a Subtile Nose. Oil and enamel on canvas. 88.9 
X 116.1 cm. Museum of Modem Art, New York 






Pan Yuliang. 1960. Woman Throwing on the Floral Towel 披花巾的女人.Ink and 
colour on paper. 80 x 64.5 cm. Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-
Lin]. (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1995), p. 65. 
� \ Pan Yuliang. White Lilacs 白丁香 
二 � ， \ Detail. Ink and colour on paper. 69.5 x 
1 ! � 55 cm. Anhui Provincial Museum, 
T J p I ) i Anhui. 
、！^二、乾 I Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan 
*》：V ！ Yuliang meishu zuopin xucm 潘玉良美 
{ 術作品選[Collection of the Works of 
‘ _— — . Pan Yuliang]. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Fine 






Pan Yuliang. 1929 ca.. Spring or Prosperity 春或榮.Oil on canvas. 80 x 64.5 cm. 




Matisse, Henri. 1909. Dance (I). Oil on canvas. 259.7 x 390.1 cm. The Museum of 
Modem Art, New York 
Source: Website of The Museum of Modern Art, New York. 
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Fig. 3.1 
Pan Yuliang. 1949. Self-Portrait 自畫像.Oil on canvas. 65 x 80 cm. Private 
collection 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-
Lin]. (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1995), p. 114. 
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Fig. 3.2.1 
Pan Yuliang. Man and Woman 男與女.Ink and colour on paper. 23 x 43 cm. Anhui 
Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-
Lin]. (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1995). 
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Fig. 3.2.2 
Pan Yuliang. Man and Woman 男與女.Ink on paper. 24.5 x 39.5 cm. Anhui 
Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良• Pern Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-
Lin]. (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1995)，p. 103 
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Fig. 3.3 
The main character Wang Yunqian (王雲儇 second from the left) was a talented 
woman who known as a "Female Secretary" (nii xiaoshu 女校W). Here Wang was 
dressed in drag. 
Zhang Zhiying 張志赢.Bugan Cifu 不甘雌伏[Unreconciled to Stay at a Low 
Womanly Position]. From the Dianshizhai Pictorial 點石齋畫報.Lithography. 
Source: Zhou Huiling 周慧玲."Nii yanyuan, xieshizhuyi, ‘Xin Niixing' limshu -
Wan Qing dao Wu Si shiqi Zhongguo xiandai juchang Zhong De Xingbie Biaoyan 
女演員、寫實主義、‘新女性’識述一晚清到五四時期中國現代劇場中的性別 
表演” [Actress, Realism, "New Woman" Discourse - Gender Performance in the 
Theatre from Late Qing to the May Forth Era]. Jindai Zhongguo fmii shi yanjiu 近 
代中國婦女史研究[Research on Women in Modem Chinese History], no. 4. 
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Fig. 3.5 
Pan Yuliang. 1958. Playing 戲耍.Ink and colour on paper. 79 x 67 cm. Anhui 
Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 




Artist Unknown. Mulan 木蘭.Book illustration. 
Source: He Qi 何琪.Chuckng niizi xiushen Jiaoke shu 初等女子修身教科書 
[Elementary Self-cultivation Textbook for Women]. (Shanghai: Hui Wen Bookstore 




Yang Xiang saving her father from a tiger's attack. 
Artist Unknown. Yang Xiang 楊香.Book illustration. 
Source: He Qi 何琪.Chuckng niizi xiushen jiaoke shu 初等女子修身教科書 
[Elementary Self-cultivation Textbook for Women]. (Shanghai: Hui Wen Bookstore 
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Fig. 3.7.2 
Lively details were narrated in the text. Here are the main details: A woman went 
into an opium house to save her husband. Niu, the owner of the opium house, raised 
his hand to slap the woman. Expected his ambush, the woman dodged the slap, 
jumped and kicked back. Niu fell and two of his men joined the fight. The woman 
took a martial pose and the two men fell. Then, another six jumped in but the woman 
faked them by falling down. Suddenly, she jumped and kicked. One was hit and fell, 
causing three others to fall. Nobody then dared to get close to the woman. 
Fu Jie ff w. Nii Zhong Zhangfu 女中丈夫[She-man]. From the Dianshizhai 
Pictorial 點石齋畫報.Lithography. 
Source: Wu Youru 吴友如.Dianshizhai Huabao: Da Ke Tang ban 黑占石齋畫報:；?t 
可堂版[Dianshizhai Pictorial: Da Ke Tang Edition]. Edited by Zhang Qiming 張奇 
明.Vol. 7. (Shanghai: Shanghai Pictorial Publishing, 2001). 
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Fig. 3.8 
Pan Yuliang. 1949. Self-portrait with a White Scarf 白巾自畫像.Oil on canvas. 
Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Photographed by the author at the Pan Yuliang Painting Exhitbition at the 
Capital Museum, Bejing. 2007. 
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Fig. 3.9.1 
He Yuanjun 何元俊.Bie Shu Yi Zhi 別樹一幟[Setting up a New Banner]. Detail. 
From Dianshizhai Pictorial 點石齋畫報.Lithography. 
Source: Wu Youru 吴友如.Dianshizhai Huabao: Da Ke Tang ban 點石齋畫報:大 
可堂版[Dianshizhai Pictorial: Da Ke Tang Edition]. Edited by Zhang Qiming 張奇 
明.Vol. 12. (Shanghai: Shanghai Pictorial Publishing, 2001). 
T 丄 他 丄 Fig. 3.9.2 
t . V r f l k "To Replace Father's Military Duty" 
” 滅 谬 J P {Dai Fu Cong Jun 代夫從M) was 
written on the left side of the cover. 
"^ist Unknown. 1915. Book Cover 
,银 W k r n ^ ^ B K m Source: Li Bai Liu 禮拜六[Saturday], 




Pan Yuliang. 1958. Washing Silk along the Stream 沒溪紗.Ink and colour on paper. 
68 X 93 cm. Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德.（Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2007). 
、 .< 
Fig. 3.11 
Pan Yuliang. 1957. Girl and a Basket 女童與提籃.Ink and colour on paper. 53 x 64 
cm. Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德.（Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2007). 
、 .< 
Fig. 3.11.ref 
A Hawker and an office in 1940 Shanghai. 
Artist Unknown. Untitled. Photography. 
Source: http://tw.aboluowang.com/life/data/2Q 10/1229/article 44716.html 
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國 
Artist Unknown. Untitled. 
Embroidery. 
Fig. 3.12 Source. 
Pan Yuliang. Appreciation 欣X. Oil http://www.cnsuxiu.com/proInfo.asp?i 
on canvas. 33 x 24 cm. Anhui d=16 
Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan 
Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited 




Pan Yuliang. 1955. Two Women Dancing Two Women Dancing 舞春風.Oil on 
canvas. 54 x 74 cm. Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pcm Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德.（Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2007). 
Fig. 3.13. Detail 
、 .< 
Fig.3.14 
Pan Yuliang. 1955. Double Sleeve Dance 雙人袖舞.Oil on canvas. 45 x 54 cm. 
Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pern Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德.(Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2007). 
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Fig. 3.14. Detail 
Fig. 3.15 
Artist Unknown. Embroidered Shoes with Upturned Heads. Embroidered shoes. 29 x 9 x 3 cm. Tai an Folkl re Museum, Taipei Source: http://catal g.digitalarchives.t /Exhibitio /Detail.jsp?OID=3318250 
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Fig. 3.16.1 
Pan Yuliang. Reclining Nude 背臥女子.Ink and colour on paper. 28 x 44 cm. Anhui 
Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德.（Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2007). 
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Fig. 3.16.2 
Pan Yuliang. 1960. Reclining Nude 背臥女子.Ink and colour on paper. 69 x 93 cm. 
Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang f番玉良.Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-
Lin]. (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1995), p. 68. 
、 .< 
^ ^ I , iiB^ Fig. 3.16.ref 
I ^ , . ^v. I Artist Unknown. 1960. Tian Qian Ru 
Yu 添錢如雨[Adding Wealth Like 
Rain]. Embroidery wallet. 
Source: Hou Weijia 侯維佳，Hou 
Ruifang 侯瑞芳，and Yang Jingxiu 楊 
y y a ^ ^ i ^ . ^ i W M 景秀.Minjian cixiu zhenshang 民間刺 
繡珍賞[Collectable Folk 
J^J^^II^I^JIJJI^IIlllll^llll Embroidery]. (Shenyang: Liaoning 
Fine Arts Publishing House, 2006), p. M 
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Fig. 3.17.2 
Fig. 3.17.1 Artist Unknown. 1915. Lan Gui 
Artist Unknown. 1915. Yuchuang Du Qingke MKmM [Daily Lesson in the 
Hua 芸窗讀書[Looking at Painting in Chamber]. Book Cover 
the Study] Book Cover 
Source: Funu Zazhi 婦女雜誌[the 
Source: Funii Zazhi 婦女雜誌[the Ladies' Journal] 1，no. 1. (Febuary 
Ladies' Journal] 1，no. 2. (January 1915). 
1915). 
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r T " T , n Fig. 3.18 
{ An example of a women's school's 
drawing and handiwork class. 
應用手工Applied Handiwork,用器 
工 1 畫’ Practical Drawing were practical 
jjlfi. I f j i and utilitarian, 
m ‘ 在 
手 j 讨 Source: Cheng Zhefan 程謫凡. 
X I Zhongguo xiandai niizijiaoyu shi 中 
I ； f j f 應 狀 子 教 雜 [ H i s t o r y of 
1 ： ； M o d e m Women's Education in China]. 
私. (Shanghai: Zhonghua Book Company, 
——；——- 1936), p. 152. 
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Fig. 4.2 
Pang Xunqin 龐薰榮.1931. Such is Shanghai (Miming Life's Riddle)如此上海 
(人生之謎)• Oil on canvas. 
Source: Zhao Li 趙力，and Yu Ding 余丁，eds. Zhongguo youhua wenxian, 1542-
2000 中國油畫文獻，1542-2000 [Oil Painting Document of China 1542-2000]. 
(Changsha: Hunan Art Publishing House, 2002)，p. 652. 
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Fig. 4.4 
Extract from Liang You [The Companion Pictorial], no. 87. (April 1934). 
Showing modem objects/facilities such as trolleybus, telephone and dance hall. 
Source: Lee, Leo Ou-fan. Shanghai Modem: the Flowering of a New Urban Culture 
in China, 1930-1945. Chinese Translation. Translated by Mao, Jian. (Beijing: Peking 
University Press, 2001), p. 22. 
、 .< 
Fig. 4.5 
Giacomo Balla (1871-1958). 1913-14. Abstract Speed + Sound. Oil on millboard 
with artist's painted frame. 54.5 x 76.5 cm. Guggenheim Museum, New York. 
Source: http://www.guggenheim.org/new-york/collections/collection-online/show-
fliliypiece/?search=GiacomoO/o20Balla&page 二 1 &f二 People&cr^ 1 
Fig. 4.5 
El Lissitzky (1890-1941). 1919. Beat the Whites with the Red Wedge. Lithograph in 
colour, published by UNOVIS, 1919. 
Source: http://www.ibiblio.org/eldritch/el/elc.html 
、 .< 
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Fig. 4.7 
Ye Lingfeng 葉靈鳳.Mr. LuXun 魯迅先生.Illustration 
Source: Liu Jihui 髮ij糸己惹.Xin de bianyi: xiandaixing de jingshen xingshi 心的變異 
：現代性的精神形式[Perverted Heart: the Psychic Forms of Modernity]. (Taipei: 
Rye Field Publishing Co., 2004)，p. 180. 
_ 
Fig. 4.8 
Ye Lingfeng 葉靈鳳.Book Cover of Xin E De Wen Yi Zheng Ce 新俄文藝政策. 
Book Cover 
Source: Liu Jihui 劉糸己惹.Xin de bianyi: xiandaixing de jingshen xingshi 心白勺 MM 
:現代性的精辦形式[Perverted Heart: the Psychic Forms of Modernity]. (Taipei: 




Li Hua.李樺 1935. Roar, China!怒吼吧，中國！ . Woodcut. 20 x 15 cm. National 
Art Museum of China, Beijing. 
Source: Liu Jihui 劉糸己薫.Xin de bianyi: xiandaixing de jingshen xingshi 心白勺MM 
:現/t性的精雜形式[Perverted Heart: the Psychic Forms of Modernity]. (Taipei: 
Rye Field Publishing Co., 2004), plate. 10. 
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Fig. 4.10 
Kathe Kollwitz (1867-1945). 1903. Woman with Dead Child. Engraving. 41.7 x 47.2 
cm. National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C. 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.0rg/wiki/File:K0llwitz.ipg (image); 
http://www.nga.gov/fcgi-bin/tinfo f?object二70792 (artwork detail) 
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Fig. 4.11 
Here summarized, is the development of Chinese art. It praised Qin-Han, Jin-Tang 
and Song-Yuan art and suggested that they had gained a reputation among the five 
continents {wuzhou 五;、州）• It stated the mission of the CAA—to restore the lost pride 
in art. 
Source: "Zhuci 祝言司，，[Congratulatory Speech]. Zhongguo Meishuhui Jikan 中國美 
術會季刊 h no. 1.(1936). 
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Fig. 4.11 
Chen Zhifo 陳之 f弗.Cover of the Zhongguo Meishuhui Jikan. Book Cover 
Source: Zhongguo Meishuhui Jikan 中國美術會季干丨J1, no. 2. (1936). 
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Fig. 4.13 
Pan Yuliang. 1933. Qingtang River bank 錢塘江畔.Oil on canvas. 
Source: "Xiandai Zhongguo Xiyang huaxuan 現代中國西洋畫選” [Selection of 
Modem Chinese Western Painting]. Liang You M ^  [The Companion Pictorial] 
、 .< 
Fig. 4.14 
Claude Monet. 1873. Impression, Sunrise. Oil on canvas. 48 x 63 cm. Musee 
Marmottan, Paris. 
Source: Erich Lessing/Art Resource, New York (image), Art Grove Online (artwork 
detail) 
Claude Monet. 1875. Woman with a 
- Parasol - Madame Monet and Her 
“ � � “ “ 4 Son. Oil on canvas. 119.4 x 99.7 cm. 
‘ ， - V j ^ g ^ ''- - : i : National Gallery of Art, Washington 
… 纖 D . C . 
，- Source: 
� j S ^ m j l ^ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claude_ 
^ 童 ^ B K B H ^ Monet (image), 
‘•4�i ^ J b ���� • http://www.nga.gov/fcgi-
bin/tinfo_f?object=61379 (artwork 
n m d 一 _ 
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Fig. 4.17 
Pan Yuliang. 1937 ca.. Ocean of Clouds 雲海.Oil on canvas. 
Source: Zhongguo Meishuhui Jikan 中國美術會季刊 1，no. 4. (1937). 
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Fig. 4.18 
Pan Yuliang. 1937. Six Harmonies Pagoda 六和塔.Oil on canvas. 72 x 57 cm. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德• (Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2007). 
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Fig. 4.19 
Albert Bierstadt. 1886. Storm in the Rocky Mountains (Mount Rosa). Oil on canvas. 
Brooklyn Museum, New York 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert Bierstadt (image), 
http://www.brooklvnmuseum.org/opencollection/artists/594/Albert Bierstadt 
(artwork detail), (image) 
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細 _ 
Pan Yuliang. 1935. Morning glow 九 ^ | ^ l l p ^ l ^ ! p S g ^ ’ | £ ^ ^ B H ^ 
華車月霞.Oil on canvas. p.^ ^ j i 
Pan Yuliang. 1937 ca.. Shiliang 
Source: Zhongyang Ribao 中如沾 Waterfall in Tiantai 天台石梁瀑.Oil 
[Central Daily News]. (Nanjing, May on canvas 
3，1935). • 
Source: Zhongyang Ribao 中央日幸艮 
[Central Daily News]. (Nanjing, June 
13, 1937). 
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Fig 4.22 
Pan Yuliang and her paintings. 
Source: Tao Yongbai 陶詠白，and Li Shi 李混.Shiluo de lishi: Zhongguo niixing 
huihua shi 失落的歷史:中國女性續畫史[The Lost History, History of Women's 




Pan Yuliang. 1931. My Family 我的家庭.Oil on canvas. 
Source: Li Chao 李超.Yongmeng jingjin: Zhongyang Daxue yishu xi de xihua 
shijian與猛精進:中处大學藝術系的西S實踐[Western Painting Practice at the 
Central University]. (Shanghai: Shanghai Brilliant Publishing House, 2009), p. 66. 
、 .< 
_ Fig. 4.23g 
Pan Yuliang. 1931. My Family. Oil on canvas. 
Source: Pan Yuliang f番玉良.Pan Yuliang meishu zuopin xuan 潘玉良美術作品選 
[Collection of the Works of Pan Yuliang]. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Fine Arts Publishing, 
1988), p. 25. 
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Fig. 4.24 
Gustave Courbet. 1855. The Artist's Studio (L 'Atelier du peintre): A Real Allegory of 
a Seven Year Phase in my Artistic and Moral Life. Oil on canvas. 359 x 598 cm. 
Musee d'Orsay, Paris 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustave Courbet 、 .< 
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Fig. 4.24. Detail 
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Fig. 4.25 
Alice Halicka. 1924. The Studio (L 'Atelier). Oil on canvas. Collection Unknown 
Source: Bimbaum, Paula J. Women Artists in Intenvar France: Framing 
Femininities. (Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2011), p. 9. 
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Fig. 4.26 
Mme Achille Fould. 1893. Rosa Bonheur in her Studio (Rosa Bonheur dans son 
Atelier). Oil on canvas. Size Unknown. Collection Unknown 
Source: Le Petit journal. Supplement du dimanche, 1893/06/03 (No. 132), 





Pan Yuliang. 1942 ca.. Song of Spring 春之歌.Oil on canvas. 133 x 220 cm. Anhui 
Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang f番玉良.Pan Yuliang meishu zuopin xuan 潘玉良美術作品選 
[Collection of the Works of Pan Yuliang]. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Fine Arts Publishing, 




Pan Yuliang. 1950. Song of Spring 春之歌.Oil on canvas. 71 x 98 cm. Anhui 
Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-
Lin]. (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1995), p. 19. 
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Fig. 5.3 
Pan Yuliang. 1965. Nudes Enjoying the Beach ；、每濱樂.Ink and colour on paper. 95 x 
176 cm. Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德.(Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2007). 
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Fig. 5.4 
Steve Wolfe. 1997. Untitled (Cubism and Abstract Art). Oil, lithography ink, and 
modeling paste on paper mounted on wood and canvasboard. 26.0 x 20.3 x 2.2 cm. 
Museum of Modem Art, New York 
Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/kerim/172567278/ (image) 
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Fig. 5.5 
Paul Gauguin. 1892. Manao Tupapau (Spirit of the Dead Watching). Oil on canvas. 
Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, New York 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul Gauguin 
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Fig. 5.6 
Edouard Manet. 1863. Olympia. Oil on canvas. 130.5 cm x 190 cm. Musee d'Orsay, 
Paris 
Source: Official Website of Musee d'Orsay 
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Fig. 5.7 
Titian. 1538. Vems of Urbino. Oil on canvas. 119 cm x 165 cm. Uffizi, Florence 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.Org/wiki/Venus of Urbino 
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Fig. 5.8 
Henri Matisse. 1935. Large Reclining Nude (The Pink Nude). Oil on canvas. 66 x 92 
cm. The Baltimore Museum of Art, Baltimore 
Source: http://www.henri-matisse.net/paintings/daa.htiTil 
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Fig. 5.9 
Winslow Homer. 1868. Art-Students and Copyists in the Louvre Gallery, Paris. 
Wood engraving, Sheet: 9. 23.3 x 35.2 cm. Brooklyn Museum, Gift of Harvey Isbitts 
Source: http://www.archive.org/details/brooklvnmuseum-o2482-art-students-and-
copyists 
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Fig. 5.10 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir. 1884-87. The Large Bathers. Oil on canvas. 117.8 x 170.8 
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Fig. 5.11 
Henri Matisse. 1905-6. Joy of Life, Oil on canvas. 176.5 x 240.7 cm. Barnes 
Foundation, Merion, PA 
Source: 
http://emuseum.bamesfoundation.org/view/objects/asitem/search$Q04Q/l/sortNumbe 
r-asc?t:state:flow-a26flc62-5298-44e3-b5c4-3Qc87Q3bdd36 (artwork detail), 





Amedeo Modigliani. 1917. Nude 
Sitting on a Divan, Oil on canvas. 100 
cm X 60 cm. Private collection 
Source: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nude Sitt 
ing on a Divan 
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Fig. 5.13 
Pan Yuliang. Tea Time 午茶S寺光.Oil on canvas. 27 x 41 cm. Anhui Provincial 
Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德.（Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2007). 
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Fig. 5.14 
Pan Yuliang. 1940. Flowers Vendor 花攤.Oil on canvas. 24 x 33 cm. National Art 
Museum of China, Beijing 




Pan Yuliang. Gathering 相聚歡.Oil on canvas. 16 x 22 cm. Anhui Provincial 
Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang 潘玉良[Pan Yu-Lin]. Edited by Ke 
Mengde 柯孟德.(Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2007). 
Fig. 5.16 
Pan Yuliang. In the Park 公園内.Oil on canvas. 16 x 22 cm. Anhui Provincial 
Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良• Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉良轰集[The Art of Pan Yu-
Lin]. (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1995)，p. 37. 
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Fig. 5.17.1 
Artist Unknown. 1950-51. Inside the Apartment of Pan Yuliang. Photography 
Source: 
http://suxuelin.liberal.ncku.edu.tw/digitize show.asp?DigitizeID=20Q9Q828Q021 
(Research Room of Su Xuelin) 
Fig. 5.13 -





Artist Unknown. Photography 
Source: Source: Pan Yuliang tSBE良.Pan Yuliang meishu zuopin xuan 潘玉良美術 
作品選[Collection of the Works of Pan Yuliang]. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Fine Arts 




Pan Yuliang: middle 
Artist Unknown. Photography 
Source: Source: Pan Yuliang 潘•玉良.Pan Yuliang meishu zuopin xuan 潘玉良美術 
作品選[Collection of the Works of Pan Yuliang]. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Fine Arts 
Publishing, 1988), p. 105. 
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Fig. 5.17.4 
Pan Yuliang: the 7th from the left 
Artist Unknown. Photography 
Source: Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang meishu zuopin xuan 潘玉良美術 
作品選[Collection of the Works of Pan Yuliang]. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Fine Arts 
Publishing, 1988), p. 109. 
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Fig. 5.17.5 
Pan Yuliang: front row, the 3rd from the left 
Artist Unknown. Photography 
Source: Source: Pan Yuliang f番玉良.Pan Yuliang meishu zuopin xuan 潘玉良美術 
作品選[Collection of the Works of Pan Yuliang]. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Fine Arts 
Publishing, 1988), p. 106. 
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Fig. 5.17.ref 
Henri Matisse. 1917. The Painter and His Model Oil on canvas. 147 x 97 cm. 
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Fig. 5.18.1 
Artist Unknown. Unknown. Book Illustration. 
Source: Source: Funii Zazhi 婦女雜誌[the Ladies' Journal] 9, no. 5. (January 
1923). 
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Fig. 5.18.2 
Artist Unknown. Unknown. Book Illustration. 




Pan Yuliang. 1940. Slaughters 屠殺.Oil on canvas. 45.5 x 53 cm. Anhui Provincial 
Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang、潘玉良.Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-
Lin]. (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1995). 
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Fig. 5.20 
Logo of the Women's International Democratic Federation. 
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Fig. 5.20.ref 
Pan Yuliang. 1952. Nude Holding a Dove 鑑|子的深女.Ink and colour on paper. 
69.5 X 55cm. Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang meishu zuopin xuan f番玉良美術作品選 
[Collection of the Works of Pan Yuliang]. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Fine Arts Publishing, 




Pan Yuliang. 1954. Three Nudes 三裸女.Ink and colour on paper. 97 x 73cm. 
Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pati Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-
Lin]. (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1995) 
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Fig. 5.22 
Pan Yuliang. Women in the Bathroom 浴女.Ink and colour on paper. 43 x 59 cm. 
Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-
Lin]. (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1995), p. 63. 
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Fig. 5.23 
Pan Yuliang. 1958. Maternal Love 親情.Ink and colour on paper. 80 x 107 cm. 
Anhui Provincial Museum, Anhui. 
Source: Pan Yuliang 潘玉良.Pan Yuliang huaji 潘玉良畫集[The Art of Pan Yu-
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